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Abstract
Over the past fifteen years the Indigenous rural communities in northern Saskatchewan have
experienced suicide at overwhelming epidemic rates. There seems to be a clear connection
between these high suicide rates and the historical trauma experienced by Indigenous peoples.
This loss is compounded by the unresolved grief and inter-generational trauma associated with
the legacy of residential schools. Mental health service delivery for Indigenous youth in rural and
remote communities is based on a medical model and needs to change.
This research examines Indigenous methods of healing as a way toward a sustainable
holistic healing program. It builds on the strengths of the Indigenous cultures of these
communities and data were gathered through a community based participatory action research
collaboration. The planning, implementation and assessment of this research engaged direct
participants in a collaborative analysis process. In a span of one year, seventeen youth and elders
from rural northern Saskatchewan participated in two pilot retreats. Mixed research methods
provided pragmatic pathways towards understanding common themes of wellness. The research
will be mobilized to support the development of a practical guide which demonstrate the
Indigenous Natural Law teachings as being on par with western science mental health
approaches and interventions. This guide will provide recommendations for influencing federal
and provincial mental health policies that guarantee long-term impact in our rural and remote
communities. These Indigenous community processes will be mobilized from the inside out,
empowering Indigenous youth and families to support them in picking up their knowledge
bundles in today’s world.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
“When our kids are taught in school in the white man’s way, all of our traditions will be lost”
Tka-Tzie (Willow Heart) prophecy Treaty 10 Negotiations 1906 (Dodson, 2006).
“Kawiya wanikiskisik oskayak! Piko tawicihitoyak,” stern and serious she asserted, glasses
halfway down her nose, looking and pointing right at me. In our old village hall, she stood right
in front of the whole community gathered there. This was a dream I had during my first doctoral
program residency in March 2016. Claire was one of the community elders who loved to cook.
She supported all the weddings, graduations, funerals and any other large events for years and
years. She passed in 2012. The English translation from the Cree is “Do not forget the youth.
You have to help them.” For the past four years her words served as a constant reminder of this
research focus.
This research developed and piloted a local, Indigenous and sustainable holistic mental
health model in Northwestern Saskatchewan. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop
meaningful long-term local solutions for mental health concerns in Indigenous communities. I
contend that this is achieved by supporting the mobilization of Indigenous communities in
Northwest Saskatchewan; guiding clinicians, educators and policy makers in the use of a
sustainable holistic mental health model; and contributing to the momentum of an inter-sectoral
paradigm shift that recognizes Indigenous methods of healing as being on par with Western
science concepts of health.
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Context for the Research
Locating Myself in the (Re)Search: My Bundle
My ceremonial name is Wapiski Waskotepayiw Iskwew, White Lightning Woman, and
my purpose, through maintaining my own balance within the Natural Laws, is to create sacred
spaces for healing.
I was born and raised and have lived my entire life in the boreal forest of Treaty 10
territory in northern Saskatchewan, along the Beaver River Valley, from the Metis village of
Beauval. I am the second youngest of five girls. My parents were teachers at the residential
school on Mission Hill. During my childhood, I forged lifelong friendships with Cree, Dene and
Metis students, some whose parents worked at the residential school, and many who lived in the
residence and attended school from the surrounding region.
My maternal side is French and Irish. My paternal side is Hungarian, Italian and Iberian.
During my childhood years, the only time we visited my “southern” settler grandparents was in
the summertime, and sometimes at Christmas. My father’s parents lived on a farm near Lestock,
Saskatchewan. Just before the turn to the farm road, we would pass by the Muskowekwan
reserve, I remember how me and my sisters would be so angry and frustrated with the racist
attitudes made by some our cousins, aunts and uncles and grandparents.
I remember one incident clearly, when I was a little girl three or four years old, during
one of these visits at my gramma’s farm. I saw a car driving up to the house. I went to the door
and was holding it open while a man came up to the step. His family was in the car and it was a
really hot summer day. I kept holding the door open and I invited him to come in but the man
politely refused saying he would wait outside, and didn’t come up the stairs. My gramma came
to the doorway, and as soon as she saw him, she shut the door, and through the screen, he asked
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if he could buy some eggs. This man and his family were from the Muskowekwan First Nation. I
was both confused and angry at my grandma for not treating this family with the respect she
would have with any other visitors. These feelings grew into resentment and anger and a form of
“identity crisis” in my later teens; knowing that there was nothing I could do to change how
some of my blood relatives felt and what they said.
The Irish roots of my family are on my mother’s maternal side. I had the good fortune of
accompanying my mother, along with my daughter, to a gathering and tour of Ireland this past
summer (2019). We learned from our distant cousins that the British colonizers twisted words in
the history books, such as the “famine” which actually was a brutal attempted genocide of the
Irish people.
Probing into my ethnic and historical roots has been both fulfilling and heavily grueling
path as I began to actively feel the effects of my own colonization. I began to understand how
and why I was so connected to ceremony through the activation of ancestral memories and the
realization that all peoples, including settlers and immigrants, originate from tribal cultures
around the globe, who all accessed healing through ceremony. The devastation of colonization
over the many centuries has disconnected us from these ancient healing methods, some much
longer than others.
Indigenous peoples, also known in some regions as First peoples, First Nations,
Aboriginal peoples or Native peoples, or autochthonous peoples, are ethnic groups who are the
original or earliest known inhabitants of an area, in contrast to groups that have settled, occupied
or colonized the area more recently.
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Early years at “mission hill” “The Mission” was built by the Oblate
Missionaries of Mary Immaculate (OMI) 1895 and completed in 1906 as part of the benefits of
education in the Treaty 10 agreements. The La Plonge creek was pure water, running from a
spring-fed lake where a sawmill and dam was constructed from which water was pumped into
the structures up on the hill. The first wooden residence burnt down in 1929 and nineteen young
boys along with a young nun, who was a member of the Grey Nuns of Montreal, died in this
tragic fire. Their remains are buried in the mission graveyard.
Living on mission hill. I remember a few weeks before school would end in June, how
parents would travel by wooden skiff up river from Patuanak and set up their tents to camp at the
bottom of the hill. All of my friends would be so happy and excited to see their parents. I also
remember feeling so bad for the one or two students who, for some reason, were stuck in the
residence over the Christmas holidays. If we didn’t travel south during the break, I remember
going, with my friends to ask the supervisors to invite him or her to go skating and/or come to
visit at our houses to keep them company.
September and January were always the most depressing and sad months for obvious
reasons of being torn away from parents and home. And to let off a lot of steam many of us were
“rink rats.” We did not have phones or television at the mission until 1978, except at the priest’s
house, so every waking hour, outside of school, was spent outdoors. And from four years old, I
skated, skated, skated and played hockey on the outdoor “boys’ rink” right beside our house. On
cold winter nights, usually on Fridays, we would play shinny on the nice smooth ice until the
“big” boys showed up in their Warrior uniforms for the real game. We would cheer on the
sidelines during the exciting games and if we were lucky, be asked to scrape the ice in between
periods, while the teams warmed up in the skate shack heated with a woodstove.
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My closest friends were more like brothers and sisters, their parents like aunties and
uncles, and their grandparents felt like my moshums and kokums too. They spoke Cree, Dene,
French, and English. Most visits with my friends and community gatherings were enveloped in a
mix of Cree, French and Dene. I became quite well versed in conversational Cree and parents of
my friends gave me the nickname moniyaw nehiyaw iskwew’ which translates into white/light
skinned Cree woman. Almost everyone in the Metis village had nicknames and it fostered a
sense of claiming individuals as your own and feeling a sense of belonging. I always found Dene
much more difficult to learn but to this day being surrounded in these languages is where I feel
most at home.
My real family was with my friends at the mission and in the hamlet of Beauval. We
didn’t just attend school together, we spent most of our time outdoors. After our chores of
cleaning up, hauling water from the local water pump and chopping kindling for the woodstoves,
my friends and I would hit the ice in the winter, or the bat and ball fields, bush, rivers or lakes in
the summertime. Here is where our stories were weaved and our bonds of friendship formed:
beside the woodstoves and laughter, the smell of moose meat roasts and fresh “le bay” dipped in
Rogers Golden Syrup! I remember during one of my visits with my friend Bernice, that her dad
Alec who worked in the woodshop at the mission, always had caribou, moose meat, muskrat or
rabbit in the slow cooker. And he loved those hard-crunchy pilot biscuits with it. He would
always say, “Why would anyone buy meat in the store? Those animals are dirty; they walk
around in their own shit all day. I hunt and trap my own food because it’s clean.” I loved
spending most of my time outdoors learning traditional knowledge about the land, lake and
rivers. I lived just like that, close to all the elements of fire, wind, air and water.
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Identity crisis. I was quite fluent in Cree, and had developed many leadership skills,
musical ability, and teamwork through my love of sports, especially hockey. I worked with many
youth empowerment programs while in high school; our youth team facilitated workshops all
over northern Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba. Although I had confidence in my leadership
skills and had many friends in high school, I was struggling. During my high school years, I was
lured into an abusive relationship by a clergy member. I did not know where to turn, because
everywhere I thought of looking, others connected to the abuser. I mostly felt shame and for a
long time, believed that it was my fault. Soon after graduation and moving into the city, I
experienced the hardships of culture shock initially failing most of my courses in my first
attempt at attending the University of Saskatchewan in 1985. For the next three years, I went
through a struggle with an identity crisis trying to sort out where I fit in the world. (I understand
now why a wounded spirit cannot learn). I quit university, moved back north and worked for a
few years searching for what might help me move forward. It was really hard to move back
home feeling like a failure, when most of my friends continued on in other post secondary
institutions (a common factor still prevalent in youth from remote northern communities today).
The revolving door. The big picture we have come to understand is that Indigenous
peoples as a whole, including but not isolated to northern Saskatchewan, have been gravely
impacted by the intergenerational trauma legacies of the residential schools. Similar to
colonization patterns around the world, the cycle began here in this region, when Cree, Dene and
Metis children were taken away from their families, off the land, to the residential schools, where
the vital cultural bridge between past and future was systematically dismantled and thousands of
children were abused physically, sexually, spiritually, emotionally and mentally. Eventually,
these children have grown into parents, grandparents and great grandparents, many of whom are
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disconnected from their ancestral knowledge, not fitting into any world, their trauma manifesting
into self-loathing anger, violence, vulnerability to addictions and often, suicide.
As I have elaborated in the history of the Beauval residential school, the grandparents and
parents did not just attend as students. After completing their “education” those who remained
were employed and became workers within the same colonial system. Although the buildings
and missionaries are all gone now, the cycle continues to this day, growing more and more acute
with each generation. Despair is fuelled by high unemployment rates, inadequate housing and
thriving drug economy, including crack cocaine and crystal meth. What little employment exists
is often for corporations that harm the land, creating even more disconnect from land-based
traditions and practices.
I am providing these details because, along with my lifelong friends and colleagues in
Green Arrow, we have similar childhood upbringing and professional careers within crosssectoral systems. As parents, coaches, teachers, counselors, police officers and youth leaders
within cultural, political and physical borders, and despite the best intentions of those working in
the institutions of education, social work, health and justice, youth are processed through the
revolving doors of detentions, suspensions, referrals to addictions counselors, psychiatric
evaluations, drug regimes, recommendations, expulsions, court hearings, hospital stays and jail
time and to what end? Revolving door is a term we use because the systemic services are just
that. All, but a tiny fraction of the cases, youth are doomed to a cycle of systemic incompetence
and ineffective services, with little chance of any change.
And then we acknowledge the door which can never be opened again; not one of us in the
north is left untouched by suicide, and for most, we have lost numerous loved ones. How can
individuals, families, and communities in such close bonds of kinship and friendship, begin to
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cope with tremendous and cumulous grief and loss of that scale. In addition to wave after wave,
how can we stand strong enough to tackle the roots of such systemic dysfunction?
Grief and trauma recovery. After more than a decade of teaching, I left the classroom
to put my energy into finding meaningful and practical solutions and obtained my Master’s
degree in Counseling Psychology. My project involved developing a holistic mental health
intervention model based on the medicine wheel and creating a toolkit for parents, teachers and
counselors who worked with at risk youth in Northern Saskatchewan.
I dedicated my full-time work to helping youth with barriers to success. My breakthrough came
when I took grief and trauma recovery training where I learned that the root of all addictions is
loss tied to grief and trauma and that a wounded spirit cannot learn. This training combined
Indigenous ways of healing grief from all around the world. Although I had always valued and
participated in traditional spirituality since my teens, for the first time, I made the connection
between grief, healing and learning, and how it allows actual transformational change. The
facilitator training required two levels; first that participants work on individual healing and
second, through understanding personal transformation, participants learn the methods of
instruction to help others. At this point in my life, I was trying to cope with cumulative loss and
grief; still triggered by the spiritual trauma from my teen years, grieving the loss of my sister’s
death, burnout from lateral violence in my workplace, and continuous, devastating loss of
friends, their children, and my children’s friends from suicide. I began to realize that my coping
mechanisms, based on Western concepts of mental health, had been helping but had not provided
the healing methods through ceremony. This became very clear, and I began a new journey of
customizing therapy, outside of colonial institutional systems, to better suit the needs of youth
and their families.
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Counseling restrictions. I worked as a guidance counselor for six years in Beauval, but
the position was restricted to career counseling. The job description did not allow me to provide
grief and trauma counseling. If students approached me with grief and trauma issues, I was to
refer them to a mental health counselor. In most cases the students did not follow up with their
referrals because they would have to wait until a scheduled appointment, and their needs were
immediate; in most cases they were experiencing overwhelming anxiety. Later in my career as a
Responsive Services consultant for the school division, with the specific role of healing grief and
trauma, youth leadership workshops, suicide intervention training, crisis response and peer
supports for northern Saskatchewan communities. The school division is a vast geographic area,
covering fourteen communities all across Northern Saskatchewan; from and between west to La
Loche, north to Stoney Rapids, east to Cumberland House and south to Green Lake. I conducted
dozens of healing workshops, in which I called upon members of Green Arrow to help co
facilitate. I crossed paths with many childhood friends, now teachers, counselors, mayors, chiefs,
nurses, social workers, policemen, who became colleagues helping to facilitate and organize
these workshops. Healing trauma through ceremonial methods is not an easy task. When
describing the work, I relate it to being on a surgical team. All leaders in the healing process,
whether it is traditional healers, counselors, or consultants, have specialized roles, which are
critical skills for the transformational healing process to be successful. Grief and trauma are
complicated and tangled.
Turning point. A major turning point, both personally and professionally, was in 2009
when I was asked to respond to the scene of a young man who had committed suicide. He was a
very popular kid; he was charming, athletic and funny, always full of life and laughter. He was
one of my son’s best friends. I grew up with his parents. We all grow up together and knew
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everyone in our small, remote, Metis villages in the north west region. It was another one of the
hardest days of my life, but I, along with my colleague and childhood friend, were requested to
respond. As professionals, we were exhausted from responding to multiple crises just weeks
before the suicide but knowing there would be no one else to support the youth, we responded.
When we arrived at the house where the suicide happened, there must have been over
forty young people gathered on the front lawn. They were all obviously devastated, and many of
his friends were coming up to me telling that somehow this young man was trying to text or call
them, but they had fallen asleep already. His friends and family felt terrible. After reflecting on
this, as a consultant travelling throughout the north, with a mandate to train professionals—
teachers, counselors, mental health staff, doctors, nurses—I thought about the many youth who
missed the calls and text of this young man trying to reach out for help could also use training.
The youth began asking if they could be trained to know what to say and do to help themselves
and their friends.
This is when I began to advocate for the development of youth leadership teams. If youth
were reaching out to each other in times of crises, wouldn’t training peers be more effective and
efficient? Throughout the development and growth of these healing programs, I, along with the
team, experienced both personal and professional growth, through the common ground of
sharing and listening and working through grief and trauma, forming deep bonds with youth and
their families across northern Saskatchewan. This work led to provisions of grants allowing
suicide training for youth and families of all ages to be referred to its innovative trauma group
therapy held on the land, with significant success.
In 2012, the consultant team I worked with began to be systematically dismantled based
on significantly dropped suicide rates. In 2014, my consultant position with the School Board
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was dissolved. It was at this point that I either returned to the classroom as a teacher or began a
new path. Because of the decades of my cumulative professional development and lived
experience building successful family healing interventions; rooted particularly in weaving
Indigenous ceremony with grief and trauma recovery, suicide intervention, crisis response team
training, peer mentorship, youth leadership and addictions for northwest Saskatchewan rural and
remote community contexts, I began planning evidence-based research in partnership with the
Green Arrow team that would compile, establish and enhance components of successful healing
programs in rural and remote Indigenous Northern Saskatchewan communities. This dissertation
is part of the evidence we are compiling.
In our northern rural and remote villages, the webs we weave are very close. Together we
celebrate our joyful moments and, just as deeply, our times of crises. In the past fifteen years, our
village of Beauval in northwest Saskatchewan and surrounding sister communities of Ile a la
Crosse, Dillon, La Loche, Canoe Lake, Pinehouse and La Ronge have experienced suicide at
overwhelming epidemic rates. Suicide has taken away my best friends, my best friend’s children
and my children’s best friends.
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Figure 1: Location of Research
As mentioned earlier, I grew up on “Mission Hill” across the Beaver River valley from
the small Metis village of Beauval in northwest Saskatchewan. I attended elementary grades in
La Plonge residential school, middle years in the Beauval village and high school at Beauval
Indian Residential High School. During my school years I established many lifelong friendships
with people from every community linked by waterways northwest Saskatchewan. Many of
these childhood friends are now community leaders: mayors, chiefs, teachers, administrators,
addictions and mental health counselors, traditional healers and elders. They provide a sacred
network of trust and connection. These relationships are key in the work that I do today across
sectors of education, health, social work and justice.
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Access to quality evidence–based mental health treatment continues to be extremely
limited for vulnerable populations, especially youth. Furthermore, where access is available,
most services are delivered through a colonial, medical, top-down systematic approach.
The Beauval residential school closed in 1996 but the impact of its ninety-year history is
deeply embedded in communities. It is important to understand that colonization and its
aggressive policies of civilization– such as the outlawing of ceremonies— eroded Indigenous
peoples’ ways of resolving grief. As a result, many generations were unable to participate in
culturally embedded practices of relieving grief, leaving the trauma of grief unresolved and
multigenerational (Linklater, 2014).
Indigenous communities in Northern Saskatchewan continue to experience tremendous
loss due to youth suicide, especially among millennials. As I said, this loss is compounded by
unresolved grief and inter-generational trauma associated with the legacy of residential schools. I
contend that, unfortunately, the present-day mental health systemic supports (education, health,
social work and justice departments) exist within a proverbial state of passing the “hot potato,”
especially with issues linked to vulnerable youth.
A major goal of my research is to open discussions and support deeper understandings of
Indigenous knowledge regarding human development embedded with the movement of the
Natural Law process. The Natural Law process refers to recognizing and following the cycles of
an environmental calendar. It dictates how we live, what our roles and responsibilities are to
sustain self in relation to all living things (P. Crescioni, personal communication, June 4, 2020).
Today, if one has a mental health concern in Northwest Saskatchewan, one makes an
appointment with a mental health counselor. These appointments, on average, happen for an hour
every few weeks. For serious issues, such as trauma, anxiety, depression, suicidal thoughts, this
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system of support could take four to five years of therapy. Most of the mental health systems
compartmentalize and deliver health services to individuals, families and communities in a
westernized medical model. In Northern Saskatchewan, mental health services are delivered in
separate Prevention, Intervention and Postvention strategies. The most effective programs
provide all three forms in a continuous plan with flexible points of entry (D. Bartake, personal
communication, October 15, 2010).
Even when programs are successful, they are not guaranteed for the long term. For
example, in my professional experience, our consultant team was tasked specifically to address
the suicide epidemic in Northern Saskatchewan. After years of building a successful and
effective program our team was dismantled and programs discontinued with the explanation that
there was no longer a suicide problem because the suicide rates had subsided. LaFromboise &
Lewis, (2008) describe a similar experience in the Zuni life skills development project in New
Mexico where a local team developed a successful culturally relevant suicide intervention
program for the Pueblo community. However, after the superintendent who supported the Zuni
program was replaced by an outsider, the Zuni program was discontinued. The assumption was
that the decrease in suicides meant the prevention program was no longer needed. What had
taken three years to build was dissolved in a matter of days. Without the program supports it was
not long before suicide rates began to climb again.
A crucial lesson learned by LaFromboise & Lewis, (2008) was to ensure that locally
developed successful suicide intervention programs are supported by policies that guarantee
long-term development. They found that cross-sectoral leadership must recognize the importance
of cultural connections within suicide prevention intervention programs for Indigenous people,
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especially youth and elders. The sacred trust relationships with local knowledge keepers are
crucial components in healing Indigenous historical grief and trauma experiences.
Adolescence is often a time of crisis and learning roles and responsibilities within
Indigenous teachings gives us a sense of place and purpose (P. Crescioni, personal
communication, July 2, 2017). For Indigenous youth, it is a time to define what it means to be
Indigenous and the process of defining cultural heritage takes precedence over all activities,
including education. During this period of self-exploration, the academic grades of a young
person may begin to decline but Elders and traditional teachers can help to understand and
defuse the crisis of feeling disconnected by restoring cultural identity through the teachings,
(Nabigon, 2010).
Indigenous peoples of Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the United States are at an
increased risk of suicidal behaviour due to factors embedded in their historical experiences,
including loss of land and culture, trans-generational trauma, grief and loss, racism and social
exclusion. Indigenous peoples’ continued exposure to multiple risk factors for suicide
underscores their urgent need for suicide prevention interventions (Clifford, Doran, & Tsey,
2013).
It is important to understand that Western concepts of human development cannot be
completely integrated into Medicine Wheel models, nor do they subsume Indigenous teachings
because of the fundamental ontological and epistemological differences in these two ways of
seeing the world. Nabigon (2010) explains how these two different paradigms do not articulate
the other, yet they can be contextualized in relationship to each other through deepening our
understandings of parallels.
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My research suggests an alternative approach to mental health services which recognizes
Indigenous methods of healing as being on par with Western science concepts of mental health.
This research project integrates the mental, physical, emotional, spiritual structure of continuous,
flexible entries of support based on Natural Law. My earlier work as a crisis counselor indicates
that this approach to mental health has the potential to be both effective and economical.
My experiences in counselling indicate that four or five day workshops/retreats offering
Indigenous land-based healing as an intervention in suicide prevention have the potential to
provide positive health outcomes equivalent to four or five years of Western-style therapy
Therefore, I am interested in conducting a systematic in-depth assessment of recovering and
reclaiming Indigenous healing methods derived in ancestral teachings as a central piece of my
doctoral thesis. Such ceremonial healing supports may enhance a locally determined intervention
model originating from Indigenous ways of knowing.
Research Questions and Objectives
My research asks:
1. What alternative models of mental health treatment resonate with Indigenous
communities in Northern Saskatchewan?
2. By weaving Indigenous ways of knowing and Western concepts, how can we
actively braid grassroots models into effective holistic mental health solutions?
3. How does such a model honour Indigenous cultures and practices to promote,
enhance and build capacity for these northern communities?
There are two reasons why this research is extremely timely. In Canada, a major break
through was made in 2015 as a result of the federal government’s fifteen-year Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) process. An action plan of recommendations in the TRC’s
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final report (2015) was drawn up whereby the country resolved to develop and promote
strategies of healing. This included healing the divide between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Canadians, and also between Indigenous peoples themselves, who were stripped of many of their
traditional practises when Colonization made these practices illegal. Sections 21 of the TRC’s
(2015) final report, for example, calls the federal government to act upon providing “sustainable
funding for existing and new Aboriginal healing centres to address the physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual harms caused by the residential schools” (Truth and Reconciliation
Canada, 2015, p. 322).. Section 22 of the report “calls upon those who can effect change within
the Canadian health care system to recognize the value of Aboriginal healing practices and use
them in the treatment of Aboriginal patients in collaboration with Aboriginal healers and Elders
where requested by Aboriginal patients” (Truth and Reconciliation Canada, 2015, p. 322).
I contend that the recommendations like these outlined by the TRC do not provide active
solutions on the frontlines for community wellness workers. The development and
implementation of relevant, effective, active grassroots mental health solutions could answer
calls to action for Indigenous northern communities. Hopefully my research will provide some
tangible solutions to the mental health crisis faced by Indigenous communities around the world.
In Canada, the past forty years of research and lack of progress in suicide prevention
within Indigenous communities have left a legacy of failure, largely due to systemic reliance on
culturally inept practices within Western science. Despite that, there is positive Indigenous
resurgence around the globe. New Zealand has made tremendous contributions to Indigenous
suicide prevention research; specifically, to community development, strategic direction and
policy (Durie, 2017). The extensive need for new research in more culturally meaningful
Indigenous youth suicide prevention has been broadly acknowledged (Chandler et al. 2008;
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Macdonald, Ford, Wilcox & Ross 2013; Hackett, Furgal, Angnatok, Sheldon, Karpik, Baikie &
Bell, 2016; Walsh, Danto & Sommerfield, 2018). Harmsworth (2002) states that “the best
response to globalization pressures is for indigenous people to take control of their own lives and
destiny through a form of strategic direction that can be used as a pathway for empowerment,
less dependency, and more active engagement and participation in planning, policy and research”
(Harmsworth, 2002, p. 20). Walsh, Danto, & Sommerfeld (2018) present a qualitative study of
Cree knowledge and practices associated with a mental health approach through land-based
practices.
I hope my research will influence a theoretical and practical paradigm shift within current
systematic mental health support to create epistemological change in how things are done. The
significant contribution of this research should provide new evidence about Indigenous
ceremonies and teachings as a valid form of transformational healing that supports both
developmental and incremental collaborative community mental health interventions.
My research steps will hopefully contribute to this paradigm shift and through an iterative
process, reveal possible strategic directions that demonstrate how Indigenous ways of knowing
are equal or more effective than Western concepts in supporting sustainable and holistic mental
wellness amongst Indigenous youth. My research hopes to highlight “how to” steps in
community mental health development through community participatory action, providing a
bridge between paradigms; transitioning colonial medical mental health models with Indigenous
healing methods. It is an engaged and socially inclusive process which involves negotiation and
narratives with and by youth and their families in our northwest Saskatchewan communities. The
findings of this research, through the alternative methods, have the potential to address the
complexities of suicide and have tremendous influence on public policies which utilizes an
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Indigenous model for health to improve quality of life. This research highlights a sustainable
community healing process model, with the potential to offer lateral systemic support in building
community regional leadership teams.
Introduction of the Community Team: Green Arrow Healing
Green Arrow Healing is a non-profit organization seeking evidence-based healing
programs for rural and remote communities in Northern Saskatchewan. Green Arrow Healing
Inc. has a regional advisory board with representatives from the surrounding communities of
Beauval, Buffalo Narrows Canoe Lake First Nation, Cole Bay, Jans Bay, Ile a la Crosse,
Pinehouse and La Plonge reserve. This organization has established networks of support to
implement evidence based Indigenous healing approaches for people of all walks of life across
northwestern Saskatchewan, with a special interest in youth and the youth suicide epidemic in
the region.
The Green Arrow “team” is made up of certified grief & trauma therapists, cultural
facilitators and educators who have lived and worked for over twenty-five years on the front
lines. Green Arrow is a source of referral for holistic healing intervention programs, and offers
numerous community supports: raising funds to sponsor healing workshops, narcotics
anonymous meetings (NAA), and healing retreats. As lifetime northerners and Indigenous
knowledge keepers who have worked with the people in various capacities for generations,
Green Arrow has built a groundwork of local trust.
Given the sensitive nature of transformational healing, Green Arrow personnel possess
the capacity to provide oversight and feedback on the appropriateness of methods used in healing
programs for individuals and families in our region. Green Arrow’s professional connections
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and its widespread grassroots support the organization’s ongoing efforts to implement respectful,
efficient and sustainable healing practices in the north.
When I began this research journey, the plan was for the entire Green Arrow team to
participate in my research, through a grassroots healing program which involved a combination
of Western science and Indigenous healing methods. The idea behind this was derived from
something I learned in my own journey; that “I can only help others as far as I have healed
myself.” In our first meeting as a team, we began to realize the many different levels of teachings
that we all brought to the table and how many pieces were still missing from the Dene and Cree
perspectives in our Beauval area.
To gain an understanding of the context of these differences in perspectives, we needed
to understand the history of this area and the impact and residue of the residential school
experiences on different peoples in Northern Saskatchewan communities. Reclaiming Indigenous
identities involves understanding the Grief cycle process: the cultural genocide of residential
schools erased at least six generations of the teachings in northern Saskatchewan. The path
towards healing requires learning at one’s own pace and how to pick up our bundles in ways
sacred and meaningful to each individual, in all stages of life. I maintain that the act of
reclaiming and healing our identity as individuals has a ripple effect in our family, community
and the world!
The research team members understand these layers of Indigenous knowledge combined
with Western science. Pura Fe, who was new to Green Arrow in 2015, is a Tuscorora and Taino
knowledge keeper and she shared detailed Creation stories and ceremonies of her people. It was
explained to Pura that most of the elders in our community are still recovering their Indigenous
teachings, that there were parts of them here and there, but most was lost due to residential
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schools. I arranged a meeting with a local elder to share traditional Natural Law teachings with
Pura. The elder stated that she had to “borrow” from another culture because in her own life
experiences everything cultural was erased by residential school (M. Reynolds, personal
communication, August 15, 2015). Pura began to realize the importance and purpose of her role
in educating others in how to build individual of Natural Law calendars according to land, place
and purpose within all life/cosmos.
How Ancient Teachings Guide Us Forward
When I began my own healing journey in 2007, I experienced very powerful visions but
did not quite fully understand these connections to my ceremonial name, White Lightning
Woman. Pura Fe mentioned how appropriate my ceremonial name “White Lightning woman”
and the group “Green Arrow” was in doing this important healing work together. Tuscarora
Creation teachings related to where the Thunder Beings lived in the lining under Sky World.
They were commissioned to protect the human beings and the earth. This is where the lightning
comes from and provides healing and nourishment to the lower world. The green arrow
represents the woman’s heart, and is told that the Grandfather Thunder threw these green
arrowheads down into the earth to cleanse it of the serpents. We discovered a new identity within
this Indigenous teaching; we were not only astonished and surprised but it brought a renewed
passion and purpose mixed with hope and honour. Although we were already determined to do
this research together, this revelation truly gave us a stronger sense of purpose and motivation. It
also confirmed and affirmed the importance of Creation stories in establishing a sense of place
and purpose.
Pura recovered the teachings of the Four Daughters and has experienced the world
through this lens for much longer than we have. The code for healing is in our DNA, she always
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says: it is how we remember to remember through ceremony; always reminding us of our
connection as humans to all living things. For example, we share Indigenous teachings around
“blood memory;” how we carry physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects of our
ancestors and how we are responsible to live a good life every day because we are accountable
for the health of our children and the next seven generations, (P. Crescioni, personal
communication, May 5, 2017). Western science has similar concepts within epigenetics research
with the goal to understand non-genetic multigenerational transmission of responses to ancestral
experiences, such as trauma-related post-traumatic stress disorders and depression (Skinner,
2014; Perroud, Rutembesa, Paoloni-Giacobino, Mutabaruka, Mutesa, Stenz & Karege, 2014;
Bale, 2015; Szyf, 2015).
My research acknowledges an ancient, living, and evolving model interacting with the
present, past and future moving in rhythm. It is our responsibility to learn and teach about our
roles through rites of passage ceremonies which show how we are connected with every moving
part. An integral lesson is that we are but a small part of this whole and we do not control or own
it, yet every action we take influences the whole. All age groups should be engaged in the
healing process. Most present-day systems involve adults planning community programs for
youth. We understand the importance of identity, knowing where we come from, and how it
helps us to move forward in the healing process. This is when, how and why our program began
to take shape through the Natural Law Calendar.
Indigenous people in Canada are descendants of the first inhabitants of North America
who have distinctive identities with “vibrant culture and varying traditions that are as different
from each other as French society is from British” (Voyageur & Calliou, 2000, p. 104).
Indigenous people have eleven language families and speak fifty- three different languages and
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there are distinct cultural differences between tribes. For example, Alberta is home to the
Blackfoot, Blood, Stony, Cree, Dene, Saulteaux, and Beaver tribes, each having their own unique
culture and language (Voyageur & Calliou, 2000). Aaron Carpella has created pre-contact tribal
maps which he claims are the most comprehensive in existence and distinguished from other
maps because they display the traditional names that Tribal Nations call themselves, in their own
languages, with common tribal names as well. There are roughly 3,000 tribal names represented
across the Western Hemisphere in his maps. Aaron has traveled in person to roughly 300 Native
communities in the US, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean, visiting elders, museums, cultural
departments and historic sites in his quest to show a Native perspective (Carpella, 2017 retrieved
from www.tribalnationsmaps.com). It is absolutely crucial to respect the diversity within
Indigenous cultures and understand that one model is not a “one size fits all recipe.” Within this
cultural diversity, we also need to gain an understanding of how the historical context of colonial
systems have influenced identity development throughout the generations; and in this research,
specific to children and families who attended and worked in a northern Saskatchewan
residential school.
The research team developed a ceremonial calendar that has various interpretations and
symbols that can change with geographical areas from the frozen far north to the tropics. The last
residential school closed in 1996, so with such recent psychological, physical, emotional,
spiritual shifts, the research team acknowledged that individuals and groups within our
communities are at different stages of reclamation and recovery. In order to support traditional
knowledge keepers within cultural diversity, we need to understand the differences in values and
beliefs of cultures from different geographical areas (Poonwassie and Charter, 2001).
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Developing understanding a context of ethnic identity and lived experiences within a
window of time (beginning in 1960-s to the present) is to pinpoint, ascertain, and distinguish
how, when and where specific historical factors, contribute to and influence the cumulative
layers within present-day systems of rural and remote northern Saskatchewan communities
today.
Organization of the Dissertation
The first chapter of this dissertation provides the context of this research in combination with
how I fit into it as a researcher.
Chapter two is a literature review which presents historical context to this research, as
well as exploring Indigenous paradigms of health, and meaningful approaches to mental health.
Chapter three presents my research methodology, alternative modes and processes which
are grounded within the Natural laws with the intent of providing a pragmatic framework for
grassroots, frontline workers in rural and remote Indigenous communities.
Chapter four presents narratives and anecdotal notes from the direct participants in the
pilot retreats are discussed in a thematic analysis derived from of the research data.
Chapter five weaves all the circles together discussing findings, connections with the literature,
and methods all within the context of the research participants’ narratives.
Chapter six presents recommendations for policy change based on the findings and ends
with concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
In Canada the last 150 years have significantly compromised Indigenous peoples’ ability
to make decisions based on their traditional knowledge. Through colonization efforts, deliberate
attempts to eradicate Indigenous worldviews, philosophies, values, and rights to ceremonies
created a magnitude of present-day mental health and social problems Indigenous peoples in
Canada, and across the world (Czysewski, 2011; Hickling & Hutchinson, 2000; Kaholokula,
2007).
In addition to culturally destructive policies, colonialism introduced epidemics of
diseases that took the lives of many indigenous knowledge keepers. In his book Tipiskawi Kisik:
Night Sky Star Stories Wilfred Buck puts the impact of this devastating loss into perspective
through an analogy of a village of one hundred people. If we could imagine that each person in
the village knew one word to a hundred-word song which told their entire history, then imagine
that overnight seventy-five to eighty people died taking these words and all the knowledge they
contained with them. By gathering and piecing together remaining words from all regions a new
song is written and reclaimed (Buck, 2018).
Health and social inequities are identified as ‘a gross social injustice’ in the explanatory
theory of colonial trauma (Mitchell, Arseneau & Thomas, 2019). Colonial trauma is described as
a verb that identifies the traumagenic nature of colonial policies and practices of assimilation,
such as residential schools, which violate the right to self determination. Recognition of the
political and cultural dimension of self determination helps to inform the collective nature of
Indigenous health (Mitchell, Arseneau & Thomas, 2019).
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There is a call for extensions to the determinants of Indigenous rights through a health
framework and community wellbeing which includes both social and political determinants. The
collective exposures to forced assimilation policies have had profound effects on Indigenous
peoples at every level of experience from individual identity and mental health, to the structure
and integrity of families, communities, bands and nations (Czyzewski, 2011; McGregor, 2008).
The collective impact of cumulative trauma is known within the health framework as a
post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD is described as a mental health disorder caused by a
traumatic event. The alternate term of post traumatic stress response (PTSR) is a recent and
appropriate model for understanding intergenerational or colonial trauma. Manifestations of
chronic disease, poverty and high rates of suicide are responses to the pervasive cumulative
experiences of colonial trauma (Bourassa, McKay-McNabb & Hampton, 2004; Czyzewski,
2011; Mitchell, Areseneau & Thomas, 2019).
The collective exposures to forced assimilation policies have a profound effect on
Indigenous peoples at every level of experience from individual identity and mental health, to the
structure and integrity of families, communities, bands and nations (McGregor, 2008).
Considering the impact of colonial trauma as intergenerational, present day health systems use
mainstream approaches which remain constructed, controlled and measured by non-Indigenous
theories, standards, values and philosophies. Similarly, Indigenous failure in education is not a
failure of Indigenous people, it is a failure of the system (Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo, 2003).
In this context of this research, we can extend the failure to mental health systems and
represent them for what they really are. Failures are actually systemic rejection rates (Keddie,
2014). In a recent interview on releasing her new edition of “Half breed” Maria Campbell (2020)
shares that even though this is a new generation, the fact is that colonization is still happening
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today, “that is where no one wants to go. but those conversations we must have!” (Maria
Campbell, 2020, p.2).
One of the most significant challenges that Indigenous communities face in this everchanging world is how to promote, protect and nurture their Indigenous cultures. Academia has
highlighted what the problem and is implying towards some solutions, but is not really helping
communities how to do that (a) because the on-going colonialism is killing the culture; and (b)
there is no financial support to explore actual effective solutions and build concrete evidencebase for various solutions to diverse cultures and multitude of /systemic needs. What’s needed is
Indigenous led frameworks through environments that reflect respect and embrace Indigenous
cultural values, philosophies and ideologies (The Coolangatta Statement, 1999).
There is a sense of urgency in finding tangible solutions to this issue given the increasing
gravity of Indigenous disadvantage, especially in areas of poverty (Keddie, 2014). The ongoing
mental health crisis of high suicide rates, concern with high incarceration, and failure of our
education system’s graduation gaps. It has become part of the public discourse that it is
imperative to improve living conditions and opportunities for First Nations communities. Many
First Nations youth struggle to complete high school, particularly on reserve. In 2011 the
graduation rate of First Nations people living on reserve in Canada was 35.3 percent compared
with 78 per cent for population as a whole (Drummond & Rosenbluth, 2013).
There is a very critical issue between the educational achievement of Indigenous students
and their non-indigenous counterparts. It has manifested into Indigenous students’ low literacy
levels, poor school performance, retention rates and low enrolment (UNICEF, 2007). According
to Indigenous Elders the problem does not lie in the students, the central problem is the
“fundamental historical disregard” for Indigenous traditions, cultures and languages within
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mainstream(western) education systems which focussed totally on assimilating Indigenous
peoples into non-Indigenous cultures and societies (Luke, 2009).
Indigenous Paradigms of Mental Health
Prior to European contact, Indigenous peoples had a wide range of methods of healing that were
embedded in spiritual and subsistence activities that served to integrate the community and
provide individuals with systems of meaning to make sense of suffering. Restoring traditions
reconnects contemporary Indigenous peoples to their historical traditions, mobilises rituals and
practices and promotes community solidarity (Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo, 2003; Lee &
Armstrong, 1995; Struthers & Patchell, 2004; Struthers & Eschiti, 2005; Robbins & Dewar,
2011).
According to Duran & Duran (1995) western concepts of mental health are deficit-based
models of disease and treatment which dissect, isolate and compartmentalize mental health
issues. Additionally, Linklater (2014) notes that Indigenous theory reflects the holistic
understanding that an individual is a whole person, that spirit, mind and body are not separate
entities requiring separate treatment. Would mental health systems shift if a person’s health is
seen in relation to their place within community? If we take the time to understand the
importance of knowing our roles within cultural social functions, and base these on an organized,
continuous series of events or ceremonies, individuals, families and communities can recover
and retain the tools necessary for developing meaningful and sustainable structures and change
processes.
While holistic worldview is a shared characteristic to many Indigenous peoples,
Indigenous teachings are very culture and context specific and reflect the connection to the
respective ancestral lands, therefore I focus a lot in Cree and Dene teachings.
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Annie Wenger Nabigon (2010) explores Indigenous theory using the Cree Medicine
Wheel as an organizing construct of structure and process for examining contemporary theories
of human development. In her paper, she discusses various perspectives on indigenous ways of
knowing through the holistic view of human development in the Cree Medicine wheel and links
them to the ecological position of human development concerns. She explains how Medicine
Wheel concepts can provide a description of human developmental theory from the perspective
of Indigenous knowledge. The Cree Medicine Wheel provides theories about different stages of
human development, appropriate developmental tasks of each stage, and knowledge about assets
that facilitate positive development at each stage. The Cree Medicine Wheel illuminates the role
of relationships with humans and all of Creation, the role of spirituality, developmental
plasticity, diversity, the interconnectedness of all living things.
The Medicine Wheel teaches four aspects to our nature: physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual. Each of these aspects must be equally developed in a healthy, well-balanced individual
through the development and with the use of volition. For people who recognize this holistic
unity, the natural forces of the universe inspire wholeness of being. An Indigenous worldview
holistically interrelates all components of life. (Saskatchewan Learning, 2002). It allows the
client to visualize where they are and the direction they need to work towards. We see examples
of this use of metaphors and symbolism in the teachings of interconnected consciousness.
Individuals grow towards wholeness when both conscious and unconscious parts of the mind
work in harmony.
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Figure 2: Norma Jean Bird teaching
A local Dene elder from English River First Nation, Marg Reynolds, shared with me
Indigenous teachings which include four dimensions of interconnected consciousness: hearing,
seeing, smelling and tasting. Hearing is represented by fire, seeing with water, tasting with
Mother Earth and smelling with the air (M. Reynolds, personal communication, October 15,
2005). Smelling and air are connected and teach us interconnectedness and interdependence. We
are one big family with our “relations.” We do not do anything by ourselves; together we form a
circle (Graveline, 1998). When the trees exhale, I inhale, when I exhale, the trees inhale. We live
in a world of interconnected circles; these circles extend out into the universe, they constitute our
identity, our kinship with others and our relations (Graveline, 1998). We are connected to nature
because our bodies are made from it (M. Reynolds, personal communication, October 15, 2015)
Wholeness is achieved by continuous reflection, and becoming aware of inner patterns,
how they are formed and making adjustments in areas of dysfunction. We work through the four
dimensions physically, spiritually, emotionally and mentally, always returning to the centre,
which is the Creator (P. Crescioni, personal communication, October, 2017). There is a natural
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movement towards balance and self- healing in this process (Kirmayer, Sehdev, & Isaac, 2009).
This relational self is balanced by a strong recognition of individual autonomy of thought,
feeling and experience. Within this relational context, many Indigenous cultures foster a sort of
ecocentric self, in which the person is seen as strongly connected to the environment, the
animals, plants, and forces of nature (Stairs & Wenzel, 1992; Kirmayer, Fletcher & Watt, 2008).
Ceremony is Healing
When we acknowledge an individual’s spirit within the realm of health, we begin to
understand the Indigenous concept that illnesses have spirits (Linklater, 2014; Danto & Walsh,
2017). Danto and Walsh (2017) provide an empirical study of a Cree community with
significantly fewer suicides than their eight neighboring nations. Participants spoke of traditional
healing, ceremonies, sharing circles and other mental health interventions by crisis coordinators
and other front-line workers. Through a Natural Law structure and process, ceremony creates a
space to “dialogue with illness,” to extract negative elements, and restore us to health (Linklater
2014, p.30). It is this notion of “dialogue with illness” that supports the use of the teachings
within a Natural Law process as a key aspect of planning, piloting and mobilizing the proposed
mental health intervention as part of this research.
My research is aligned with a renaissance that takes Indigenous concepts and values and
sets them equally in a contemporary context next to Western concepts and values, as a basis for
active grassroots solutions (Harmsworth, 2002). Linklater (2014) recognizes the importance of
abiding by cultural protocols and how these protocols are important aspects of individual and
community wellness. Furthermore, he also suggests that the healing power within these
ceremonies is the medicine which is missing in present day Western systems of health (Danto &
Walsh, 2017; Duran, 2019; Kirmayer, Sehdev & Isaac, 2009; Wilson, 2008).
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Kirmayer, Brass & Tait (2000) argue that community development and local control of
health care systems are needed, to make services responsive to local needs and to promote the
sense of individual and collective efficacy and pride that contribute to positive mental health
Furthermore, they suggest the key to healthy communities is held in political efforts to restore
Aboriginal rights, settle land claims, and redistribute power through various forms of selfgovernment.
Promising practices are emerging in the aspirations of contemporary Maori in New
Zealand. The term Maori Sustainable Development in Aotearoa-New Zealand describes holistic
development and a strategic direction towards advancement and Maori self-determination
(Durie, 1998). This initiative is paving a pathway toward cultural revitalisation, resilience, and
the building of human and social capacity (White, 2000). The Wharerata Declaration is a
proposed framework to improve indigenous mental health through state-supported development
of indigenous mental health leaders, based on a new indigenous leadership framework (Sones,
Hopkins, Durie, Naquin, 2010).
Meaningful approaches to mental health require social interventions, or ceremony,
facilitated by local community people who understand lived experiences of the community, and
protocols that can aid in these efforts (Hartman & Gone, 2014; Kirmayer, Sehdev & Isaac;
Wexler, White & Trainor, 2015). Breton (2001) suggests that community resilience is dependent
on the stock of human and social capital within the community. In this context, ‘social capital
consists of people, networks and voluntary associations that can effectively mobilize individuals
to action, as well as community services and infrastructure’ (Kirmayer, Sehdev & Isaac, 2009
p.72). Through a “two-eyed seeing” perspective, we can promote understanding strengths within
Indigenous and Western ways of knowing (Bartlett, Marshall & Marshall, 2012). Recognizing
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the diversity of cultures which exist within culture, we can expand from two-eyed seeing into
three and four-eyed perspectives, embracing strengths of all ages, cultures and beliefs within a
community-based model. A focus on resilience encourages people to “navigate their way to
health-sustaining resources, including opportunities to experience feelings of wellbeing” by
connecting with family, community and culture in meaningful ways (Ungar, 2008, p. 225). There
are many guides and resources regarding suicide prevention that exist but most remain abstract
and semi-colonial in their approaches and communication. The existing problem, or challenge, is
evidence on systems that work and ‘how to’ examples using Indigenous approaches that aid in
mobilizing communities from the inside.
The Aboriginal People’s Survey (APS) 2017 is Statistics Canada’s extensive national
survey on the social and economic conditions of First Nations people living off reserve. The APS
can enhance and promote understanding of the context of factors within the context of the
“ominous undercurrent” that youth may be experiencing; and reveal potential supports and
service gaps in mental health service and delivery for youth and families.
I believe the implication of attending five or more schools dramatically increases
thoughts of suicide. In fact, the sample size in data almost doubles in this category, and raises
questions on what factors would influence youth who would attend five or more schools, and
why the sample size is so much higher. One factor may include the high population of
Indigenous youth in foster care. Youth in foster care are being transplanted out of their
communities at alarming rates. Once these youth age out of the system (turn eighteen) they are
no longer funded, and many end up homeless. Many come to be known as “couch surfers.” This
loss of identity and belonging are huge factors which influence thoughts of suicide.
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Another factor could be the many transient families struggling with intergenerational
trauma caused by residential schools. Many grandparents and parents still suffer the pain of
unresolved grief and trauma that may have a huge influence on education and job opportunities.
Unresolved grief takes form in social issues such as poverty, addictions and homelessness. It is
hard to maintain a steady paying job when struggling this way, and especially in the cities, and
rise in cost of living, some families tend to move around in their struggle to survive.
In addition to confronting multiple barriers, Indigenous youth also struggle to build
bridges within the historic distance between their people and the dominant surrounding society
(Brant-Castellano, 2008). Healthy relationships with others, especially learning about our culture
and traditions develop a strong sense of identity and self-esteem, and enhance capacity as
individuals and families.
I believe solutions are at the grassroots level which should engage and educate the youth
and community in strength based, transparent processes. The National Mental Health Strategy
2013 recognizes that for many youth peers are essential sources of support, and if trained, they
can provide a bridge to professional help when needed. Developing an understanding of the
effects of trauma and grief on learning and enhancing self-esteem helps us to overcome barriers
and become successful contributors to society (Government of Canada, 2005). The First Nations
Suicide Prevention Strategy calls for action to “improve living conditions, address the
intergenerational transmission of historical trauma, reduce our elevated rates of early childhood
adversity, and take a wide range of evidence-based targeted suicide prevention measures”
(Saskatchewan First Nations Suicide Prevention Strategy, 2018). Over the last decade of my
professional career I am aware of the many inquiries, surveys, reports and recommendations in
Saskatchewan targeting youth suicide. However, I hope to focus on community mobilization
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through research which provides meaningful solutions by and for the people living in our rural
and remote Northern Saskatchewan communities. We have enough surveys, inquiries and report
recommendations. I believe it is time to invest in community-based solutions.
Harnessing the power of the data into Indigenous research framework opens a wider
world of research possibilities and opens the world of research to the wider practice to
Indigenous methodologies (Walter & Anderson, 2013). If we want our research to be effective in
achieving positive change and direct benefits for our peoples and communities, we need to be
able to confidently use research tools and methods that are both valued and deemed valued
within the political and policy spheres where the changes can be made. This means Indigenous
communities must become literate in the entire statistical cycle of the construction, collection,
interpretation and dissemination of quantitative information (Walter & Anderson, 2013).
Who exactly are the people in our rural and remote communities that might provide
needed mental health support? The APS (2017) data show talking to friends and parents is equal
to talking with counselors about everyday concerns and during times of serious crises, such as
having thoughts of suicide. The APS (2017) data show talking to friends and parents is equal to
talking with counselors about everyday concerns and during times of serious crises, such as
having thoughts of suicide. Not only are people receiving close to the same amount of support
from parents, but the quality of that support is higher with parents than counselors. One of the
most interesting pieces within this data is that friends provide a slightly lower but pretty close
percentage of needed support as parents, teachers and counselors with or without thoughts of
suicide.
If the quality of support received from friends could be improved, wouldn’t this be a
crucial solution, especially for youth? If so, what would the key ingredients of these
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interventions include in northern Indigenous communities? Dr. Michael Ungar research changes
the focus of mental health from individual traits to the interactions between people and their
families, schools, workplaces, and communities. He highlights the importance of experiencing
cohesion with others and adherence to cultural traditions (Ungar, 2010).
Western worldviews and epistemologies are useful but we need to understand that
Indigenous knowledge rests in its own structure. Ghel (2014) describes how Indigenous
knowledge includes how we care for the land, people, how we do our science and our medicines.
The restriction to land rights has a direct impact on Indigenous identity. It is all connected. We
have been bombarded with the suicidal ideation of youth in our northern communities straight
across Canada; a combination of strengths from both Western science and Indigenous knowledge
systems should have great potential.
The APS (2017) data reveals the percentage of thoughts of suicide in older age groups
may be representing the impacts of intergenerational trauma associated with residential schools,
whereby it is plausible that youth, as well as their parents and guardians are seeking their own
healing. I was once told by an elder that you can only help as far as you have healed yourself.
This powerful statement gives us a window of understanding that healing interventions for
intergenerational trauma must be accessible to all family members. The social determinants of
Indigenous people, such as income, lifestyle behaviors and coping skills, needs to be understood
in the context of historical influences and life-course impacts (Loppie, Reading & Wein, 2005;
Reading, 2009; Reading & Elias,1999).
Wolynn (2016) talks about the emerging trends in psychotherapy which point beyond the
traumas of the individual. These include traumatic events in the family and social history to give
us a better understanding of the whole picture. Wolynn (2016) talks about the tragedies which
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vary in type and intensity. These tragedies include abandonment (a huge factor with residential
school survivors) suicide, the early death of a child, parent or sibling. Traumatic events can send
shock waves of distress cascading from one generation to the next. It would be of great benefit to
educate all Indigenous families about the recent developments in the fields of cellular biology,
neurobiology, epigenetics, and developmental psychology and how these underscore the
importance of exploring at least three generations of family history in order to understand the
mechanism behind patterns of trauma and suffering that repeat (Wolynn, 2016).
If we provide meaningful healing for all generations, we can start a new flow of
empowerment for future generations. It is imperative that all professionals, researchers,
clinicians gain a much deeper understanding of these issues to develop and provide nonpaternalistic and decolonizing assessment and treatment strategies to all vulnerable populations,
especially Indigenous youth (Hill, Lau, Wing & Sue, 2010).
In this research I demonstrate how and in what ways historical consciousness and
memory—individual and group awareness of the past—intersects with cultural identity and how
this affects the health and healing of Indigenous youth. Recognizing the importance of resilience
factors, I have absorbed Indigenous methods in a peer to peer group process. Sifting through the
Aboriginal People’s Survey data clarified valuable sources of knowledge which help inform our
work and address specific service gaps. First, the high percentage and increasing population of
Indigenous youth attending five or more schools contributes to much higher thoughts of suicide
(Aboriginal People’s Survey, 2017).
Second, the data shows a very high percentage of people turn to no one with or without
thoughts of suicide. Over 60% of people are not receiving support from family, friends, teachers
and counselors which probably contributes to their isolation.
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Third, although parents and guardians are providing higher percentages of needed support
for their middle-aged children (Aboriginal People’s Survey, 2017), middle age parents seem to
have reached a threshold and are struggling with providing needed support to their children with
or without thoughts of suicide. Fourth, peer to peer friendships are giving and receiving support
at almost the same percentage as parents, teachers and counselors, especially in rural
communities.
Overall, Aboriginal People Survey, 2017 percentages show the support received from
teachers and counselors is not recognized as effective, and suggests delivery of services in
education and health need to change. Through effective and efficient interventions, our
knowledge, skills and attitudes as friends, parents, teachers and counselors will contribute to
building sustainable community capacity and wellness. Overall, this new applied knowledge is
crucial and will help to inform links between historical trauma and Indigenous health.
Indigenous Community Control of Mental Health
The annual suicide rate in Saskatchewan’s Keewatin Yatthe Regional Health Authority is
the highest of any health authority in Saskatchewan. At 43.4 suicides per 100,000 people
between 2008 and 2012, this is more than triple the provincial rate of 12 (Modjeski, 2016). In
response to these crises in the northern communities of La Loche and La Ronge, federal and
provincial governments send in mental health teams, made up mostly of outside professionals for
a few months at a time.
Reading & Reading (2012) dubbed this kind of outside mental health support for
Indigenous communities as “helicopter health”. For example, in 2016 the La Ronge area
experienced crisis when three teenage girls committing suicide. The government’s response was
to send in outside and temporary mental health teams with counselors setting appointments for
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one on one therapy. Our past Northern Saskatchewan MP, Georgina Jolibois, responded in a
parliamentary address for governments to end the “Band Aid” strategies and be replaced by
commitment to long term, culturally appropriate approaches to mental wellness, (Parents on
edge, 2017)
The healing needs uncovered by the Aboriginal Healing Foundation (Degagne, 2007)
made it clear that one-on-one therapies delivered by mental health professionals are by
themselves inadequate responses to the depth of trauma that continues to reverberate in
Indigenous communities. Harmsworth (2002) explains the importance of Indigenous people
taking control of their own lives and destiny through forms of strategic direction such as Maori
autonomy, self-determination and social capacity.
The impact of local control on mental health has been illustrated in Chandler and
Lalonde’s ten-year study which compared rates of completed suicide in eighty bands in British
Columbia. Each community was scored on seven measures of “cultural continuity” which
included: self-government, involvement in land claims, band control of education, health
services, cultural facilities, police and fire services (Chandler & Lalonde, 2008). The rate of
suicides strongly correlated with the level of these factors.
Although there are some questions around unmeasured factors in the study, including
self-efficacy and self-esteem, rather than label factors as “cultural continuity” we may want to
consider the “local control” for a more accurate term when discussing sovereignty and rights to
self governance (Chandler & Lalonde, 2008; Gone, 2013; Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo, 2003;
Wexler, 2009). Successful programming for youth is built on relationships that include local
elders and leaders, and professionals, where trust has already been established.
Factors Influencing Indigenous Youth Mental Health
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It is important to understand the historic perspective to appreciate the origins of the high rates of
mental health and social problems in Indigenous communities. Indigenous peoples in Canada
have faced oppression through colonial policies of forced assimilation since the earliest years of
contact.
Early missionaries focused on religious conversion which involved suppression of beliefs
and practices that were integral for sustenance and structure in families and communities
(Degagne, 2007). The 1844 Bagot Commission report shifted colonial Indian policies away from
protection and military alliances towards policies of aggressive assimilation. These new policies
resulted in the development and implementation of residential schools. These schools separated
children from their parents and were by no means safe and nurturing. Children were forced into
to a strict regime of discipline and constant surveillance. Every aspect of the children’s’ lived
experience was under surveillance: cultural activity, language, dress, food and beliefs were
suppressed with vigor. Many children were victims of sexual and physical abuse and
furthermore, the government did not remove predators or reprimand them, knowingly keeping
children in these injurious conditions which has the residential system referred to as criminal
(Degagne, 2007; Milloy, 2017).
Wexler (2009) presents a model for understanding the role of ethnic identity development
in Indigenous youth resilience and points to the value of historical consciousness in that process.
She explains that a clear connection has been established between high suicide rates and the
historical trauma experienced by Indigenous people. Traumas experienced by previous
generations linger and are affecting contemporary people, especially youth. Manifestations of
this historical trauma are reflected in common stories from Indigenous families: problems with
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identity, self-esteem, physical and sexual abuse, emotional neglect, internalised racism, language
loss, substance abuse and suicide (Wexler, 2009).
The concepts of historical trauma and cumulative trauma have become a useful
framework for providing meaningful services in Indigenous communities. These developments
in understanding the impact of historical trauma are crucial stepping stones in Indigenous trauma
theory. They have fueled discussion with Indigenous health care practitioners, academics and
theorists with models and frameworks that will enhance education curriculum and health care
practices. Most importantly, developing this field of Indigenous trauma theory will improve
healing and health services which will, ultimately, provide a wider range of healing options for
Indigenous people (Braveheart, 1998; Duran, 2019; Gone, 2009; Hill, Lau, Wing & Sue, 2010;
Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo, 2003; Linklater, 2014; Milloy, 2017; Mitchell, Arseneau &
Thomas, 2019; Reading & Reading, 2012; Wexler, 2009; Wexler & Gone, 2012). .
Present-day Indigenous Youth Suicide Crisis
Our present-day suicide crisis points to the need to address the issue of suicide in the
context of family, peer and community interactions. Regaining cultural control over how stress is
dealt with and health restored at all of those levels, become inseparably intertwined and key to
healing (Gone, 2009; Government of Canada, 2005; Heller & La Pierre, 2012; Kirmayer,
Simpson & Cargo, 2003). For example, the transformation witnessed from talking circles and
their accompanied traditional ceremonies is testament to the fact that many mental health
problems have social origins, therefore require social solutions (Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo,
2003).
Present western health practices of diagnosing Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) tend to isolate the individual which not only isn’t working, but in many cases is
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rendering already vulnerable people further at risk. Because there are complex issues and
multiple factors that influence the diagnosis of ADHD including biophysical, environmental,
social, cultural and psychological determinants, there is growing concern with the rising number
of ADHD diagnoses in Canadian children and possible underrepresentation of historical trauma
in the diagnostic criteria. For example, a 2012 study stated that 15%-30% of students were
diagnosed with ADHD and that with the growing rates of mental health issues, researchers
projected a 50% increase of Canadian children being diagnosed with ADHD by 2020 (ArboledaFlórez, 2005; Leitch, 2007; Roberts, Stuart, & Lam, 2008; Waddell & Shepherd, 2002).
Another study suggests that the “presence of trauma is underrepresented due to the
overlap of PTSD and ADHD diagnostic criteria” and because both phenomena are prevalent, the
overlap is not surprising (Wozniak, Crawford, Biederman, Faraone, Spencer, Taylor & Blier,
1999; Sapanski & Conway, 2011 p.56). Based on the findings of their study were
recommendations that careful screening for trauma history be considered for children and
adolescents diagnosed with ADHD, and that clinicians have a better understanding of traumaADHD relationship to provide proper treatment for children and adolescents at risk (Szymanski,
Sapanski & Conway, 2011).
The focus on healing mental health issues must return to family and community, rather
than just the individual; and include all aspects of mind, body and spirit in treatment plans
(Duran, 2006; Gone, 2009; Gone, 2011). Furthermore, the promotion of Indigenous mental
health rings hollow without the inclusion of promoting Indigenous identity. What colonial
systems took away must be reclaimed. Over the last hundred years of assimilation policies
through colonial education and health policies, there has been disengagement from the natural
environment, resulting in a global escalation of mental health disorders. According to the World
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Bank and the World Health Organization, mental health disorders currently constitute 10% of the
global burden of disease (Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 2005). Health strategies
which engage ecological solutions promote human contact with nature as an effective and
affordable health promotion intervention (Maller, Townsend, Pryor, Brown & St Leger, 2006).
This means engaging and empowering Indigenous communities to restore traditional practices of
intervention and healing: connection with nature, living on the land, community connectedness,
and awareness of historical identity are all sources of resilience (Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo,
2003).
Indigenous communities across the county are becoming increasingly active in restoring
healing traditions, filling the gaps in the transmission of knowledge and values, while
simultaneously reasserting identity and power. For example, there are over fifty National Native
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program treatment centres across Canada, originally based on Western
approaches in the 1980’s, but later incorporated traditional cultural interventions which continue
to flourish today (Dell, Seguin, Hopkins, Tempier, Duncan, Dell, Mehl-Madrona & Mosier,
2011).
The benefits in the social participation of our knowledge keepers through community
youth and Elders in the overall development of individual and community wellness promote
intergenerational solidarity. The rewards include: support and relationships; education; attitudes;
health; development of products; and contribution in systems, services and policies (Viscorliosi,
et al, 2020).
On the land healing. If environmental context is what links self, social interactions and
social structure it is crucial to understand the importance of natural world theories and how the
operation of ongoing colonial violence in the form of widespread environmental degradation is
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influencing youth mental health (Norgaard & Reed, 2017). Many Indigenous peoples have what
might be termed an "ecocentric" concept of the person in which other people, the land, and the
animals are all in transaction with the self and indeed, in some sense, constitute aspects of a
relational self (Drummond, 1997; Stairs, 1992). Damage to the land, appropriation of land, and
spatial restrictions therefore, constitute direct assaults on the person (Sioui, 1995).
Traditional hunting practices are not just means of subsistence, they are socio-moral and
spiritual practices which are aimed at maintaining highly specific relationships with the natural
environment (Lévi-Strauss, 1980; Norgaard & Reed, 2017; Cunsolo & Ellis, 2018). In this light,
the widespread destruction of the environment motivated by commercial interests must be
understood as losses to Indigenous individuals and communities that are equivalent in
seriousness to the loss of social role and status in society.
The result is certainly a loss of self-esteem and self-efficacy that has to do with living on
and through the land (Kirmayer, Brass & Tait, 2000). Cunsolo & Ellis (2018) consider this to be
a form of ecological grief; a concept extended to the experience of loss or anticipated losses in
the natural world. They go on to explain how ecological grief is also a form of disenfranchised
grief because it is not publicly or openly acknowledged and contributes to ongoing mourning in
response to ecological losses. Their research on climate change related loss and mental health in
Northern Canada and the Australian wheatbelt highlights a profound sense of grief for losses to
land, ecological knowledge, identity and the future.
Maller et al (2005) describes the link between public health and environmental
conservation as symbiotic; and requires a collaborative socio-ecological approach between health
and environmental management sectors. This approach would ensure understanding that contact
with nature is integral to sustainable development strategies.
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We have been bombarded with the suicidal ideation of youth in northern communities
across Canada (Clifford, Doran & Tsey, 2013; Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 2015;
Wexler & Gone, 2012). Looking closely at the history of the people in these communities and
you will see the unsustainable clear-cutting practices currently underway in the area. Imminent
threat of corporate development of a Northern Corridor poses further degradation of the natural
and spiritual environment, decrease in the use of cultural practices, and disconnection from
traditional homelands. All of these influences are contributing factors to youth and community
mental health and well-being in Northern Saskatchewan.
An example of successful land-based healing is a program developed by the Cree Nation
of Chisasibi in Northern Quebec (Radu, 2014; Roué, 2006). This program functions as a social
movement in response to social suffering caused by colonization and land loss. It aims to renew
social relations as well as reconstitute and reaffirm Cree identity. It is educational and is intended
as a culture-based healing program for youth in need. The program was conceptualized by elder
Eddie Pashagumskum, who shares (Cree) knowledge about personhood and relationships that are
rooted in his personal connection with the land and the ecosystem (Radu, 2014; Roué, 2006).
The Recovery Lake program in Northern Saskatchewan is another successful land-based
healing program. (The Village of Pinehouse Lake, n.d.). This program is located near the village
of Pinehouse Lake. The camp is on Musqua Lake and its main function is to help individuals and
families with addictions. It is a detox program which utilizes elements of the natural
surroundings which help to ground participants (The Village of Pinehouse Lake, n.d.).
Rites of passage. Rites of Passage ceremonies prepare individuals (of all ages) which
mark their transition from one life stage to the next. Their roles within such ceremonies foster
identity, belonging, and purpose within self and help individuals understand this reciprocity
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within a community context (Musqua, 2001; P. Crescioni, personal communication, October,
2019). In the ‘Seven Fires: Teachings of the Bear Clan,’ Dr. Dan Musqua presents the life stages
of development through the Saulteaux oral tradition (Musqua, 2001). His description of the
progression through the seven fires includes: conception and life in the womb, birth to walking,
walking to seven years old, little men and little women, young adults, adult development, old age
and death. He explains that life is a learning journey in which one’s spirit is striving to learn
about its existence in the physical world. He emphasizes how ceremonies are important as they
mark the milestones and acknowledge the spirits during this learning journey. Each life stage has
roles and responsibilities.
Infancy and childhood involve being nurtured and depending on others and developing
trust, then learning about discipline and responsibilities (P. Crescionni, personal communication,
October, 2019). Youth is when one begins to assume adult responsibilities and care for the young
and old in the community. Adults are responsible for providing for family and elders are the
teachers and keepers of knowledge, law and ceremony (Anderson, 2011)
Green Arrow research team member, Pura Fe Crescioni has been gathering knowledge
for many years on rites of passage, particularly for girls and women. She described one particular
rite of passage called Husquanaweh:
Traditionally, our women would stay in their own lodge during her moon cycle. Long ago
before the colonists brought their teachings of women being dirty or inferior to men...our
women were considered sacred and most HOLY during this time that came every
moon...and then they became Elders and Grandma's, Matriarchs and wisdom keepers and
the heads of our families/clans and our lands!! Mom's the WORD!! Women were
considered most connected to the divine and the land, water and MOON...because they
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were given the gift to carry and bring in life. (I heard that women who could not conceive
were given children or shared the duty of raising her sister’s children and was the one that
took care of the elders. Because women cycle with the Moon and if you know the "Sky
Woman Story", you'll understand the very reason every woman was given her own space
and “Moon Lodge" to stay in during her Moon time. she was fed special foods...that a
young girl during her Husquanaweh will eat and she'll learn the reason why she eats these
foods. It is a time of prayer, rest, solitude and connection. AND for the first full year of
her first blood, she is considered...open, receptive, blessed with most direct sacred
connection to the divine. She becomes a "Woman Sacred!”

During her 4 nights and days she is taught her worth and purpose in this world. She is
visited by different family members and medicine people that will sing and dance and
pray for blessings for her road as a young woman making her vows. She is told many
stories that talk about how to handle many situations, how to guard herself and carry
herself and her family. She is a Matriarch in training. Grandmothers, Aunties and
sisters/cousins are very important in this ceremony.

Four full days of being inside a Lodge built for a young girl who has passed her first
blood, is only one part of it. It ends with a large feast after her fourth night in her Lodge.
All day feast and evening of her reciting and speaking, acknowledgements and give away
from her family...to the community. There is a day before, for the building of the lodge
and blessing the grounds and night time ceremony and feast for the family and the girl
and Medicine society that comes together. This happens before she is brought into the
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Lodge, for her first night. There is always someone close by, for she is tended too, just as
they did in the old days.

Men of her Clan also provide some stories and they provide all the wood and keep the
fire for her and the Feasts. The men of her clan also take care of feeding the people for
Feasts and they serve as well. Because this ceremony is done during the spring time
which is Ahskarin and a Male cycle. The men do the serving for all ceremonies during
that season. The Sacred food of that season are the strawberries which is a cleansing
medicine and also known as Women’s Medicine. Strawberry Drink or Juice that is
prepared for Husquanaweh is prepared by a younger girl and guided by a grandmother. It
is also served to the girl by the younger girl and Grandma. Most likely her sister or Clan
member. They get to talk and this is to keep her connected to the girl and the importance
and the innocence. Mom, grandma, auntie; whomever, and or all, take the time to teach
her about good and bad food, good and bad medicines, behaviors and everything that is
brought to her attention and that she needs to know. Traditionally, we only ate
strawberries and many things during only their seasonal time because it just wasn't
available any other time of year. It is believed that we should not eat things that are out of
their season and many people stick to this rule. They say that it is a part of our traditional
diet that keeps us well.

Ceremony are still intact and is set up in a way that follows an order...as all our
ceremonies do. Instructions that help them to grow strong, healthy and know their
connections and all their relations to themselves, their family/clans, community, land,
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traditional teachings and the world at large. Respect, balance, honor and protocol comes
with all our GOOD old teachings.
This ceremony involves Medicine Societies like Thunder dance societies and women’s
societies that pray and sing/dance over the youth and the people!! In which she learns the
importance of her prayer and how to burn tobacco. What she learns in this ceremony is
something she will be reminded of during every moon cycle. Especially in the old days
when women went to stay in their Lodge during their moon. Not a bad idea for today's
times either, since men have their man cave. women should retire for a few days and
meals be brought to her WOW!! What she learns during Husquanaweh, is to be passed to
her children. This ceremony involves the whole family/Clan and community and invited
guests on the 5th day as her coming out and feeding the people and speaking before her
relatives. She is required to speak what she feels and recite the Thanksgiving Address and
know how to interpret the teachings of the sky woman creation story on the last day in
the morning.

On the 5th day the ceremony is for everybody and then a feast, celebration/social and
give away. And yes, yes, a beautiful dress should be made that tells her story; creation
story that marks her tie to creation as a woman!! Which is our woman’s shuffle dance,
Esqanyeh. That is the dance that Sky Woman (Appendix A) created as she danced on
grandfather turtles back that became turtle Island/Earth that grew large with all grass,
trees and she fell down cracking the turtles shell, that broke into many continents. Sky
Woman gave birth to twin sons and the bad twin came out of his mother breaking her
side of her torso where she blead and died. The bad Twin threw his mother Sky woman's
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torso up to the west and it became the Moon. From her blood that poured into the cracks,
sprang from the earth soil, came Corn, Beans and Squash!! This is the female part of the
Thunder Being society Dance and the Tobacco is from the male part of the thunder
society. The dance is all symbolism and recordings in song dance story form. It is part of
the 5th day. The young girl may make something for everyone to eat, such as corn, beans
and Squash stew or bread. But the men from her clan must prepare the meat or the meal
and have to serve it to the folks!! Like Deer meat that she may want to put into her stew. I
heard about the Deer that the men cooked in the ground and covered it with sage and wild
onions. Whatever the menu sounds like the family with the girl figures out what is
required. A give away and tobacco that she has prayed over for everyone to take home
with them and a water blessing ceremony for everyone.

Basically, every young girl becomes Sky Woman; she is sky woman. By the way, the
good Twin took his mother, Sky Woman's, head and threw it up in the East and it became
the Sun as her torso became the Moon. Her hands and legs arms and feet become stars
and planets. She is the whole universe. This is a very important story for her to know and
tell and her traditional dress/her regalia is decorated symbolizing this and her connection
to it. On this last day where she speaks to the people, she is also given her new name!!
Usually, a young girl is honored with her Grandmother’s name given by her
grandmother. This is pretty much what I had written down from gathering years ago.
Research is Ceremony
My research is about ceremony. Shawn Wilson is an Indigenous scholar from
Opaskwayak Cree in Northern Manitoba. Wilson (2008) suggests that research by and for
Indigenous people is a ceremony that brings relationships together. This includes following
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Indigenous protocols and honouring the knowledge systems within communities, and ultimately
recognizing that research will be done by Indigenous people versus on them (Wilson, 2008).
With the idea that the research process is one of discovering connections and establishing
relationships with ideas, in my case, ceremony is research! It is about decolonizing a systemic
process and supporting the empowerment of communities at the grassroots.
Over the last few years, I have discussed and designed these natural law teachings
outlined in a ceremonial calendar and organized within a medicine wheel format. Although this
calendar is relevant to our geographical area, it is adaptable to the seasons and events that may
coincide with other territories and traditions.
For many Indigenous people there is a common belief that everything in creation follows
a cycle of change (Saskatchewan Learning, 2002). The seasons follow this cycle, as do animals
and plants, which have cycles of migration and birth. Human life also has a cycle. It involves
birth, maturity, death and entrance into the spirit world. The circle is a central symbol that
represents the connection of all things.
Despite the changing world, in the circle philosophy, it is believed that all humans must
live in harmony with the natural order. Each culture has its own way to keep in touch with the
spirit world; through songs, dance and ceremonies. Indigenous teachings ask people to consider
the effects of their actions seven generations into the future (Quinlan & Reed, 1999). As Battiste
notes, “Whether or not it has been acknowledged by the Eurocentric mainstream, Indigenous
knowledge has always existed” (Battiste, 2005, p. 1).
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Natural Law Calendar. The community-based team designed a Natural Law calendar.

Figure 3: Natural Law Calendar (Pura Fe Crescioni, Max C.D. Morin & Marie Mihalicz, 2017)
The Calendar represents a living process. In Figure 4, the Natural Law calendar presents
four dimensions: East is in yellow and represents the physical dimension, new beginnings,
sunrise, the season of spring, element of Earth, body, birth and the child: South is in red, and
represents day, summer, element of water, heart/blood memory, adolescence, and rites of
passage: West is in blue and represents autumn or fall, the element of Air/Wind, Spirit/Soul, and
adult stage and North represents Winter, element of fire, mind, and time of the elder (N. Bird, P.
Crescioni, M. Reynolds, personal communication, 2019).
The Natural Laws drive and influence energy and flow through earth’s
rhythm/magnetosphere. This ‘movement of spirit’ or spirit lines is reflected in the spiral of the
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natural law calendar to represent healing energy (P. Crescioni, personal communication,
October, 2019). And within it are process dimensions that identify important transition periods
marked by rites of passage. Transformational changes occur in these times of transition. These
transitions include those that occur on a smaller level such as day to midnight and midday, dusk
and dawn; and also, at a bigger level during the Fall and Spring Equinox which shifts from
Illumination (Light Days) to Introspection (Dark Days).
Why highlight these transition times? We are living in a shifting paradigm. Now, more
than ever, there is a need for change in strategic thinking and empowering grassroots
movements. It is crucial to be aware and accountable for every level of action (self, others,
community, world and cosmos) and the reciprocity of these actions in the whole change process.
Western language and worldviews describe concepts using nouns and base thinking on
content (Duran & Duran, 1995). Indigenous languages and ways of knowing are based on a
systemic approach based on process thinking which is a more action and “eventing” approach to
life versus a world based on relationships between objects (Duran & Duran, 1995).
The Natural Law Calendar provides an evolving, framework through its many moving
parts. These parts include seasons/cycles/transition times and detailed teachings. These living,
moving parts of the Calendar inform the theory and methodology of my research. Although the
teachings appear in sections, all things in the calendar are connected and inter-related, and so
influence one another. (Engaging and incorporating all western sustainable strategies of
prevention, intervention and postvention into the program). All parts have a specific role and
function as part of the balance within the whole; much like all the working parts in a watch that
need to work together for it to run smoothly. Thus “ni wakamakonak” or “all my relations” refers
to our relationships with all things. This holds us accountable to our relationships at all levels;
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with self, others, community, world and universe. The ceremonial calendar is a living, pragmatic
representation of all living things, all our relations; ni wakamakonak is a central teaching.
The growing magnitude of chronic mental health issues manifested by responses to colonial
traumas, warrants a sense of tenacity and urgency in finding concrete solutions. The fundamental
problem within current structures and processes within systems of health, education, justice and
social work is the fundamental historical disregard of Indigenous language, culture and
traditions. Furthermore, these systems are built on deficit-based models which isolate and
compartmentalize health issues.
Communities have begun reclaiming and utilizing Indigenous models of holistic health
addressing the spiritual realm which is missing in the present Western systems. Sustainable
development requires self determination and reclaiming identity and purpose through ceremony;
control to ensure services are effective to the local needs of Indigenous families.
Responses within the Aboriginal Peoples survey (2017) reveal gaps that help to identify
factors contributing to the bottleneck of youth in the education, health, justice and social
systems: with a very high percentage of people are turning to no one for support with thoughts of
suicide and over 60% of people are not receiving support. Grandparents are providing higher
percentages of needed support to the parents and there is a clear threshold where parents are
struggling to support the youth.
Friends are giving and receiving support equal to parents, teachers and counselors in rural
communities; support that seems to be lacking in quality. It becomes clear within the findings
that effective approaches must engage social interventions. To address the collective colonial
wounds means understanding responses to historical trauma such as PTSR and healing must
engage body, mind and soul and return to family and community rather than individuals.
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Legacies of strict residential school discipline and surveillance regimes erased all
Indigenous aspects of culture, language, and beliefs (Milloy, 2017). Traumas experienced by
previous generations linger in the manifestations of mental health issues in youth today; identity,
self esteem, neglect, abandonment, racism, language loss, addictions and suicide. Reclaiming
and restoring Indigenous healing traditions and land-based practices is essential to reassert
identity and empowerment (Duran, 2019; Mitchell, Areseneau & Thomas, 2019; Poonwassie &
Charter, 2001; Radu, House & Pushagumskum, 2014; Reading & Reading, 2012).
A Natural Law calendar provides an Indigenous theoretical model. It is a structure and
process to teach individuals how all things are inter-related and connected, how rites of passage
mark the milestones in our life stages. This brings clarity to roles and meaningful purpose
through ceremony with all relations. In developing the intervention this research will “tease out”
teachings to show how Indigenous healing really is both a noun and verb within Western theory
and practice or methodology.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research gathered knowledge via a collaborative community process that focussed
on building and delivering a pragmatic program based on Indigenous ways of knowing through
teachings of the Natural Laws; connection as healing; along with some Western concepts in
psychoeducation, art therapy, meditation, self-esteem and confidence training, suicide
intervention skills, and pathing interventions.
Every stage of my research worked within an Indigenous paradigm. Indigenous
methodology must be a process that follows relational accountability. Respect, reciprocity and
responsibility are key features of healthy relationships and so, must be built within the paradigm
(Wilson, 2008). Indigenous theories on relationality are the backdrop of this research from start
to finish. Alternative modalities are woven into the qualitative Indigenous research methods.
Together these modalities supported the research in exploring and gathering local knowledge,
values and traditions in a manner that respected the culture and customs of the communities.
The importance of relationships and the relationality of Indigenous ontologies and
epistemologies are strongly emphasized. In our first meeting together, team members
volunteered in research areas of recruitment, data collection; meeting minutes, journals,
transcribing interviews, surveys, analysis, and dissemination plans.
Within an Indigenous research framework, the principle of reciprocity, or giving back, is
essential. The knowledge given to you by the participants during research is a gift and is
important to recognize. All participants were given tobacco bundles to demonstrate respect for
the knowledge they share. Importantly, this research provided a safe space for youth and
community to tell their story; and highlights a crucial aspect of reciprocity which gives a strong
voice to the participants (Lavallee, 2009). Furthermore, it is imperative to ensure the right of
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First Nations participants and their communities to own, control, access, and possess information
about their peoples is fundamentally tied to self-determination and to the preservation and
development of their culture (OCAP retrieved June 4, 2020 from
https://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/nihbforum/info_and_privacy_doc-ocap.pdf). This research
allowed the community team and direct participants to make decisions regarding why, how and
by whom information is collected, used or shared. All participants reviewed, revised their
narratives and gave informed consent, with an understanding that this dissertation is a published
document.
Transformative Mixed Methods
Some key features and rationale for transformative mixed methods are that they focus on
tensions that arise when unequal power relationships permeate a research context that address
social problems. They also focus on strengths that reside in communities which experience
discrimination and oppression on the basis of their cultural values and experiences
This is a strength that my research team has, being members from the surrounding communities
we already have the understanding of the historical and social contexts, as well as the trust in
relationships that acknowledge power differences among the partners (Mertens, 2012, p. 807).
The qualitative dimension is critical in transformative research and evaluation because it
establishes the critical dialogue between researchers and community members. The mixedmethod design can be considered to address the informational needs of the community. So,
because community involvement and trust are a huge factor in transformative methodology, it is
the research start with qualitative data; it fosters trust relationships with community.
Energy flow within Natural Law teachings. Natural Law teachings begin with the
centre. Each one of us is in the centre and everything we do, all the choices we make in our
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lifetime, have influence on all living things around us. And this is reciprocal; all living things
around us have influence on us. In the healing journey, the first thing we do is teach gratitude; in
the thanksgiving address, to all those living things which sustain us and without them we could
not survive as human beings; they include people, earth mother, water, grasses-tall timbers,
medicine and food plants, animals- four legged, winged ones, insects, tobacco, thunders, four
winds, ancestors and all the universes in creation.
The programs structure and process are footsteps within the Natural Law path, each
activity a stepping stone in a progression towards transformative change. The process within
each of the activities involves “the movement of spirit” by which our consciousness /energy
pathways are guided; the spirit flows down and in, and then up and out, as reflected within
natural law teachings. These energy pathways are in balance with the magnetosphere, or earths
magnetic song. When we dance in ceremony, our rhythms follow these pathways to remind us of
the importance of staying in synch with the natural world (P. Crescioni, personal communication,
November, 2019).
This program is developed on this foundation within ceremonial teaching. Every activity
builds on the previous one, but each one can also stand alone as a transformative experience.
This design allows our team flexibility of delivery. The progression of the methods within the
activities allows the participant to move down and inward in order to discover identity, develop
awareness and identify life barriers. Movement then shifts up and out through methods which
allow expression in a variety of modes ending with a sharing circle. Each activity involved: a)
teaching/ knowledge or educational component, b) hands on arts-based activity, and c)
opportunity to journal and share the experience either with a partner or group.
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We believe that within these experiences lives the medicine to heal. The amount of effort
and willingness to learn by the participant determines the amount received. By listening to what
others share, I can relate to many of their experiences, thus helping to eliminate my sense of
isolation from others. This connection builds trust in the group and it is within this bond that
healing takes place. This brings a new aspect into the concept of relationships when working
among peers. In this sense my peer is someone with whom I can relate within shared
experiences, who may be in a different age group.
Providing mentorship and guide for setting short term goals, accentuates continuing
momentum forward in the healing journey. Many times, in our rural and remote communities,
when individuals return from treatment programs, relapse occurs because of the lack of follow
up or transition program components. PATH provides a detailed framework to do follow up.
Two of our team members are certified PATH instructors.
A Phased Approach
To clarify the research design, I have designed two figures. Figure 4 represents a linear
community process and research design. Figure 5 illustrates a design which encompasses both
the research and community process. This design efficiently captures the genuine groundwork of
the evolving and continuous community process. It demonstrates the importance of
understanding that we will never have a perfect community process and program. With this
design there is always room for improvement. An evolving model creates space for meaningful
feedback which informs the next cycle of planning and implementation, it is exciting, refreshing
and inclusive.
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Figure 4: A Linear Community Process and Research Design Marie Mihalicz 2018

Figure 5: A Cyclical Research Design and Potential Community Process Marie Mihalicz 2018
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The research was developed in four phases. Each of these phases are discussed in detail below.
Phase one. This first phase focussed on developing an Indigenous community
(prevention, intervention and postvention) program. I developed this program together with the
Green Arrow team. Our research team began meeting in January 2017 to begin building the
framework for our program components. Based on many years of previous work in education,
health and justice, and with a strength-based approach, we started the planning process with each
team member writing down and sharing what they felt would be important to include, and the
program components and model began to take shape. This is when we designed the Natural Law
Calendar to guide our research in all of its phases: program development, data collection and
analysis with focus on the process within transformational change.
Building Blocks/Methods. Developing our process began with reviewing the Natural
Law Process and combining previous youth leadership work we had done based on strengthbased concepts similar to Daniel Pink’s work on self-motivation including Autonomy, Mastery
and Purpose themes (Pink, 2011). Our second camp had an additional day to dedicate sufficient
time to complete the PATH process with each participant. We wanted to emphasize the
importance of this activity to support transitioning into home and community. Autonomy
includes connecting with our roots, Identity and Safety involve stating our intentions, grounding
through breathing and painting, learning our connection to land and history through tribal maps,
beginning each day with pipe ceremony, creating safety containers providing protection,
receiving teepee pole teachings. Mastery comprises learning tools to help in our healing
including the sweat lodge ceremony by building it together, participating in the sweat ceremony,
learning about medicinal properties and picking medicinal plants. In discovering roles through
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stages of autonomy and mastery, participants gain a sense of Purpose which is highlighted in the
PATH process, and includes commitment to self and family, and follow up.
During our initial planning stages, we were applying for research grants to support our
work. As a team we decided in August 2018, to do a pre-pilot run of our healing program with
youth, adults and elders familiar or interested with Indigenous healing methods. All costs were
out of our own pockets with a donation of food from our local village council. Funding can be a
major barrier in hosting grassroots initiatives and, it is our hope that, with our research results,
present-day government funded systems (health, social services, justice departments) will be
channelled into similar local Indigenous healing frameworks. For the purposes of being succinct,
we summarized all of the feedback from the first camp in August 2018 to inform and enhance
the second camp in August 2019.
In January 2019 we began formally forming the new agenda by building on feedback
from the August 2018 camp, sharing new ideas and insights that affirmed our teachings in the
development of the program. We had a total of 6 team planning sessions between January and
July.
Phase two. This phase included the piloting of the program and the collection of data.
The program consisted of two four day intensive “camps” that combined Indigenous teachings
and ceremony, connection to land as healing, psychoeducation, art therapy, meditation, selfesteem and confidence training, suicide intervention skills, and pathing interventions.
Phase three. This phase included analysis of the impact of this program through direct
participant and community team assessments. The method for unpacking these processes and
developing a model was done by gathering a group of youth, from rural and remote areas,
together for a collective collaborative community healing program (AKA an intervention), and
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asking participants to share the impact of this intervention (healing process) on their lived
experience.
Phase four. This phase will be the mobilization of the findings of this research back to
the communities and via document to influence policy change.
Recruitment: ‘How and When We Ask’
I sat with a friend and mentor several years ago, sharing our experiences and visions of
life and work with Indigenous youth. We talked about parents, community, elders, youth,
protocols and engaging all in healing events. And I will never forget what he said: “You know
what. It is in our approach. It is how and when we ask people to share their purpose and
understand their roles when we invite them to be part of the whole process. The quality of our
invitations determines the outcome of their response and percentage of participation. If we know
how and when to ask in a caring and respectful way, we will have good responses. When we ask,
in a knowing way, of how and when they can contribute to the event with their strengths, people
will always respond and fully participate” (F. Campbell, personal communication, August,
2013).
Our research team designates understand this approach and so they connected with
various community representatives, particularly local youth leaders, and asked them to identify
potential leaders among their peers. This was a crucial step in our own recruitment process
because the youth are aware of who they call in times of crises, while community leaders may
not. Once individuals showed an interest in participating, and to ensure complete understanding,
research details were shared for informed consent.
Two of our community research team members volunteered to recruit research
participants. They contacted local resource persons, through a history of personal connections in
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our region, and informed them of our healing camp purpose and dates to attend. From these
contacts we received feedback from interested participants.
There was a total of eighteen participants in two pilot camps. Our August 2018 pre-pilot
camp had four youth (19-35), two adults (36-55) and two elders (55-80). Groups represented
were Metis, Cree, Dene and Irish/French. Geographical representation was from English River
First Nation, Regina, Beauval, and Waskesui. Two of the youth were a couple who had just
completed a 28-day treatment program and were interested in the Indigenous healing potential in
our camp. Two other participants were a mother and son from Buffalo River Dene Nation who
were also interested land-based healing and recovery. Two elders, one originally from File Hills
reserve and the other Metis participated in advisory capacity, as they have extensive Indigenous
knowledge in youth healing methods. One Irish/French participant brought expertise in ecology
and medicinal plant methods.
The August 2019 camp had ten participants. Eight were youth (19-35) and two adults
(35-55). Groups represented were Cree and Metis. Two youth were an LGBTQ couple. One
adult was a restorative justice youth coordinator interested in learning new counselling
particularly in grief work. Geographical representation was from Pinehouse Lake, Red Pheasant
First Nation, North Battleford, and Calgary.
Although the geographical region is very widely represented, each participant had a
kinship/friendship network connection in some way with rural and remote northern Indigenous
communities.
Data Collection Methods
The following is a description of our qualitative transformational mixed Indigenous
alternative arts-based research data collection methods. The methods are listed in sequence with
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the program agenda which you can see in Appendix B. These methods activated the extraction of
intrusions and restored participant’s relationship with self and connection with ancestral ways of
knowing.
Alternative modes. The alternative modes follow a down and in and up and out process
outlined in Table 1 and 2 below.
Table 1 Alternative modes of Extraction- Down and In Process
Intentions. Stating intentions activates a state of awareness in setting personal goals, a benchmark of
sorts, to aim towards and set a sense of motion forward. It is our promise or commitment to self and
our request for support from our higher power. We did this activity together as a group and recorded
the intentions on a chart to serve as a reminder why participants were here. Individual intentions were
wrapped into prayer tobacco ties and offered to the earth, trees and/or fire.
Tobacco ties are traditional sacred bundle of tobacco tied into cloth representing the four directions
and is imbued with best wishes, prayers, intentions, and gratitude. The making of prayer ties is a way to
prepare for ceremony, sweat lodge, and anytime you are called to pray with Creator.
Spirit/Breath Painting. Connecting with breathing helps to relieve stress and anxiety. We begin with
participants sitting or standing in front of a blank canvas, a paintbrush with black paint. Closing their
eyes, focussing on breathing in and out, and with every breath in and out they paint lines onto the
canvas. After four or five minutes they are done the first phase. The canvases are set to dry in a place
where each participant has time to reflect and see images within the black lines. As these images
emerge, participants color over the black lines and color in their shapes until the ‘spirit painting’ feels
complete. Some participants are able to see shapes almost instantly, while others take two or three days
to complete. The idea behind these paintings is that in the healing process we learn ways of tapping
into unconscious memories, and these memories help us remember to remember. This connection is
part of ceremonial healing.
Teepee Teachings. Each teaching is written on sticks which are drawn randomly by each participant.
They are given the respective teaching description and share how this teaching has meaning in their
current life circumstance. Participants design a flag with their teaching and symbols of their choice.
The flags are tied to the teepee poles inside as reminders throughout the four days.
Tribal Maps. A map displaying all of the Indigenous tribes in pre contact times is reviewed and
discussed with the participant group in the context of developing identity and places of origin.
Safety Containers. Each participant decorates a container and places items inside which symbolize
“what safety means to me.” Participants share their containers with the group to help establish trust in
the beginning stages of the program. This concept of safety also provides a landmark of sorts which is
crucial in setting the groundwork for grief support and trauma recovery. It is a grounding exercise that
establishes calm states of mind and connection to safe people and places. (Simington 1999).
Tree of Honor. Participants select various colors of ribbons which represent people they wish to
honor. Each ribbon is tied to the tree with the purpose of allowing these loved ones a place of honor.
The tree remains in the sessions throughout the four days.
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Guided Imagery/Prayer is a gentle but powerful technique that alleviates stress and focuses the
imagination in proactive, positive ways. It has the built-in capacity to deliver multiple layers of
complex, encoded messages deep inside resulting in ancestral connection and healing. We incorporate
music, drumming and singing to enhance this powerful grounding experience.
Reiki is a healing technique based on the principle that the therapist can channel energy into the patient
by means of touch, to activate the natural healing processes of the patient's body and restore physical
and emotional well-being. Participants volunteer to participate in 45-minute sessions provided by our
local reiki master and elder.
Down and in process modes, continued
Pipe ceremonies each day begins as a sunrise ceremony beginning with prayers to seven cardinal
points: The Four Directions; the Above or Spirit World; the Below or Mother Earth; and the Centre or
all living things. The pipe is then passed to the participants for them to either touch or smoke it. The
passing of the pipe can be repeated several times. The tobacco is then allowed to “die” and the pipe is
disassembled to be returned to the bundle until the next ceremony. After this, the pipe carrier speaks a
few words of gratitude about life and expectations of the day; each participant is also invited to speak
such words; and the ceremony is considered closed
Sweat set up and ceremony knowledge keepers lead participants in teachings about the sweat lodge
Gathering plant medicines gathering local medicines; mint, Labrador tea, sweetgrass and sage

Table 2 Alternative modes of Restoration- Up and Out Process
Circle of significance. Significant life events are drawn into a circle representing difficult life
circumstances (Simington, 1999). Participants choose words, symbols and any other art forms to mark
these events in any order they wish. This allows the process of “getting things out on the table.” We
paired facilitators with participants for the sharing portion where they were invited to disclose/or not
any or all of the events on their circle. Any of the events they felt that they had come to terms with
were also discussed leaving the remaining events for future reference in their healing process. This
activity helps to organize thoughts and feelings connected to losses gaining a sense of confidence and
locus of control. Instead of the sense of being controlled by feelings participants begin to sense
movement forward.
PATH. Path is a powerful planning process which guides participants to discover a way to move
toward a positive and possible goal. It is rooted in life purpose. It enrols others and builds strength in
the development of a meaningful life plan. PATH uses a graphic process where the people planning
with the person support them to share dreams for the future then to set positive and possible targets to
move towards that dream. It is also excellent for team building. PATH is an interactive process built on
the work of Jack Pearpoint (2002).
Intergenerational Walk Flags are placed in a circle representing the phases of the Natural Law
calendar; Child, Youth, Adult, Elder and Ancestors. In the four directions: (East represents New
Beginnings, the season of spring, element of Earth, physical, body, birth and the child. South represents
Summer element of water, heart/blood memory, adolescence, and rites of passage. West represents
Fall, element of Air/Wind, Spirit/Soul, and adult. And North represents Winter, element of fire, mind,
and time of the elder). Participants, with their staff, begin sharing their life events in the phase of their
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choice. They share as much or as little as they feel comfortable. After each participant completes their
walk, the group, one by one, thanks and affirms one teaching they learned.
Commitment to self family community. Through reflecting and linking goals from specific
transformative experiences (i.e.: circle of significance and PATH) participants projected personal
intentions by lighting a candle and then sharing aloud a commitment to self, family and/or community
based on their personal development goals. A research team facilitator recorded these statements for
data collection.
Sharing circles. I like to describe this method of inquiry as gathering stories through sharing circles.
Sharing circles are used to capture people’s experiences. They are comparable to focus groups in
qualitative research where researchers gather information (Lavallee, 2009).
There is recognition that the spirits of our ancestors and the Creator are present in the circle and guide
the process. Energy and healing medicine are created in the circle by the spirit of the people involved
and permission is given to the facilitator to report on the discussions (Nabigon, Hagey, Webster, &
MacKay, 1999).
Collective bundle. The research team decided to have sharing circles to close each day of the retreat
with the purpose of summarizing participant learning experiences and collecting these teachings. Each
participant was invited to share as much or as little of their transformation experience, highlights and
lowlights, recommendations and/or suggestions for improvement each day. She created a wall display,
and after reviewing the daily entries, summarized the feedback into a collective bundle.

Reflective journals. The researcher and teams’ reflective journals and debriefing
sessions serve as an evolving, real-time, collection and cumulative analysis of what we were
thinking and doing as we developed, delivered and assessed the components of our grassroots
program.
Interviews. One month after the workshop thirty-minute interviews were held with youth
participants by the researcher and community team. Interviews were designed by the community
team/researcher using a flexible conversation method. Interview using conversation method is a
matter of forming a relationship that goes beyond the informant-researcher duality to become colearners. It is important for the researcher to be grounded, or still our own thoughts, to really
understand where the other person is coming from, to put ideas into their context.
Community team members and researcher summarized the interviews and from the narratives,
and through an Indigenous lens, we grouped the different components, identified building
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blocks, drivers, barriers and conflicts. Secondary use of this new knowledge will help to
enhance, promote and inspire our collective story and advocate recommendations for community
development projects in the near future. Youth participants also completed a pre/post survey on
the first and last day of the workshop.
Arts based research. Art therapy is an effective way of soul pain retrieval and healing
activities. The techniques of Indigenous healing ceremonies create space for intense healing
experiences. Some examples include drumming, songs, visions, and imagery. Because of the
deep embedment of historical trauma in our area, many people are in a state of numbing, the
freeze state of the flight or fight. It is very difficult to formulate the words to express thoughts
and feelings. The arts-based research allows tools for expression via other means and modes of
communication, tapping into the unconscious and stimulating broken connections. Creating
understanding of connections between conscious and unconscious can be very powerful healing
experiences.
Anishinaabe symbol-based reflection. Symbol-based reflection is an arts-based research
approach and was influenced by a PAR method called photovoice, a research method whereby
people identify, represent, and enhance their community through photography (Lavallee, 2009).
The story of each individual accompanies the pictures to promote an effective, participatory
means of sharing. Symbol-based reflection is an adaptation of photovoice. Instead of using
cameras and pictures, participants use other kinds of symbols such as paintings, drawings,
sculptures, crafts, songs, teachings, and stories (Lavallee, 2009).
The making of such symbols can describe the meaning that is beyond words. Symbols
can be an alternative to words, which might not capture the essence of personal meaning. The
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use of artwork is a crucial method, especially for vulnerable youth, to find their voice through
different and safer ways of expression.
Narratives and Anecdotal Notes
Our community research team provide detailed anecdotes (contributing valuable insights
within the context) of retreat participants with whom they connected and witnessed
transformational change, whether it was one event or a progression that they experienced within
the program components. The researcher then captures these moments and describes the team
dialogue in relation to their place in the progression of the healing process. By identifying and
describing the moments leading up to, during and following transformational change, we are able
to promote an understanding how protocols within ceremony shape safe spaces to heal.
Situational Change. Indigenous theory involves connection, understanding of the
heartbeat within community. The community team has these networks in every northern
community. As part of the process the research will explore the benefits of “popping the bubble”
or providing an opportunity to experience a healing event away from everyday distractions.
Many individuals are experiencing overwhelming anxiety there is so there is a need to:
decompress and meet in safe and sacred spaces; and to provide choices in distance away from
home communities of services for healing events; which can be located just outside of their
homes, perhaps just outside their community, or farther away. This situational change factor will
be discussed in the final sharing circle, survey and interview process. Efforts will be made to
include eight to ten youth participants (ages 18 to 25) from a variety of distances.
Flexibility in the Planning Process
Over the past few decades, I developed the understanding that the healing process is everevolving and that all agendas will never be perfect. Through the continuous program
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development process, our team discussions and reflection allowed many new teachings to
emerge. It takes good team communication, confidence, trust and taking time to debrief these
experiences. Each participant, including the team, is both learner and teacher; therefore, sharing
transformational experiences and morphing our methods to support the healing path brings
meaningful, true and rich healing. This is where we discover and uncover methods which reveal
our sacred medicines. Our team had debriefing meetings each evening of the camp to summarize
and reflect on the day’s events and to finalize the next days activities.
On the second evening during our team debrief meeting, we decided to pair a team
facilitator with participants with specific activities for a number of reasons: a) to provide more
one on one time for connecting, sharing and build trust, b) to provide momentum forward
bridging one event to another and c) to collect and capture progress of each participant’s
transformational experience at rich and deep level. Pairing research team facilitators and
participants occurred for the circles of significance, PATH, and follow up interviews. Because of
the powerful transformational experiences and the close context within relational lens of the
research team and participants we decided to provide specific narratives via anecdotal notes in
the feedback.
Data Analysis Methods
Indigenous knowledge systems are considered the heartbeat of Indigenous methodologies. It
is impossible to engage in Indigenous methodologies without a foundational understanding of
Indigenous knowledge systems (Kovach, 2010). Duran & Duran (1995) explain how the Western
worldview separates mind, body and spirit. It compartmentalizes human experience. In contrast,
the Indigenous perspective is one that the individual is part of all creation and lives life as one
system. Indigenous worldview is a systemic approach to being in the world and is best
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categorized as process thinking. This is opposed to the content thinking that we find in Western
worldviews. Process thinking is a more action and “eventing” approach to life versus a world of
object relationships (Duran & Duran, 1995).
Data analysis was continuous and ongoing through the reflective journal entries of the
researcher, collaborative feedback from the community research team and participants and
through a form of what Wilson (2008) refers to as ‘intuitive logic’ rather than a linear logic. In a
western perspective analysis breaks, everything down to look at all the small pieces. Indigenous
methodology includes all relationships and if you break them down, the relationships are severed
(Wilson, 2008). This means the data is broken down and examined within a relational lens as a
whole and analyzed as such.
The data from journals, sharing circles, surveys and interviews were organized into relational
holistic themes helping us to create a process model. We intended on having a follow up sharing
circle, but because of the geographical distance we decided the team would travel together and
meet for interviews with individual participants. Initial results were shared with youth
participants through individual conversations.
This process took two months from the period after the August 2018 and August 2019
retreats. The sharing of results with youth allowed us to check the accuracy and to give and
receive feedback. This step allowed us the opportunity to collect further and to give back what
we learned directly to the participants, always checking on its accuracy through continuous
collaborative analysis. We can see here that analysis and data collection have become blended.
As we listen, we learn, and as we learn we share. Together we help understand or analyze while
we give feedback and make progress (Wilson, 2008).
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CHAPTER FOUR: THEMATIC ANALYSIS
After I reviewed the interview data numerous times in the most meaningful, respectful
and purposeful way, and after discussing the data with my research advisory team, I believe it’s
necessary to keep the participant narratives intact. One of the main objectives of this research is
to provide rich and meaningful data, and acknowledge voices from people in our communities.
With honour and respect of the power held in the words of each story, I present the interviews as
data in this chapter.
To ensure accuracy and validation of their stories, each participant reviewed the content
of the narrative they provided in the research. Research participants were encouraged to make
any changes, revisions, or deletions prior to giving their consent. Along with participants written
consent to share their stories and transformational experiences from the retreats, participants
were also made aware this data is available for the public upon completion. All names or other
identifiers of participants have been changed to protect participant identity and ensure
anonymity. All participants were willing to share their experiences so others can learn and
understand through their healing experiences.
The retreats were locally designed on the land healing camps held on the shores of Lac la
Plonge, approximately eleven kilometers from the village of Beauval, Saskatchewan. The first,
pre-pilot four-day retreat in August 2018 was hosted at a trapper’s cabin on the south shore of
Lac la Plonge, while the second five-day pilot retreat was hosted a year later at Sandy Beach
resort. The main goal of both retreats was to create opportunities for participants to experience a
transformational culturally specific intensive on the land healing program.
The pre-pilot camp’s purpose was to do a ‘dry run,’ which included two Elders as both
advisors and participants. Using feedback from the pre-pilot, the research team modified and fine
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tuned the program for the 2019 retreat. Both retreats provided opportunity for participants to
share direct feedback, which in turn, may impact policy changes in mental health approaches for
rural and remote communities.
Research participants: Interviews and Anecdotal Notes
The initial research sessions engaged participants in a sharing circle where they were able
to state intentions about what they wanted to get out of the retreat and describe the types of
losses linked to their intentions. Based on these conversations, it was possible to come up with
combined group collection of participant losses. These included: foster care, sixty’s scoop
survivors, loss of land, safe and sacred places; suicide of friends and family; sudden death of
friends and family members; parents’ divorce; recovery from addictions.
Interviews using conversation method were done with participants between one and three
months after the pre-pilot retreat in August 2018 and the pilot retreat in August 2019. Together
with Green Arrow team members, I interviewed participants and provided anecdotal notes where
necessary. The statements used with the participants were:
•

Tell us what components of the healing camp you are using in your everyday life,
and if/ how have they influenced your relationships/lifestyle?

•

How has the retreat helped you and what are some of the changes you see in
yourself?

•

What teachings are you using?

Together with the community team, I recorded and transcribed these interviews. Each
team member transcribed the participant interviews they were paired with during the healing
camp. Team members also provided anecdotal notes to support the context of the narratives of
participants with whom they connected and worked with over five days.
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There was a total of seventeen participants in the 2018 and 2019 pilot retreats. Fifteen of
the seventeen participants were interviewed and all participants completed feedback forms on the
last day of the retreats. Interviews were done face to face in the home communities of the
participants while one interview was done by phone, because of the geographic distance of this
participant. The participant interview transcripts, information from feedback forms, and
anecdotal notes are based on ethical standards of mutual benefit, respect, and cultural humility.
In some instances, I include “anecdotal notes” which are my reflections and reflections from
team facilitators on working with the research participants. Later in this chapter I provide a
collective analysis of these data. All direct quotes from participant narratives are italicised for
clarity in identifying participant voices in the findings.
August 2018 (pre-pilot) Camp/retreat Participants
There were nine participants in this pre- pilot retreat.
Lucy. I used the information of how the brain works. I can see changes in my family and
in myself. What it is when you don’t take care of yourself, like when you get angry and not eating
properly, and things like that. I’ve been smudging a lot. I liked the circle, the medicine wheel. I
started to think back and forward, and the future. I don’t know how long my life is going to be,
but I would like to understand the circle teaching more. And the reiki, I would like to learn more
about that. And the sweat, building the sweat; I would do it again if I had the chance. I also
enjoyed the letting go activities, like the things we cut away. I’m still working on myself though,
but now I can kind of see where my problem is, why my mind was set, and that I was only using
parts of my brain. And I think that lately it has been coming back in my dream and then the next
day I remember and there are some parts of my life that I can’t remember, but it’s coming back
in pieces. I think I need more help with this.
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I want to know why my chest really hurts, I think I know because I can really feel their
hurt when they cry or are in pain. I can relate to them through my own trauma. I noticed my son
Joseph is way, way different. I never thought he would come out this way or that it would ever
happen this way, especially in his early 20’s. I thought it would take way longer. He cooled down
really, really lots. And he talks to me lots. It’s a powerful connection that we have now and we
are talking and sharing. So that training was really good and I hope to learn more about it and
get deeper into it.
The women’s sweat was good and Pura has a beautiful voice, it was a little different. It
would be nice to learn some Dene songs, but it is good to learn different ways. It was really good
to have it away in the bush where you don’t know anyone and you don’t have to worry about
anything. It was away from the stores, vehicles, someone to take you away. And I really liked the
boat ride there and back.
I would have liked to learn more about the medicine picking. I was brought up with it by
my grandparents. They were sick when I was a teenager, so they couldn’t really teach me what
they knew. I only remember when I was small and we lived in Cree Lake. And after we moved
here when I was a teenager, bad things happened to me and some of those teachings I kind of
lost. I remember how they used to look but I forget the area to pick them. I still try to think back,
but I just can’t seem to catch it. My grampa used to pick medicine he taught me about a “frog
shell” medicine, it was green and purple, a little bit of different colors and in the water. In Dene
its pronounced “suletele” but I forget what it was used for. My grampa used to cut something
with orange berries, and with willows he would cut that in about 10 inches and tie it together.
And rat root and puffball stuff. He didn’t use it on me but gave it, like moss tea, to others. I
would really like to learn more traditional medicine.
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Even tobacco; my gramma used to pick those little leaves, like cranberry plant leaves and
dry it and smoke it. In our language we called this “intoneh.” If I would see it, I would
remember it because I picked it with her. If you had a rash, she would use cranberry plants. I
never used any soap, because we never had it there. I had used salt on my teeth. My grampa
showed me to rub salt on my teeth with my finger. And my grampa when he was 90 still had his
original teeth!
So, all in all I learned the smudge, the sweat, and the teepee, we didn’t have the right
cover, but I wouldn’t mind to go back and learn this. My mind is strong, its always been like that.
No one can put me to sleep, even in surgery they have trouble with me because I fight it. So, I
had a little hard time with the guided imagery. I know now it is related to my trauma and I want
to get more help with that. It will take years for me I don’t know how long it will take but I want
to learn more and more, about things your group can teach. And I know its all up to me to take
the time to go learn more about this. Having a job and family, its really busy trying to work, and
with taking care of my grandbabies, house chores, by the time I’m done I am wiped out.
Maybe we can spend some time in the spring to learn about more of these medicines. We
needed a little more space to do our crafts, but overall, it is all ok. For me I can only go to a
sweat once in a week and I would really like to have the Dene drumming - it would be really
good. I have to work on my speech. Because I have a stutter and to help with this healing work I
want to know more. If I learn it and I feel it I can do it good. I want to be part of it, but none of it
can be on paper. And I really want to pick medicines this coming year to use it for myself and my
family. I am willing to teach what I know. I like to go out to my cabin to have a break from things
and am glad to have that place to get away.
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Figure 6: Joseph’s Feather
Joseph. This feather represents things I believe in. The middle line represents my lifeline.
Beginning with the feather stem is the fish net representing my traditional skills in providing
nutritional traditional food for my family. I am proud that I know how to set a net from start to
finish. I learned this from my grampa. The bricks represent building projects that I have done
with my dad. He is an expert carpenter and has taught me a lot. Next are tire tracks because the
result of working hard is earning money to get a good truck and this helps to get me where I
need to go. Next are fishscales that I use in artwork. I consider myself a good artist and using
natural elements is what I like to do in my expressions. The small circles together are a huge
woodpile. It feels good to work hard going into the bush, cutting trees, trimming the branches,
cutting logs into wood for the stove and then organizing these into a nice woodpile. The elders
here teach us that men have to look after their families in this way. So it makes me feel strong
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and proud when I finish stacking a nice woodpile in time for the cold winter months. The A
represents my baby daughter, whom I love with all my heart. I am honored to be a father, but
sometimes I feel bad because of my addictions and trying to sort things out for myself has taken
away time with her. The T represents a shovel. I love to work on building things with my hands
and to me a shovel represents hard work.
In the retreat I really liked the Medicine wheel teachings and coping; over this course of
time, I’ve learned how to deal with a lot of grief. The group experience really helped me to feel
like I belonged. I really liked learning how to put up the sweat, like what each of the poles meant
and the structure of the womb. Saying a prayer with tobacco for each one of the poles. I never
had a sweat like that before; a Cree sweat not a Dene sweat.
Over the last year, at this time (January) I got into drugs and alcohol bad mixture, not
eating barely sleeping and was going through a really rough time. I lost everything, every single
thing I had. And then one day I just went suicidal and that’s where I ended up in the mental
health system. Trying to give me pills, and all sorts of things that I didn’t need. Just really
needed to relocate myself, to really think upon a lot of things, eh. But in there, its like you get
treated just like a dog, man. You get tied down. Soon as you say no you get disciplined and you
cant do nothing about it. They strap you to a bed just like a dog. Just like they owned me man.
As soon as I would say no and get a little bit angry, they would stick needles in me and give me
pills. If I refused to take it, I would get strapped to the bed. That was harsh. You just feel so little
when you’re in there. Like you have no control. Feel like you are just a dog. To get out they only
gave me one option; to take these needles every two weeks for six months. And, of course, I
wanted to get out right, to get out of that place because it was uncomfortable, I was away from
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my family. So I signed it and I got out and I went to my traditional ways after that. I kind of
drank a bit, but I started going back to my roots, finding myself again.
What experienced from a healer in Frog Lake. He was a really nice guy. First thing he
did was invite me to sit down in his house and we had some tea, had a little talk, and went out to
go make the fire for the sweat. We put the rocks in and we went in. There were a few others, but
the sweat was mainly for me. He found something in my head, in the back of my head. It was bad
medicine that was put on me. I don’t know who it was but it was put on me. And inside that sweat
lodge its like I could feel feathers on my back and the medicine man was a really moving
experience I had; hearing all the voices going through him; talking to me, the grandmothers and
grandfathers talking to me. Its really powerful hey. Really powerful. I seen a light in there. A
really bright light and I seen an eagle flying, whoa it was something else. When I got out of
there, just like a weight was lifted off my shoulders, a burden was gone. And he told me if I didn’t
go see him..even if I waited a couple more weeks, I could have been dead. And that really scared
me. But its best to go back to your roots when you are in need. Can’t find no other way than in
your roots. That’s the best way to do it. I should have had that option instead of being strapped
to a bed.
I couldn’t practice my traditional ways in there (mental hospital). I couldn’t even smudge
in there. Everything had to have a label from a pharmacy, from the hospital. If it wasn’t labelled
from the government then I couldn’t have it there. But there was this one native lady there who
had got me some sweetgrass. That was really nice of her. She was a nurse there. She was the one
who helped you and my mom contact me in there. It helped with our stress. Being in there was
something else. You have no control over yourself, nothing at all. You get sedated with drugs
every day, take like 12 pills a day for nothing. Made you feel funny, couldn’t even sleep at night,
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not feeling safe. Just a bunch of psychotic people around you, people talking to themselves
around you and stuff like that. I felt so out of place.
Joseph (anecdotal notes). When I met Joseph in March of 2018, he was just being
discharged from a mental health facility because of suicidal attempts. Joseph’s community
treatment plan prescribed drug therapy of injections every two weeks for 6 months. Upon his
refusal to take injections, Joseph was threatened by local medical nursing staff, addictions
workers, RCMP and doctors that he would be institutionalized if he continued to refuse
treatment. Joseph stated to me that he would rather detox in a natural way using medicines from
the land.
The doctor who prescribed Joseph’s community treatment plan was unaware Joseph had
not taken one needle for the six-month period; Joseph and his parents initiated their own
recovery plan which pursued alternative Indigenous method of a sweat ceremony. Current
mental health policies support medical treatment and his refusal to take the prescribed
medication resulted in Joseph being at risk of incarceration and institutional “care.”
Julie. For me it was just a great experience, being outdoors and getting more in touch
with myself and basically not being afraid of being who you are and its ok if you’re letting other
people down. It’s about what you want and your beliefs and go from there. And so that’s what
I’ve been doing. I’m more open, more forward and people see a change in me. Before I would be
scared and beat around the bush, being afraid to hurt other people’s feelings. So that retreat did
help me a lot. It’s stuff that [I] wish I would have learned a long time ago. I tell my sister and my
group at school when they are stressed out, about what I do and what I learned. And they are
like, wow! With my sister, for example, when she gets upset, I’ll say watch your tone and be
careful. Think about how this will impact other people and stuff like that. I have moved away
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from home now to take a course. I sure wish I did this a long time ago. It made me so much more
confident. I’d love to help out with any other retreats you do.
I'm in such a good place in my life. I would have never in a million years thought that
this was possible to be this happy, loved, appreciated and safe. I have my girl and two sons
living with me and in a new relationship. It's so different in a healthy way, and blew my mind
that frick it was okay to separate from my ex because it was only hurting the kids on so many
levels. And now that I am sober, laughing and telling them how special they each are in their
own ways and I love them every single day. My bond with my children is almost as strong as it
was before but I'm always encouraging them that communication is key.
Nancy (Elder). This experience helped me to let go of a loved one so that I can move
forward on my path. It felt good to contribute my knowledge about teepee teachings, rocks and
the protocols. By participating with the group, I realized that I needed healing too. Don’t forget
that elders in our communities need this healing just as much as the youth.
Larry (anecdotal notes). Larry spent his early years in the foster care system and around
age 12 stayed with his grandmother. He has struggled with addictions and raising his three
daughters. A few months after the camp, Larry was incarcerated and is serving a three-year
sentence. He planned to participate in a cultural program offered in the penitentiary. In the
meantime, to bypass foster care, two Green Arrow team members are raising Larry’s three
daughters all under the age of 9. We just recently received a letter from Larry expressing his
sincere apologies for past behaviour. He shared his personal development while incarcerated.
Larry participated in a cultural program for inmates. He participates in the penitentiary’s sweat
ceremony at least three times per week and has also completed his Grade 12. He was released in
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March into a transition program and is looking forward to contributing to community wellness
initiatives through his leadership role in sweat ceremonies.
Martha. The things that I appreciated most were the daily smudge ceremonies and the
hands-on brain activities helped to have a better understanding of how the teachings relate to me
and what healing I needed. The Teepee teachings, each of us getting a virtue of a pole, and mine
was Faith. It was perfect for me as now I have reconnected with my faith and can pray again. I
enjoyed the safety container exercise; collecting things from nature to represent what I need to
feel safe. I enjoyed being creative in decorating the box. I appreciated the deep and intimate
sharing of the circles of significance; sharing all of our losses and then creating a mobile to cut
out what I don’t need in my life anymore. The sweat lodge ceremony facilitated by Pura with the
singing and drumming was soul food.
Since the retreat I am better able to ground myself and access the spiritual energy
needed. I incorporate smudging, meditation, singing and dancing as prayer. I am able to honour
and incorporate traditional teachings in my own ceremonies as I now feel a sense of belonging
within the ‘all my relations’ realm.
I feel more comfortable in my own skin and just being rather than doing. I value the time
for adequate reflection and creative expression for transformation of myself and the
world. Instead of trying to control things I believe in allowing thing to evolve. I believe in
collaboration and collective voice for wisdom to emerge. I feel empowered to fight injustice and
racism with education and loving kindness. Especially for those that suffer because of their race
and/or gender and/or status in life and also for those that lack understanding and compassion.
My need to be heard is diminishing and my willingness to listen and consider other points of
view has increased.
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I have re-accessed the joy of living and the importance of laughter and having fun
together to create healing and bonds of trust in our own goodness and the goodness of others.
I look forward to being more involved in this kind of transformative healing.
Mary (Elder). I enjoyed the journaling and the grounding exercises helped me to feel
safe. This safety allowed me to give myself permission to work on myself. When we did the water
ceremony it taught me the power of women in ceremony, and it was done just for me. Now I can
go forward with what I need to do and I got my medicine that I came for.
Just a little history; I am a sixty scooper. I went into care right from hospital. I was
given up so that I could have a better life. This was not my reality. I was in few foster homes
before I landed with adopted parents. I was always told I was “saved” from being drunken
Indian. My better life included all types of abuses at the hands of my parents and siblings.
Things started to get better for me after leaving an abusive relationship with a one-year
old son. After many times leaving the abuse I finally called police and went into shelter. I met a
lot of powerful women who helped me to start to heal. In the shelter I learned that I was
considered a scooper; this was 30 years ago. I was also encouraged to take some time to heal my
own life so that I would stop the cycle for me and for my son. My time there pretty much changed
my life. I started healing; doing counselling; doing groups like life skills. I started discovering
who I was as a woman and mother.
My identity as a Metis-Indigenous woman has been a work in progress. I have done
things here and there but really its only been within last 20 years that I have been on this
journey. I work in a non-profit that is a preschool. I work with the families of the preschoolers.
We work with at risk families but especially Indigenous children. I coordinate the programs and
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family support. I have been lucky that I have been given freedom to explore culture and issues
important for our Indigenous families.
I have known Nancy for 30 years and she has been our Elder at ELC for 16 years. Over
those years I have co-facilitated different programs related to domestic violence with her.
Plus, she has offered her Medicine Wheel teachings, solstice celebrations; parenting programs
like Building Healthy Relationships or Aboriginal Literacy and Parent Skills. I also had the
privilege of being her helper when she was at ELC. Over the years she would teach me different
things like the smudge; how to prepare a feast; tipi teachings, medicine wheel teachings; how to
run a talking circle and how to pick sage.
When her husband passed Nancy and I became closer on a personal level. I got to know
Nancy the mother and kokum, which was different from the Nancy I knew (honestly, she was like
a rock star Elder in our city). After the loss of her husband and, in her grieving process, I saw
changes in Nancy, with anger being the biggest change.
I volunteered myself to be Nancy’s driver up north knowing full well it was going to be a
group type experience. I am a life skills coach and facilitator so I was open to learning. The first
night when we were in circle, we were given medicine bags. This has been one of the important
gifts that I have been given. A facilitator gave me my first medicine; bear root for my headaches.
I have been collecting medicines and drying and teaching myself what to do to prepare. It feels
like something I was always supposed to be doing. This is the biggest teaching I have had. I have
been fortunate to have Nancy and the facilitator team guiding me.
Having the smudge done in the circle felt right; the team smudged back and front which is
something I do now and offer to women in our groups.
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I had done journal work and letting go exercises in the past so it was easy for me to get
into it. I did some journal work when I was sitting on the dock. That was so good to release some
old stuff and honestly, I have moved on from what I released which feels really good.
The water ceremony was powerful. I did not realize this until a few months of processing
the experience. I am always leading groups, so to be in a group that I could feel free to be me
and let things progress felt really freeing. It felt like a rebirth or something like being welcomed
home.
I know I have changed from participating in the healing workshop. The internal conflict
being eased has been a blessing. The day to day connecting with Creator, being thankful for the
blessings in my life, smudging and exploring the spiritual side. The medicines; the tea, the
offerings and the peace I feel is good. I have changed. I am different and I am quite excited to be
learning more about myself.
Ambrose (feedback form). I liked everything that the retreat had to offer. Learning
cultural activities made me want to get more involved in the spiritual activities.
Ambrose (anecdotal note). Ambrose had just returned from a treatment centre before
participating in this retreat. He shared the cultural teachings that he learned during his twentyeight days of treatment during the retreat. Ambrose chose not to be interviewed.
Summary of Findings from August 2018 Pre-pilot Camp
Utilizing the Cyclical research design (Figure 5), key findings from direct participant
feedback, including the team reflections, were inserted into the planning and implementation of
the August 2019 research camp. Following Indigenous protocols of respecting and restoring
sacred connection with participant life stories, specific teachings that emerge from these
narratives are highlighted as key findings. In this manner participant narratives are kept intact
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and remain protected from methods of dissection and compartmentalization. Key findings from
August 2018 and 2019 camps will be discussed in chapter 5 as a collective data set.
The following are key findings from the August 2018 pre pilot.
The importance of language in the healing process. What I have come to know and
understand through direct participant experiences in trauma recovery over the last decade is that
individuals fluent in languages other than what the facilitator is using for the retrieval and
restoration sessions should be aware that conversations within childhood experiences involve
childhood languages. For example, as a facilitator in guided imagery involving retrieval of stored
trauma, I have made arrangements to ensure fluent Dene and Cree speakers are available to guide
adults and elders effectively through this process. In some cases of retrieval, participants have
shared that they had tried to communicate with their ‘younger self’ (in most cases when they
were five or six years old; first taken away into residential school) and are talking in English to
this small child. However, the child does not respond, because the language is not understood.
When the opportunity to return into the retrieval using language that the child understands, that
spiritual aspect of self that was lost through the traumatic experience is able to return, be
retrieved, restoring a sense of wholeness in the process.
Trauma and brain function. Understanding how grief and trauma affect brain function
and what this means in healing past trauma is fundamental. Educating participants about the
manifestations of grief and trauma in physical emotional mental and spiritual dimensions
develops understanding and promotes awareness of solutions to their lived experiences.
Current community mental health treatment plans. Community mental health
treatment plans, particularly for youth with suicide ideation, are based on Western medical
models which do not recognize intergenerational responses to colonial trauma. Joseph’s narrative
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clearly describes how his experience in the mental health system was more damaging than
helpful, and how ceremony helped to activate his healing process. Larry’s experience in the
systems of foster care and justice were similar, also resulting in ceremony as a source of healing
and recovery.
Ceremony activates healing for all ages. The alternative modes offered through
ceremony activate healing for all ages. The two elders that were both participants and advisors
shared their transformational experiences and the importance of remembering that elders need
healing too. This is a reminder to community team planning and facilitation that perhaps
facilitators perform in ceremony prior to their leadership in healing camps. We cannot assume
that elders have experienced healing based on their age and life experiences.
Team feedback from Pre-pilot Camp
First, the Water healing ceremony taught us that tailoring components of ceremony to
specific needs of individual participants is very beneficial and models creative aspects of
engaging strengths within the group. Traditional health systems accentuate person-centered and
personalized approach to medicine (Matheson, Bombay & Anisman, 2018; Morandi, Tosto,
Sarsina & Dalla Libera, 2011).
Second, we need an additional day. We were too rushed on the last day and because of
the weather, participants were distracted and focussed on leaving instead of the sessions. In the
future, we will have an additional day to accommodate travel needs.
Third, include all of the participants in the intergenerational walk and the PATH process
and allocate time in the next retreat to accommodate these additions.
Fourth, spend a little more time teaching meaning behind protocols. i.e.: tobacco
teaching: why we offer it, where the teaching comes from.
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Fifth, accentuate importance of all races in the Natural Law calendar; it is not limited to
Indigenous people. We all come from tribal ancestry, it is just that some people/cultures have
been disconnected longer than others.
Sixth, teepee pole teachings were absolutely key in the role of intention, trusting in
Creator’s work in random selection for each participant was amazing. Participants stood in a
circle, in random order, and each was given a teepee pole teaching by Norma Jean. These
teachings are traditional values and each participant expressed how relevant and powerful that
particular teaching was in their life. We did not have the proper covering for the teepee during
this camp, but we left the structure up as it is a powerful teaching for the group. For the next
camp, it would be important to have sessions inside the teepee, have all items inside the bags,
and refer to the teepee pole teachings in feedback. The teepee would provide a safe, enclosed,
spacious, traditional, circular meeting area which contributes to enhancing trust within the group.
Safety and trust are key components in the healing process; allowing participants to experience
and share experiences more deeply.
Seventh, it is important to have more time gathering medicinal plants; our location
limited access to what we originally planned because it was located.
Eighth, gender roles of ceremonial leaders need to be clarified as there were some power
and control issues of men with women in ceremony. A possible solution is to offer sweat
ceremonies separate for men and women.
August 2019 Camp Participants
There was a total of nine participants in the 2019 camp. Again, names and locations have been
changed for anonymity. Each participant reviewed/revised their written narrative and gave
consent to sharing their narratives in this research.
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Jackie. I found myself at this retreat, when I came here, I was a pretty lost person, being
here kind of grounded me better, it gave me a clear mind and a different way of looking at life, it
was a good experience. I liked it! When I made my Spirit painting (Figure 10) I couldn’t see
anything in my picture even though other participants could. I brought it to my cabin and would
look at it each day trying to see if anything came out, and it did on the last day. I liked the
meditations but always seemed to get distracted, like a mosquito or a sound would interrupt me.
For me, it’s a huge thing to go there into meditation. But at night did I ever have deadly dreams.
I had to be in a deep deep sleep to meditate. And I talked to people by a fire. And through the
process of this camp, I began to remember the teachings I used to hear as a small child back in
the ceremonies on my rez. When I made the safety container it was really easy to visualize a safe
place because it is my grammas yard on the rez where I grew up (Figure 11). We always had
teepees; lots of teepees. And lodges, especially the sweat lodge and a hogan. And a place to have
summer grounds and winter grounds for feasts. When we set up the sweat lodge here it made me
remember all my grammas teachings, which I have strayed from. I followed the wrong path for 6
years getting into heavy drugs and during this time my gramma passed. I still feel really guilty
for not being there for her. Having the sessions inside this teepee is very powerful for me.
Especially when I asked where you guys got the teepee from and it ends up that my dad is the one
you rented it from! All of the teachings are starting to come back to me and I am beginning to
remember who I am. One of the memories that came back to me this week was a teaching I
heard way back when I was a litte girl. And now I realize and really feel that looking after my
girlfriends gramma right now is giving me a chance to make up for missing out with my own
gramma. It really is an honor to be looking after her.
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The teepee really helped with the bonding in the group. It happened so fast because it felt
so comfortable in the setting at the lake and in the bush too. I think I’m a different and better
person. I didn’t pray as much as I wanted to but I am working on that now. And if I get
frustrated or angry I remember the breathing and use it all the time. My sister and my mom are
texting me often asking me to come and visit more. And they say they like this Jackie better. We
have to keep our eye on each other this time of year, with anniversaries of family deaths. I’ve
noticed that my playlists have even changed into more mellow things like from rap to old George
Jones tunes that my gramma used to play. Where I prayed it would be like all night in
meditations and I heard stories that people would be sitting here like on the land and then BAM
they would be up to another level, and they would be sitting with not as many people, and then
BAM they would go up again, and they would keep going higher and higher and higher until they
would be just sitting by themself. And I have never experienced that until now so it was pretty
powerful.
I felt that some of the activities were too rushed, and the camp could be longer, like seven
days. I actually needed more time to collect myself. But I am doing really good and think this is
a huge accomplishment. Before the camp my girlfriend and I had a falling out but I have been
sober for three months now. I would like to work on having more ceremonies with my own family
now. My moshum had two doors in his sweat at Littlepine and ran it a little different, but we
have to respect these differences.
One of our goals in our path was to get a house and we are excited that we are moving in
to a new house soon! And we wanted to visit our kids and we have done that too!
The sweat really helped me to be more clear in my mind and all of a sudden, BAM, I just
started seeing the teepees in my painting (Figure 12). My dad talked to me about afterlife; like
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what my journey is going to be like in the afterlife and what I have to do to prepare me for that. I
think he was sick at the time. He would tell me about this path that I will go on, all these great
beings that I will see, all this tobacco I’ll have, all these pipes I will have, and prayers I will
have to know. Real great things like that he was telling me. This was when I was about 19. And I
would say why are you telling me all this? I don’t need to know all this. And he kept telling me
about these paths, after going on all of them, I would go up a hill and would meet these four
great beings and pray to them and it will be just all clear after I get to the top. And there you will
see teepees everywhere, just all over and then you’ll hear just this one drum and you will know
its your family drum and you will move on to that teepee and you will see everybody you know,
or ever known in your life, people you prayed with, elders, and that’s what that painting
reminded me of (Figure 12).
The teepee teachings I thought it must have been fate, like I was supposed to be there;
like they used to say your always supposed to be somewhere at an important time of your life and
like, it was my family teepee, like I’ve prayed in that teepee before. And it was there, it was just
there and I was Like oh my God! Like what the hell! Then I got the number one pole, and I was
like holy, whats going on! I got the first pole which is obedience. And it felt like it was my house,
like it was my home and I really felt at peace. And it felt like things like this happen for a reason.
That was really mindblowing for me.
Suzie (anecdotal notes). Suzie was a quiet young woman who for most of the camp
seemed somewhat withdrawn. On the first evening, we did the medicine bundle exercise, her list
was by far the lengthiest and most comprehensive, including things that her fellow participants
did not already have like dancing, storytelling, poetry, going to sweats and learning her language.
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I was partnered with Suzie for an activity, where participants look back on their lives
from the beginning to do an inventory of events they think were traumatic. Since she so far had
seemed quite withdrawn, I broke the ice by asking where she lived. She replied that she lives in a
city, but only since she was fourteen years old, because her family used to live outside the city. I
asked, “Oh really, where was that?” Without any further elicitation from me, Suzie launched
into a heartfelt, fifteen-minute disclosure on how when she was fourteen, every band member
was offered a sum of $68,000 when they turned eighteen, to buy their reserve land. It was the
nearby city who made the offer. She said it came down to a vote, and although her family all
voted no, the majority of band members voted yes. So, they lost everything. She told me in detail
about her Grandma’s three large beautiful gardens, how she herself used to go horse-riding as a
kid and had grown up with dogs as pets, who were all buried there. She related with great
sadness that at least five generations of her family had lived on that land, and now it was all gone
and they of course would never have it again. She said she didn’t like to use the word “poor” to
describe how they were before, because they were rich in their cultural traditions and because
they had their own land; they hardly had any money but could feed themselves and had each
other. But to many people on the reserve, she said, $68,000 was a lot of money, so most of the
band thought they would be rich.
I could not believe that this was a nineteen-year-old whose words I was hearing. She
seemed like an ancient Elder sitting there relating to me how her land was lost, and what it meant
to her. You wouldn’t think this is still going on, but, I realized, here’s living walking proof that it
is. Suzie went on to say that within three months of the agreement being signed, one hundred
people in her band died of alcohol and drug poisoning, because they simply didn’t know how to
handle the money.
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At this point she went silent and we just sat there for a couple minutes. Then I expressed
how sorry I was that this had all happened to her and her family, and asked how she thinks this
has affected the way she feels about life.
I expressed how sorry I was, and asked, “so what do you do to help yourself feel better?
She said she writes a lot, especially poetry, she dances and sings, and goes to sweats with her
Mom, although their sweat leader had recently passed away. She said she also is trying very hard
to learn her traditional Dene language because she knows that’s where her culture is kept. I
replied, you know what you’re doing to heal from the trauma that’s happened to you. I asked if
she knew what grief and trauma do to the brain. She said no, so I explained that science has
proven grief and trauma actually erode the connection between right and left brain. Since
creativity happens in our right brain, if we don’t make an effort to keep on being creative,
ongoing grief will eventually block it altogether. So, what she is doing to express herself through
writing, dancing and singing is actually healing the connection between her right and left brain.
I asked if she had noticed how much of the camp involved encouraging the participants to
be creative, and laughed as I told her that some people have commented it looks like they’re
walking into a craft workshop when they come to these retreats. I saw Suzie brighten for the first
time, and she said she knew that she was grieving, but hadn’t understood that what happened to
her was trauma, and didn’t know what it does to her brain. She went on to say that some people
in her family have been diagnosed with several kinds of mental illnesses, and that now she
wonders how much of that is actually what trauma is doing to them.
Our session ended and when we stood up, Suzie reached out to hug me and said she was
really glad she had the chance to talk about this. Later in the circle she shared with enthusiasm
what she had learned about how grief and trauma does to her brain, that she realizes now that
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losing their land was actually trauma, and that she now feels a lot better knowing what she’s
doing to be creative is helping to heal from that trauma. She closed by saying she’s going to
make sure and keep on doing what she’s doing to heal and is going to encourage others in her
family to do the same.
During an afternoon medicine gathering picking wild mint, Suzie expressed her deep
gratitude in connecting with the land in this way. She said that it was one of the things she was
really looking forward to.
David. I learned a lot about my traditional ways, how back in the day traditional
medicines worked, the way sweat lodges work. I learned the meaning behind smudging and
what it really does. I learned the meaning of giving back tobacco when taking something from
the earth. Overall it was a really good learning experience. Learning a lot about your history
and yourself, stuff you didn’t even know of, stuff you would never think you were capable of it
just happens while you’re there.
The grounding exercises were the top things for me. It really connected to me in a
different way and really meant a lot to me too. So when we were doing the grounding that really
helped me out. I don’t really have anything to say that I would change, maybe just some extra
curricular sport like more volleyball, something to help with icebreakers and getting to know the
group better. Nothing really didn’t go as planned. All the laughs were amazing. I learned quite
a bit while I was there and ever since I came to school with a positive mindset and I am now at
the top of my class in every single class. I’m doing really good in school. It did help me out a lot.
I’m using the tobacco from my bundle all the time. If I were to tell others about this
retreat if they want to be a leader, to learn about their history, their community and themselves.
It may seem like little things at first, but at the end of the week alll those little things come
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together and its all just one big thing; and it all just makes sense! I would really recommend this
leadership camp to anyone who really wants to do learn and do something about it in their
community. I wouldn’t recommend it for someone who is just looking to get away, just for a little
trip. I really feel that like this leadership campout needs people who are willing to take all this
new knowledge and new learning back into their community and teach it and show other people
what it means to be a leader, show them how to be leader. Show them all the traditional
medicines you learn bout, how to build a sweat lodge. I would really recommend this camp to
anyone who is willing to be a leader. The follow up after the camp is really meaningful because
it shows that the people who taught all these things are really watching over them still and
hoping they are still passing on the knowledge. And these little checkups lighten us up refresh the
things we learned about and mean a lot to us.
Take it for sure, 100% for sure, no matter what you are going through, no matter what
struggle you are going through, no matter what you are dealing with or what you have dealt with
in the past, take it. This retreat really, really helps. I have been through a lot, I’ve been through
bad thoughts, this retreat really helped me deal with my problems, allot of bad memories, and
bad things I was holding onto, it helped me to let them go. Writing isn’t really my thing but I
wrote twelve pages in my journal in two days and this shocked me that I wrote so much but it
really helped me to let go of a lot of things. At some point in the camp I wanted to leave but the
healthy uplifting people in a supportive environment helped me to stay. The team actually
wanted me to stay and they really do care about the participants. This retreat really did help me,
and I believe that anybody should take it, no matter what you are going through, even if you are
not going through anything, everybody has their problems, and no matter what, this retreat can
help with allot of things. I feel this is really good outlet, even if you are trying to get off alcohol
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or drugs, and if you are going through depression, this retreat really helps, I would 100%
recommend it.

Figure 7: Teepee for August 2019 Retreat
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Figure 8: Collective Bundle August 2019 Retreat

Figure 9: Commitments to Self Family and Community August 2019 Retreat

Figure 10: Jackie’s Spirit/Breath Painting Day One
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Figure 11: Jackie’s Safety Container- Gramma’s yard with sweat lodge and teepee- Day One

Figure 12: Jackie’s Transformed Spirit/Breath Painting Day Five
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Figure 13: Intergenerational Walk August 2019 Retreat

Figure 14: Staffs made by Participants
James (anecdotal notes). We noticed right from the start that James was not only quiet
in his social circle, but also in the context of the group, always choosing to pass when his turn
came to share and never volunteering statements. However, as the facilitator who stayed on site
overnight, I would sit at the fire in the evening and often be joined by participants, who always
included James. I had a guitar there which he would pick up and play, then offer to me. It was
obvious he has musical talent and gets a lot of enjoyment out of making and sharing music.
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Inevitably, he would sit in the chair beside me and quietly start with, “I didn’t want to share this
in the group, but…” and proceed to disclose things he would see during meditations and in his
creative pieces, as well as how certain activities made him feel. I learned through these
disclosures that James loves being out on the land, and is an avid hunter. His dream after grade
twelve is to build a cabin across the lake and live out there. Although James didn’t ever say it,
according to his peers, he is the best hunter in Pinehouse, having already at the age of eighteen
killed sixteen moose. I also learned during these nighttime fire talks that James and his Moshum
had been very close. He told me without any reservation, that he had been his Moshum’s
favourite, that he would always have candy for him, and took him out hunting even as a
preschooler to teach him the ropes.
On the second evening of camp, James told me about the day, when he was five years
old, he and his family were visiting his Moshum in the hospital. His Moshum was very sick.
Everyone decided to go out for a smoke, and |James was the only one left in the room. His
Moshum asked him to come stand close beside him, and he told him, you are going to be the best
hunter of them all. That was the last thing his Moshum said to him, because he died before the
rest of the family returned. James was the only one with him, and he’s never forgotten it. I asked
him how he thinks that has affected him in his life, and he said, “my favourite place to go is my
Moshum’s cabin. There’s a big rock there that I like to go sit on when I’m feeling bad, and it
always makes me feel better.”
On the evening of the bench meditation, again James did not speak during the sharing
circle, but later at the fire told me that it was his Moshum who was on the bench. He said his
Moshum told him, “See? I wasn’t lying when I told you, you were going to be the best hunter!”
James’ whole face was beaming while he talked about this, he was so overjoyed.
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Over the course of the camp, we could see that James is well respected by his peers, and has a
close relationship with his older brother Noah. We knew that he is grounded in his connection to
the land, and uses that connection for healing when he feels he needs it. So, I couldn’t help
wonder what was blocking this young man from sharing in the circle, but hoped that the healing
activities he was experiencing would help with whatever that might be.
It was on the last night of camp, during the Intergenerational Walk (Figure 13), that we
finally found out what James was struggling with. He waited until all the other participants had
taken their turn at the Walk, and I wondered if everyone else was thinking what I was thinking:
is he actually going to get up to carry out this activity, as he knows it involves speaking in front
of the group. James did finally rise, and first went with his staff to the Spirit flag. After a few
seconds, he said quietly, “I think of my Moshum here.” He then moved around to the Child flag.
He dug the end of his staff into the ground in front of the flag, and rested his chin on his hands at
the upper end. He stood slightly swaying from side to side, and after a few minutes starting
digging his staff deeper into the ground. He began jabbing at the dirt, still not speaking. We
could see from the look on his face that he was fighting a great inner battle. No one spoke or
moved; everyone left him the time and space he needed.
Finally, after at least five minutes of what can only be described as tortured silence,
James said almost in a whisper, “I was bullied here.” After more digging at the ground with his
staff, and more silence, “It was very hard for me. But I forgave them.” He still stood a long time
at the Child flag before finally moving on to Youth. “I go to the bush now and do a lot of
hunting, but it’s still hard for me. I remember my Moshum.” After a few more minutes of
silence, James went back and sat down.
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In the sharing circle that followed, it was revealed by one of his peers that she knew
|James had been bullied, but had never before heard him speak about it. She congratulated him
and encouraged him to keep talking about it. When the sharing circle reached his brother, Noah
rose from his chair with his staff, and stated, “I’m going to stand for this.” Although it was also
difficult for Noah to talk about what happened to James, it was so touchingly evident how much
love and honour he holds for his little brother. Noah told the story of how, when they were
younger, he would try to protect James from the bullies, but that they’d always get to him when
he couldn’t be around. He told about the very painful day when James, in his mid-teens, went
missing. No one knew where he was. The police were called, and James was finally found hiding
in the bush. James had planned to commit suicide that day. As a result, when he was brought
back, he was going to be sent away to some kind of hospital down south. Noah said he told the
police, “I will watch my brother 24/7 and make sure he’s okay, I promise that.” So, James was
able to remain in the community with the support of his brother.
The fact that James’ peers, knowing him all his life, had never heard him talk about the fact he
was bullied, is very significant. Although it was only a few words, it marked the first time James
ever felt safe enough to speak them, and we as facilitators feel incredibly honoured that this
reverent, traditional and accomplished young man trusted us enough with the wellbeing of his
spirit to do so.
James’ feedback form comments were, “This retreat has been a really good experience
for me, you get things off your shoulders, and I think this retreat is a part of healing.”
Noah. Being able to let all your problems go was such a good experience. When I got
back home, I felt like I was a brand-new man but, also the fact, that others haven’t changed. I
felt like I had really learned to open up to others. Things that really helped me were the pipe
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ceremonies, meditating, smudging and the sweat lodge was the best part. Everything opened up
for me and my mind was clear. It just changed me when I came home. I used to grieve a lot but
not anymore. My life has changed. I just talk to others and help to cheer them up and I
recommend this to other youth. I want more youth to go to this retreat. I practice the grounding
exercises every day. Another best part was the staff were all kind and welcoming. I felt like I was
at home. Everything is going on the right path. We have a new family member in our home and
it’s changed us a lot. My mother just adopted a baby boy. Everything is just going great, just
exactly as I would like it to go. I got to know more about culture and where I came from!
Noah (anecdotal notes). When I facilitated setting up the sweat lodge everyone
volunteered to help in their own way as they learned about each of the steps and protocols. Noah
was very curious and had a lot of questions and so our relationship began growing during this
time. Therefore, it was a natural and easy decision to partner with Noah for the circle of
significance. He lept up as soon as he knew we would be working together for the exercise and I
asked him where he wanted to meet to discuss his significant life events. He said, “That’s easy!
Lets go sit in the sweat lodge.” Noah felt at ease, comfortable and safe inside the sweat lodge.
He shared how powerful the guided imagery was for him. He was so amazed, during this guided
imagery, to meet his twin sister. He explained that he had no idea that she had died during
delivery, and that his parents had just recently told him about her. When Noah talked about her,
he was ecstatic and so relieved because he spent a lot of time wondering how his life would have
been different with her living.
Keith. We laughed together and we cried together, we had a really good time and we got
a lot of healing done. I think we developed our leadership skills and we are going to take these
skills back to our communities and help other people better themselves, so to speak. I would
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suggest this retreat to anyone. In my own personal life I find that I handle things a lot better.
What I’m saying is truth. having gone through this retreat, I am abe to just breeze right through
these (feelings of strife).
At a professional level, my workplace is undergoing a lot of development, where some of
the old systems just arent working. And I agree with change, as long as its beneficial to whatever
is going on but I just need respect. And I respect that a lot of people have input into the
programming here but before I would talk and talk about it and would bug me for a long time.
But having gone through the retreat Im able to just take a step back and not act on impulse and
just talk bad about people and what they said unprofessionally. I’m really able to just take that
step back and really analyze the situation from a non-biased point of view and just allow myself
to think and relax. So its really been about stress management for me.
Keith (anecdotal notes). Keith is a youth worker, specializing in restorative justice in his
home community. Keith was very open and disclosed in detail his feelings about the very
difficult loss of his child and the ripple effect it had in his life. The momentous transformation
Keith experienced through this retreat was marked with a rite of passage naming ceremony.
Upon return to his community, Keith made a commitment to visit community school elementary
classrooms to share his message of love and hope, carrying his eagle feather and name with it. .
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Figure 15: Tribal Map Teaching
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Claire. One of my goals that I got from the circle of significance, intergenerational walk
and Path was to reconnect with my father. He has not been a part of my life because of his
addiction to drugs and alcohol. Now that I am a parent and I am expecting this baby in a few
months, I would really like to try and see if my relationship with him can start. That’s the
commitment I made. When I got home a few weeks later I invited my dad to the house. Since I got
back from the retreat, I have also adopted another baby and I am so happy. I have wanted to
adopt her for a while now. When my dad came to the door, he took the baby and said he wanted
to be part of my life again and to help. He has been visiting me quite a bit now, and I am so
thankful. What really stands out for me now, is that my words really do have meaning and
power.
Ben (anecdotal notes and feedback form). Ben was very cheerful and positive on the
surface but whenever it came time to share about any of the topics, he would always say
everything was okay and he didn’t have any issues that needed discussing. Ben seemed to be in
denial and at one point he chose not to participate in the circle session. This is when he came and
sat with me outside of the teepee at the sacred fire. (it was my role as a facilitator to be tending
the fire and watching for any stragglers). When we talked about how Ben was feeling in the
sessions, he shared that he didn’t have very much hope left because the world is in such a
downward spiral. He talked about his drinking and that he was glad to be here, but was in the
mindset that not much needed to be done because the world is about to end anyway. Ben
experienced a Reiki treatment and felt a great sense of renewal. His closing remarks were that he
would encourage others to “try the energy treatment, it’s like the best I ever felt in a while, it was
my favourite part.”
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Figure 16: Traditional Medicines
Green Arrow Research Team member. In the medicine bags were the 4 sacred gifts:
tobacco, cedar, sage and a braid of sweet grass. Then rosehips, yarrow, mint, wild camomile
and wild plantain. We also gave cloth: 4 colours for the directions, elements, stages of life and
purple for the spirit world.
Pairing a facilitator with a group member for some of the activities worked well,
especially during the pathing. Some of the youth can verbally explain their desires but left to
write them, they might not have shared as much. That's what happened with my participant, he
opened right up when I offered to write it down for him. That evening for the first time he shared
his hurt with us and I think it was initiated by his earlier completion of that pathing activity. It
gave him strength to go further.
I'm always taken back by how things evolve over the course of the workshops. I truly
believe that because we are incorporating ceremony and prayer into each activity, we don't have
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to worry about how things roll out, they have always worked out perfectly, it's a testament to
leaving it in the hands of the Creator. This is reinforced every time, for example: 1) The Teepee
Teachings; the poles are randomly chosen, yet each participant chooses a pole that has meaning
for them right at that time, 2) The Teepee was set up, but no decision for the placement of the
sweat was established, yet we had the most perfect spot right away and the perfect distance from
our sacred space. 3) Participants that came made the experience so special and it became clear
that who needed to be there was. 4) We as facilitators hope to help our guests find their own
healing path, yet we all share (us facilitators) how in turn our participants leave us with a
teaching which helps us to continue on our own healing journey and vision for our people. 5)
Each and every time we hold a workshop, the experience reinforces how effective it is and how
badly we need to expand. The transformation in the participants over the 5 days is inspiring and
they 're glowing when they leave. Comments like: I wish I would have known this before; Now I
can go pray and light my own sweetgrass or "can I make my own sweat?" It's also pretty
special when the participants feel safe enough to share their dreams and visions with
everyone. It's times like this when you know you've created a circle of trust.
Summary of Findings from the August 2019 Camp
As mentioned above, key findings from the 2018 pilot were integrated into the planning
and implementation of the August 2019 research camp. Similar to the summary of findings for
the 2018 pilot, the Indigenous protocols of respecting and restoring sacred connection with
participant life stories, specific teachings that emerge from these narratives are highlighted in the
key findings from the 2019 camp. These findings are examined together with the findings from
the pilot in chapter 5 as a collective data set.
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Effectiveness of cyclical model. With, through and by implementing the recommended
upgrades into the August 2019 camp, the research team witnessed a clear and deep reconnection
and transformational experience which had tangible positive influences on lived experiences of
participants. This is a key finding, especially for communities in the early stages of developing
plans for healing initiatives. When facilitating community healing groups, we have come to
understand that no group is ever the same and to meet the surfacing emergent participant needs
requires ever-changing, flexible facilitator roles and evolving program scheduling. This is why
daily team debriefs are crucial throughout the process; morning and evening debriefs ensure the
team is clear about the days’ events, and allows tracking each facilitator’s role within the
process. Participants in healing processes are in a very sacred and vulnerable state; one which
demands honor. Their safety is the responsibility of the facilitator/healer team. To meet ethical
duties, protocols of accountability and responsibilities within, it is essential that the team follow
the previous mentioned protocols when facilitating group healing.
Ancestral ties to healing. Other key findings confirmed pre-pilot retreat discoveries such
as: how ceremony activates healing properties of our DNA; that messages received through
activities/ceremony restored ancestral ties; and how the process of letting go of things is
necessary in removing barriers to participants healing. The majority of the participant narratives
share the theme of the healing power of re-connection to their loved ones and ancestors.
Connection to land and place as healing. Participants shared the importance of learning
about traditional lands linked to their identity. Suzie’s narrative provides us with the devastation
of loss of her family’s lands and home. James shares his deep connection to traditional hunting
territory and how his hunting skills keep him connected to the spirit of his late grandfather.
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PATH helps participants transition to communities. Setting and achieving short term
goals to help in transitioning back into their communities is helpful and empowering. Claire
shares how her commitment to achieving her short-term goals helped to mend the relationship
with her father; stating that now she felt that her words had meaning. Keith shares how PATH
helped to set goals to manage stress in his career and improved his personal relationships.
Collective bundle. Each evening of the 2019, retreat participants were asked to share the
highlights of the day’s events facilitated in a sharing circle. Their responses were displayed in the
group medicine bundle. The tangibility and meaningfulness of these activities are captured in
daily recap and gathering for the collective bundle teachings which are listed in Figure 9.
A Collective Thematic Analysis of the Data
In honoring the complexity of information and interpreting the new knowledge gained by
this research, I designed a collective story with the community team and the research
participants. The story draws from quotes from the participants’ interviews in which they speak
of their experience with the camps and the impact on them.
This story demonstrates the interconnection between key findings that emerged from the
participants of the August 2018 pre pilot camp and the August 2019 pilot camp. These findings
are organized into themes by the researcher and research team. The researcher then weaves
themes from the findings with the ties from literature through a collective story method.
A transformational pattern. As we reviewed and discussed the interviews from the
participants, a progression within the transformation flow in relation to the Natural Laws was
established. It is reflective of an emerging pattern of participants’ transformational paths or
“movement of spirit” (P. Crescioni, November, December, 2019). This pattern reflects
movement within a Creation, Migration and Prophecy teaching explained as “the way that we
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travel,” (P. Crescioni, November, December, 2019). Creation refers to our concepts of identity,
birth and purpose and answers what ancestors we come from and what ancestors we will
become. This tells us we were put here for a reason. Migration refers to our movement and
growth towards settlement through learning the teachings. Prophecy reflects choices in the
ancestors we become. The ultimate goal is to leave behind what will sustain seven generations so
that we will live forever! This is our code.
Spirit moving model: creation migration prophecy. Learning about our relationships
with all living things, through Natural Laws and reconnecting with self emits a renewed sense of
energy. This transformation, movement of Spirit and/or healing, seems to be activated with and
by connecting with our identity through our ancestors, hearing their messages, and saying what
needs to be said.
Spirit lines, tribal maps, natural law calendar, imagery, circle of significance, and the
intergenerational walk all served as tools to re-learn/reclaim ancient connections which are the
foundation of healing versus helping approaches. Traditional worldviews of healing focus on
“helping individuals learn how they fit into the overall cosmology” (Duran, 2008, p.293). This is
about alignment of Body, Mind and Soul/Spirit and the Heart is in the centre.
The Tree/Body is like the axis/pole and the Heart is where our energy life flows and
magnetosphere activates with the Earth and with each living thing. We see the Tree branches and
roots. The four directions or four winds are the continuous cycles and circles of life of elements,
seasons, ages and duality. In the centre is where we learn to balance and align within the four
directions. We become up, down and inner and outer, all around and beyond. This exercise in
prayer of aligning ourselves (P. Crescioni, personal communication, February 2020).
:
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Figure 17: Movement of Spirit- Creation Migration and Prophecy Illustration- by Pura Fe
Crescionni 2020
By weaving the narratives of the participant’s sacred journeys through the Creation,
Migration and Prophecy lens it is possible to identify key footsteps where each connection
contributes to the healing process and movement forward. In this way, I am able to identify key
points within the data and how these findings will inform community mobilization initiatives.
These points are the basis of the recommendations for systemic policy change outlined in chapter
six.
Alternative Modes of Healing. All of the participant narratives reveal the transformative
power of working within alternative modes of healing and how an alternative approach through
Indigenous methods of healing can be very effective. In a safe and comfortable environment, the
Indigenous healer gained Joseph’s trust and respect engaging him in his healing process
(volition). He did not attend ceremony in a forced manner. Joseph was able to recognize that his
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spirit was ill. “He found something in my head, in the back of my head. It was bad medicine that
was put on me.” Receiving light and words from his grandfathers describes how, through
ceremony, connecting with ancestral medicine activates healing. (Prophecy) “when you’re in
need you have to go back to your roots.” (Creation)
Sweat lodge ceremonies as an alternative treatment for mental health and
addictions. Because Joseph had already experienced healing through ceremony before attending
our camp, his curiosity and interest was in learning about the details in the teachings of the sweat
lodge ceremony. He established a close relationship to our team member who led these sweat
lodge ceremonies. Joseph had shared that he had been to sweats before but no one had told him
about what or how it was set up. Details of the ceremonial teaching provided a sense of
ownership and confidence. So, for Joseph, learning the protocols of setting up the sweat lodge
was one of the highlights of his experience (Migration) and serves as a reminder to take more
time with our participants.
Although Lucy carries deep respect and honor for her late grandparents, she lives with
deep soul wounds rooted in abandonment, caring for her ill grandmother as a child and traumatic
events in her teen years. In addition to her own issues, Lucy was struggling with trying to find
help for her son Joseph. Through Lucy’s eyes, we gain understanding of what some parents in
our remote communities are experiencing.
Lucy grew up in a remote, northern Saskatchewan fly in camp where her grandfather was
a guide for tourists. While most of the children from families in the camp were taken to the
Beauval residential school in in the 60’s, Lucy’s grandfather kept her in order to look after her ill
grandmother. Lucy sometimes wonders why no one noticed her and took her to the residential
school where she thinks she would have been better off. She did not attend school until she
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moved with her grandparents to another rural northern community when her grandmother was
too ill to stay in the remote camp. When she did attend school, she remembers the teacher
shaming her in front of the younger students because she couldn’t read or write. “If I can hear it
and feel it, I can learn it, but it can’t be on paper.” Lucy is a fluent Dene speaker and has rich
traditional knowledge.
Language links healing. Lucy recognises that her healing process has been activated
through her dreams, it is important for her that ceremony be in her language. As facilitators we
recognise the importance of leading ceremony in Dene and Cree, especially in trauma recovery.
The retrieval process involves retrieving lost soul parts in traumatic childhood experiences like
residential school. Childhood trauma healing need to be done in languages the participant
understands. This is how and why Lucy would like to regain her sense of purpose and become a
co-facilitator in our healing initiatives.
Healing is in our DNA. Before coming to our camp, Jackie was struggling with
addictions which were affecting her personal relationships. Jackie had grown up in ceremony but
in her adult years had strayed from the teachings. It was a timely coincide that our team rented a
teepee that was made by her father. Spirit lines painting; the elevated perspective of the teepee
village, and her father’s afterlife teaching the ancestral connection through prophecy is quite
clear. The teepee is central to Jackie’s sense of safety and connection to the teaching her father
shared with her. Healing is in our DNA, in our blood memory. We may not be consciously aware
of this connection, but ceremony activates our abilities to remember.
The healing retreat process involved a series of cumulative events. Safety container, the
circle of significance, identified life issues causing barriers in her present recovery. Through a
life review through the Intergenerational walk activity, Jackie became our teacher beginning with
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her Ancestors, sharing more of her grandmother’s teachings and ceremonies. Setting goals in the
PATH process created a sense of purpose and transition into continuing recovery in the
community. All of these alternative modalities contributed to her realization and awareness of
the connection between the messages from her ancestors (the meaning behind her painting) and
applying tangible goals. I remember Jackie having a clear image of her safe place (safety
container) and how she shared every detail of her grandmother’s yard where she grew up. The
seeds of all this knowledge were planted in here, reminding her who she is and where she comes
from (Creation).
Learning tools to become grounded in Jackie’s path towards healing or Migration
supported her in letting go of burdens, setting new goals and gaining confidence in her strengths.
This is directly linked with gaining clarity and strength through identity (Creation). The
Prophecy seems to be camouflaged inside artwork, much like the state of mind and spirit when in
a state of chaos. Her powerful message in teachings of the afterlife emerged as she let go of
emotional manifestations linked with grief. The three Braids within the model can intertwine and
are not in any specific order. We become aware of these connections by reconnecting with
energy from ancestral teachings, bringing past into the present and, continuing to practice the
tools towards recovery through the alternative modes of healing and ceremony, move this
healing energy into the future.
Disconnection from traditional lands. The accumulation of dysfunction brought on by
loss of traditional land can lead to manifestations of grief and trauma. Addictions and loss of life
are tremendous burdens to carry. Suzie’s concern about the risks in her father’s lifestyle brought
her to an overwhelming state of grief. Suzie’s creative mindset helping her to recover was a
breakthrough and it helped her to identify understand, clarify and affirm her place and role
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within her healing journey. During an afternoon medicine gathering picking wild mint, Suzie
expressed her deep gratitude in connecting with the land in this way. She said that it was one of
the things she was really looking forward to. Nature is the technology of the Spirit (P. Crescioni,
personal communication, November, 2019)
Tobacco tie concept. “The grounding exercises were the top things for me. It really
connected to me in a different way. I’m using tobacco from my bundle all the time.” David
summarizes his learning experience in a tobacco tie concept: “It may seem like little things at
first but at the end of the week all those little things come together and its all just one big thing,
and it all just makes sense!” David recognises the importance of wanting to be in these healing
experiences and how his sense of responsibility and accountability to his community create
purpose for him. David is an avid athlete and had recently lost a good friend to suicide. He was
also struggling with a decision he had made to attend a sporting event while his dad was in a near
death experience in the hospital. Even though his dad encouraged him to attend the event, David
had an overwhelming sense of guilt that was manifesting into fears. Through guided imagery
David was able to forgive himself, extensive writing and journaling allowed him to reclaim and
rebuild his role within family. “This leadership campout needs people who are willing to take all
this new knowledge and new learning back into their community and teach it and show other
people what it means to be a leader, show them how to be a leader.” Participants with the desire
to take what they have learned and find purpose in teaching this to others in their communities
demonstrate their engrained values of accountability. They have potential to be co-facilitators in
future youth leadership camps, therefore contributing to lateral growth solutions within a largescale community mobilization model!
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Evolving facilitator roles and importance of relationship in healing. To accommodate
the needs of the group we decided on the third day to partner facilitators with the youth in the
circle of significance activity, with emphasis on having more time for in-depth sharing. In
addition, we had the same partnerships on the fourth day in the PATH process. Because the
facilitators had developed trust and were aware of life barriers from the circle of significance
sharing, there was a natural progression in supporting their healing needs with goals for pathing.
This is a very crucial stage in assisting participants’ transition from healing experiences into
meaningful goals for recovery and imperative in supporting recovery plans which alleviate
challenges of falling back into dysfunctional patterns upon returning to communities.
Groups from the same community are encouraged to participate in these healing
experiences through peer support which sustains community capacity as they continue healing by
building their local initiatives together.
Reflections
During early stages of the program development, our focus was on the transformational
change process. We know and understand that the root of addictions and most mental health
concerns are linked with trauma; and traumatic experiences are disconnections with spirit. With
the many life distractions and efforts to cope with losses we often lose ourselves because our
search is outward.
The alternative Indigenous modalities weaved into the program provided a familiar,
comfortable, safe and sacred spaces for participants to trust in this process. It was an honor to
listen to and learn from participants how they are connecting the dots within their healing
journey. It is so crucial during the healing process to allow time for our minds to catch up with
our spiritual journeys. Many of us are in such a rush in our daily events, that we miss out on
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these connections that may pass us by. To realize how powerful and deep rooted these
connections are begins with knowing who I am, learning tools to stay grounded and connected,
and discovering teachings from my journey. This allowed us as individuals and as a team to
morph into the Creation Migration and Prophecy process model. This was a huge turning point in
this research.
During the research development, there were many frustrating days I would discuss
spiritual movement within our work but the translation of the words and concepts was sometimes
excruciatingly slow. It has taught me patience with myself and to trust that the teachings will
come if I listen to the quiet between the words, like the sound between drumbeats.
What is key is I have to be willing to go there. And trust that through my own volition
transformational change begins. To be facilitators within a circle of nine or ten individuals
sharing these transformational experiences, there emerges a very powerful energy of alignment.
It is a feeling we can attempt to describe on paper but words sometimes don’t even come close.
This unity with all or alignment is the medicine within ceremony. It is the connection with
ancestral spirit energy which allows us to let go of all the things that were holding us back,
remember how to remember, heal and move forward.
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CHAPTER FIVE: WEAVING THE CIRCLES TOGETHER
This chapter ties all the data and themes explored in the previous chapter and the
literature review together to identify and discusses existing barriers to healing grief and trauma.
In this analysis, I discuss potential sustainable building blocks to transformational healing
methods derived from the context of lived experiences of the researcher, youth and adult
participants in this research. The findings in this research validate what we have come to know
and understand in our personal and professional lived experiences which is the connection
between loss, grief, healing and learning. This research suggest/highlights/exemplifies and
contends that Indigenous ways of knowing, particularly expressed through on the land
ceremonies facilitate transformational healing and tangible change which is on par, and often
exceeds Western methods of science.
Through a combination of Indigenous and Western, or Two eyed seeing community
participatory action research, these findings render deep perspectives from the researcher,
community research team and participants. Findings derived from the teachings of the spirit
moving model through the four dimensions of the Natural Law Teachings (Figure 3); allowing
the exploration of at least three generations of family history in order to understand the
mechanism behind patterns of trauma and suffering that repeat.
This chapter begins with identifying systemic barriers to healing derived from a
combination of the literature presented in chapter two, and narratives of the research participants.
This is followed by a discussion of building blocks essential for meaningful healing and recovery
processes in rural and remote northern Saskatchewan communities.
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Systemic Barriers to Intergenerational Healing and Recovery
Professional counselors are often trained to further pathologize individuals in our
communities because they refuse to address the historical context, injustices and soul wounds
which underlie much of psychological distress (Duran, 2008; Matheson, Bombay & Anisman,
2018; Reeves & Stewart, 2015; Marsh, Marsh, Ozawagosh & Ozawagosh, 2018; Gone, 2013;
Rybak & Decker-Fitts 2009; Vukic, Gregory, Martin-Misener, Etowa, 2011). The problem of
this approach is slowly being acknowledged in Western psychology and therapy (Matheson,
Bombay & Anisman, 2018; Reeves & Stewart, 2015; Gone, 2013; Vukic, Gregory, MartinMisener, Etowa, 2011). Reflecting on the participants’ collective experiences, from being
‘resistant’ to a community treatment plan, to how connection with ancestors through ceremony
activates transformational life-changing experiences, we can learn to not only appreciate, but
validate Indigenous healing methods which have long been understood by Indigenous peoples. In
our present-day reality, systemic dysfunction and oppression are contributing to the crises,
distress and chaos in Indigenous communities. Young people, parents and grandparents continue
struggling with manifestations from grief and trauma and need protection from the very systems
that are supposed to be helping.
Clearly things need to be done differently.
This research identifies systematic barriers to intergenerational healing and recovery:
colonial trauma; ecological grief; and the deficit based medical models used in current mental
health policies.
Colonial trauma. Colonial policies within government educational systems were
strategically designed to dismantle the core values of culture and develop dependence (Gone
2013; Kirmayer, Simpson & Cargo, 2003; Linklater, 2014; Milloy, 2017; Mitchell, Arseneau &
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Thomas, 2019). Joseph’s narrative is an example of this; the doctor diagnosed him without any
consideration of history and then used a completely Western based treatment program.
Generations later, despite their best intentions, adults are part of delivering the same
dysfunctional systemic patterns to their own people. This colonial trauma is what has been
feeding the ominous undercurrent undermining the success of youth and families for generations.
This trauma is leading to internalized and lateral oppression, which in turn is limiting the use and
understanding of alternative and traditional healing modalities by Indigenous youth.
Internalized and lateral oppression. Throughout my educational and counseling career,
and in my residential school experiences, it was very frustrating to see youth beginning to show
promise in improving self esteem through academics and sports and then just as they were to
successfully complete their course or program, they quit. Reasoning would include that they
didn’t want to portray that they were better than their friends, and that it felt uncomfortable being
praised and it was easier to have their parents do things for them.
A point to remember is that while Indigenous children were taken away from their
communities to attend boarding schools, parents were left childless and abandoned. Then, as
their children returned home and became parents, the cycle continued for generation after
generation, leaving behind broken ties between children, youth, parents and grandparents
(Robertson, 2006; Rosalyn, 2000; Elias, Mignone, Hall, Hong, Hart & Sareen, 2012).
Many of the present-day Indigenous ceremonial leaders run sweat lodges and people do
attend these ceremonies, but the teachings of how the sweats are set up are rarely shared with
youth participants. It is understood that there are “old school” rules within ceremonial protocols
which, historically, may have functioned well in protecting and preserving ancient teachings. It is
understandable that many of these ceremonial teachings have survived in the “underground
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knowledge channels” especially in Northern Saskatchewan. It is well known, during the
residential school era, that the community priests and nuns in their frequent visits within
Indigenous communities would inspect houses for any signs of so-called “paganism.” Many
people speak about hiding their food (bannock in their cupboards) because they were shamed and
punished by clergy. So, during these times, ceremonies were practiced and kept alive by taking
them into the isolated areas, away from the eyes and ears of the churches. Mary-Ellen Kelm’s
(1998) Aboriginal health statistical data analysis demonstrates how colonization impacted
traditional Aboriginal people’s health. Kelm links the loss of traditional knowledge of health
practices to colonial policies that outlawed ‘a way of life’ and suggests there is a linkage between
colonialism and ill-health of Aboriginal people. Richard Thatcher (2004) explains that
colonialism played a significant role in destroying this knowledge through colonialism, and that
missionizing has led to spiritual bankruptcy, leading in turn to alcohol and other substance
addictions among Aboriginal populations and communities.” (Hill, 2009; Kelm, 1998; Thatcher,
2004).
In northern Saskatchewan, Elders speak about the mounds of rocks which still exist
further north where people would go secretly into their sweat lodges for healing ceremonies
during the early residential school era (N. Johnson, personal communication, September, 1987).
There are not very many of these ceremonial leaders left in our communities. In some cases, we
are beginning to see some self proclaimed “traditional men” who have learned some of the
teachings, but have transferred paternalistic colonial power influences into their traditional
leadership roles. Some of these men are redirecting the same oppression to their own people.
Some of the Green Arrow team members who worked on this research project shared
with me that they have heard men in traditional leadership roles say that women cannot ever
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touch the drum, women cannot ever hold the pipe (ospwakan) and that they have to sit where the
men tell them. There is partial truth in understanding this teaching or protocol; that when women
are in their ‘moon time’ they hold tremendous spiritual power and are already in ceremony,
therefore, out of respecting this power, women do not engage in rituals of ceremony. However, it
seems that some men have interpreted this protocol in a paternalistic sense resulting in male
dominated ceremonies.
Most of these ceremonial rites with the drum and the pipe originated with the women. As
we begin to reclaim teachings and re learn the interconnected Natural Laws and Creation story of
Sky Woman Falling (Appendix A) we understand and remember the sacredness of women in
their power to create life. In our story of White Buffalo Calf Woman, she gave the gift of the
pipe to the men to help restore balance and peace among the nations (P. Crescioni, personal
communication, November 2, 2018).
Ecological grief. Research participants have shared not only deep concern, but actual
physical sickness and emotional distress linked with environmental decline and threats of climate
change. Two participants in this research expressed this sort of anticipatory grief as doomsday,
end of times and sorrow from the disconnection to ancestral land. The threat is imminent and
very real: lines of logging trucks are hauling away virgin timber and destroying habitat; and the
decline of moose population in the past few years has resulted in families having to go south
during hunting season. These losses have deep impact and contribute to oppressive symptoms
manifesting in high anxiety, sense of powerlessness, hopelessness; all forms of spiritual distress
and systemic barriers to healing.
Cunsolo and others have shared similar findings (Cunsolo & Ellis, 2018, Cunsolo &
Landman, 2017). Climate change is increasingly understood to impact mental health through
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intense feelings of grief as people suffer climate-related losses to valued species, ecosystems and
landscapes. This ecologically driven grief is referred to as ‘ecological grief’ (Cunsolo & Ellis,
2018). We have to understand that language exists within the context of connection with
environment, and in this case on the land and waters in the boreal forest. With ongoing
environmental degradation in the territories through clearcutting, uranium mining and oil and gas
expansion there is a continuous threat and loss of connection to original clean elements of water,
earth and air, all central and necessary for restoring identity through language and ceremony
(Cunsolo & Ellis, 2018; Cunsolo & Landman, 2017).
Medical models of health. Current education and mental health delivery frameworks
involve teachers identifying mental health issues with their students and then referring students
to mental health workers who heavily rely on medical health models focused on non-Indigenous,
rather than Indigenous, notions of health i.e., disease and treatment sometimes referred to as
colonial deficit analysis (King, Smith & Gracie, 2009; McGuire-Adams, 2017). From my
experience, this model ultimately results in the prescription of medication prior to sending the
youth back to school.
What is the quality of youth care in the psychiatric centres, the ‘highest chain’ of our
northern mental health services professionals? Psychiatrists with no understanding of historical
grief and trauma have a mandate to diagnose, label, prescribe medications and discharge back
into rural and remote communities. Focus on medicating and numbing symptoms of historical
grief and trauma have the potential to further pathologize and promote dependency on drug use.
As we can see through Joseph’s narrative, his accumulation of experiences of loss led to
addiction, suicidal ideation resulting in psychiatric care and a diagnostic schizophrenia label.
Because of this approach, at no point during this mental health intervention was Joseph able to
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establish a relationship with his illness and utilize meaningful supports in his community.
Community mental health treatment plans such as these involve doctor diagnosis, discharging
clients from urban psychiatric institutions, who still display suicidal ideation, without any detox,
back into their remote communities with prescriptions to psychotic drugs and scheduled onehour appointments every few weeks with a mental health counselor. What does this look like for
youth and their families?
In Joseph’s situation he was homeless for five months during this “community treatment
plan” and was refusing the medication with threats from police. In the meantime, his mother was
scrambling in desperation to find a detox and treatment center only to find there were no
available openings in the entire province for months. This is what falling through the cracks
looks like in our communities today.
Snowballing misdiagnoses. Estimates in the Canadian Journal of Psychiatry (2018)
regarding the mental health needs of Canadian children suggest the snowballing percentages of
youth diagnoses begs the question: how many students in our northern communities, such as
Joseph, are misdiagnosed with disorders and have community nurses and schools demanding
they take medication in order to attend classes and/or stay in their home community? Is exposure
to trauma a risk factor for the development of ADHD? Is the diagnosis of ADHD a
misrepresentation of symptoms related to traumatic exposure? Where do these students end up
once they have aged out of the system, especially when being diagnosed at an early age?
With rising numbers of children and youth displaying mental health issues, this pattern of
diagnoses and so called “treatment” has become commonplace in our northern community
schools. Youth and their families, already struggling with intergenerational trauma, are pressured
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to comply with standards of practice which contribute to spiralling dysfunction and ultimately
higher suicide rates.
Drug induced conditions in education and health systems. Joseph’s narrative provides
detail of the medical approach which is all too common in health and education systems today.
To complicate things further, we are witnessing young adults in their thirties, who are now being
refused care by the same systems which created the dependence.
Promoting mental health literacy among leadership educators and mental health professionals
specific to historical traumas is being recommended, introduced and implemented through ‘one
shot’ workshops, such as Mental Health first aid. My previous role as a responsive services
school division consultant was to deliver many of these types of workshop mandates to teachers,
administrators and mental health professionals, only to be called back to communities because
they were still unable to handle the crises. These types of “knee jerk” services are not sustainable
solutions. We cannot simply insert a program into educational curriculum, health practitioner
guides and expect a one-time fix. And on the other hand, medicating our children to meet
colonial standards of compliance is beyond unacceptable. These issues have also been
highlighted in Western literature. For instance, Kevin Aho talks about the “growing tendency in
the mental health professions to interpret everyday emotional suffering and behavior as a
medical condition that can be treated with a particular drug.” He further highlights the need to
recognize that “the ways in which our experience of things— including mental illness—is
shaped by the socio-historical situation in which we grow” (Aho, 2008, p. 243).
With the growing demand for addressing child and youth mental health in education, it is
a quick and easy fix for teachers and health professionals to diagnose and treat with medication.
What will schools look like in the next decade with over sixty percent of our children being
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diagnosed with ADHD today? Is there a need for further research in the links between ADHD
and PTSR and if so, can alternative modes of healing colonial trauma be made accessible to, not
only children and youth, but parents and grandparents affected by colonial trauma? What will
these systemic changes look like? You can’t change a system using the same ideas that created
it! Perhaps it is time to change the colonial educational model, built on training individuals for
industrial schools by sitting in rows of desks in square classrooms, and actively reclaim
Indigenous pedagogies based on Natural law teachings by returning to the land and ceremonial
lodges.
A new approach to addressing these issues is required. This research suggests that such
an approach can function as a bridge between the current systems and alternative healing
methods. With the growing numbers of youth mental health issues and lack of supports within
current systems, imagine a trained team, including youth, available to facilitate groups of
children, youth, men and women, adults and elders, within each of our northern communities!
Addictions/detox services. I can safely say all participants in our research have been battling
addictions. After completing the healing process, many realize that their losses and attempts to
cope with grief and trauma resulted in addiction. With the complications of detoxifying from
addictions to crystal meth and crack cocaine, let alone alcohol, there is a growing need for
healing spaces, especially for youth in northern Saskatchewan. Without the healing components
of this program, many recovery programs fail because focus is on the addictive behavior, and not
on the root cause. Most treatment centres for addictions use a medical model, while some have
incorporated land-based therapies into their programs. All too often people who go for treatment
in the south relapse into addiction not long after returning to their home communities. Without
positive supports and with too many temptations close-by, it is a very difficult task to heal.
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Jocalyn Clark (2014) talks about not recognizing that the threat to mental health is “the global
deployment of Western biomedical models of mental disorder.” She brings attention to research
that highlights “how notions of community involvement and participation are viewed through a
narrow frame of the medical model of disease and recovery”, in which “communities appear to
be defined as patients and health workers charged with helping in the scaling-up of medically
oriented mental health services,” (Clark, 2014, p. 24003). Further research is needed in this area.
Following the review of participant feedback and team debriefing, the researcher and
research team identified areas of strength within the structure and process of the pilot healing
retreats which contributed to direct participant solutions and transformational life changes. These
areas of strengths are presented as sustainable building blocks and essential framework
components for establishing effective healing initiatives in rural and remote communities.
Sustainable Building Blocks
The pilot retreat designs and program components are based on cyclical models, with
flexible points of entry and provide meaningful, efficient and evolving community frameworks.
Fast-tracking the traditional teachings. Teaching the youth how to make and carry the
drum, how to set up the sweat, how to heal themselves and giving them all of the tools as part of
their rites of passage requires sustained and meaningful efforts at addressing internalized and
lateral oppression (P. Crescioni, personal communication, September, 2018). Unfortunately,
many traditional men are saying it takes many years to learn and work towards holding power
and leadership within ceremony; some say that each phase takes seven years to learn.
This research suggests that one way to address the systemic barriers discussed above is to
fast track, in a sacred and careful process, these teachings and protocols before they are lost
forever. Considering the wide impact of the cultural genocide of residential school legacies in
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Northern Saskatchewan, the survival of Indigenous knowledge remains with very few families,
mostly with Elders with few years left. This includes language keepers. Most adults in our
communities are fluent speakers, youth understand the language but do not speak it so most
children today do not understand or speak their language.
Alignment within Natural Laws. The natural law calendar (Figure 4) offers a
continuous system which engages and teaches alignment of mind body and spirit for all ages.
Although we know the suicide rates among Indigenous youth far outnumber other age groups, it
is crucial to understand how to address the intergenerational links of unresolved historical grief
among family members; grandparents, parents, youth and children. The teachings for each of
these life phases, marked by Rites of Passage within Natural Law, help identify individual roles
and responsibilities beginning with self in the centre and how our thoughts and actions influence
all living things around us (Gonzales, 2012). Aligning self at the centre is the foundation of
Natural Law.
Soul pain. In my work with persons struggling with suicide ideation, all have
experienced loss linked to unresolved grief and trauma and have reached intolerable levels of
soul pain (Duran, 2006). Individuals identify some of these losses, in chapter four, such as
sudden death of family and friends, parents divorce, connection to land, etc. contributing to their
level of pain.
Historical trauma-- pain that they know as fear or sadness, anxiety or depression-- is the
movement of grief from one generation to another. This internalized oppression and cumulative
experience of loss demands that participants move at their own pace through this paradigm. It is
very common, in our Northern Saskatchewan region, with generations of residential school
survivors who have been heavily Christianised, that many view Indigenous approaches as pagan
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or evil. This indoctrination has the potential to alienate Indigenous identity from self (Duran
2019). For example, when the tribal maps were being introduced during the August 2019
research camp, some of the youth when asked where they could identify their cultural group,
stated that this map didn’t refer to them because they were Metis and not First Nation and that
they identified as Christians. This came as a surprise to our team and once the history of Metis
was explained to have links with Cree and Dene tribes, the youth began to understand how
connection to place is a huge part of creating clarity around identity. Internalized oppression may
still be surfacing as identity confusion. However, once a sense of place is established through
review of tribal maps, discussing family history, their traditional territories and the teachings of
the Natural Law, participants begin to understand historical links to trauma and to healing
ceremonies.
Understanding historical links to trauma. To gain understanding of how these
historical links influence our thoughts and feelings requires first understanding how spiritual
distress leads to emotional manifestations.
Table 3 Spiritual Longings and Emotional Manifestations (Stoll 1989)
Spiritual Longings

Emotional Manifestations

Love

Decrease of self worth

Hope

Hopelessness, despair

Trust

Fear, anxiety

Forgiveness

Guilt, regret

Meaning

Questioning why

Connectedness

Loneliness

Purpose

Questioning now what
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Simington (1999) states that when beliefs are challenged and weighed against lived experiences
they often weaken under scrutiny. Many of the intentions and losses expressed in the initial
sharing circles of the research participants reflect these manifestations, exposing soul wounds.
To explain this phenomenon further is to understand that the basis and foundation of our
values and beliefs are formed during early childhood and in a relational context. In my personal
experience I was brought up in the Catholic faith, based on the fundamental belief that we are
born evil and must be baptised in order to be saved and to enter the kingdom of Heaven, which
was always something I never really believed. However, I did find meaning in the teachings of
the parables and beings of Light. When I began attending ceremony, I remember the moment just
before I entered the sweat lodge. I asked the ceremonial leader about good and bad medicine. His
answer was that there are two forces in the world. One is Love and the other is Fear. As
individuals, we have to choose which force to believe in (H. Laliberte, personal communication,
1987).
Creation stories teach us that Spirits of all living things come from one Light. At our
moment of conception, we receive our Spirit and we are born pure. Throughout our lifetime, as
we experience hurt, loss, grief and pain, we have ceremony to heal physical mental emotional
and spiritual wounds that keep us whole. This is how illnesses are considered spiritual intrusions
which can be retrieved and restored through ceremony. The afterlife is our return to the Light,
where all our ancestors and loved ones dwell. Jackie’s narrative clearly portrays the afterlife
teachings where she sees the village of teepees, follows the sound of her family drum and is
surrounded by all her loved relatives and friends.
When considering the process of reclaiming and restoring Indigenous teachings, I can
attest to the spiritual and mental confusion involved in trying to understand/integrate two very
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different paradigms. For some survivors of residential school, the solution is to entirely abandon
religious ties and return to traditional ceremonies. Others have integrated or combined their
religious faith with traditional ceremony: going to church at 10:30 and then to the sweat lodge at
4:00! And some survivors decide to remain entirely in religion.
The main point here is that as facilitators, healers, counselors, consultants need to
understand both the traditional Indigenous teachings and the Christian teachings and feel
comfortable in both worlds; which if we consider beings of Light in the highest forms, are
essentially the same. There are already so many divisions in our families and communities so this
inclusive perspective is very important when working with Indigenous communities. Providing
tools to extract and restore these manifestations of internalized oppression through ceremony
wrapped in comfort and safety requires a form of liberation psychology: bridging western
concepts with Indigenous perspectives.
Empowering survivors within the context of relationships. Recovery must be based on
empowering individuals within the context of relationships (Herman, 1992). It cannot be done in
isolation. Validation and activation within a vulnerable state requires a sacred space to remember
and tell the truth about terrible events. Both remembering and telling the truth are prerequisites
for restoring and healing (Herman, 1992). Arts based activities assist in extracting painful
experiences and sharing circles allow time and space for truth telling narratives. When truth is
recognized survivors can begin their recovery. For many survivors, dormant secrets of traumatic
events surface as symptoms and not as narratives (Herman, 1992). Recall the factors revealed in
chapter 2 by the Aboriginal People’s survey. When persons have no one to turn to, including
parents and grandparents in our communities, peer groups hold the power of finding meaningful
support (Aboriginal Peoples Survey, 2017; Government of Canada, 2005). This is how and why
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sharing circles allow space for creating new connections within the context of relationships.
Through the ceremonial process of extraction (in and down) and restoration (up and out) basic
capacities originally formed in relationships with others are reformed in such a process. The
narratives of the research participants confirm this movement or transformative experience.
I teach the analogy of trauma as being a sliver. The longer it stays embedded the more
infected it becomes, and in order to fully heal we need to get the sliver out! In order to extract
these traumatic memories, we need to return to the place where they are stored in our memory.
Most counseling sessions involve approaches such as talk therapy and writing, which are helpful,
but they do not get the whole ‘sliver ‘out. In order to fully heal we need to access the place
where trauma is stored using creative activities such as singing, drumming, dreams, and circular
thinking. These arts-based activities allow survivors to establish a dialogue with their illness and
understand it as a visitor, or type of spiritual intrusion that needs help to move on. In many
instances’ individuals on medications and/or addictions to drugs are attempting to find balance in
their lives. This is when individuals may begin to experience spiritual dislocation and tend to
limit lifetime objectives. The problem here is that medication and drugs can sometimes be seen
as the only method of control and not just a temporary relief (Furlong, 1995).
Over the past decade, many survivors come into my counseling sessions and healing
retreats with diagnostic labels and are convinced that their conditions are permanent. Although
some individuals require medication for chronic health conditions, most of their symptoms are
alleviated once their past traumas have been validated and restored. Healing and recovery are
based on aligning self through empowerment and restoring connections through relationships
with others in a spiritual dimension (P. Crescioni, personal communication, January 2019;
Herman, 1999; Furlong, 1992).
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Projecting this healing energy through alternative modes such as visualizing (guided
imagery) and intentions are recognised as important constituents in accessing harmony within
energy concepts of Ch’i (Furlong, 1992). All of the research participants expressed how the
music that was incorporated into the guided imagery eased their ability to go deeper into the
experience. Within each layer of the imagery the facilitators had singing at different octaves
within a melody. The music accompanying the imagery supported the established harmony of
energy between the different parts of our entire being; physical (body), emotions, mind, and soul.
Furlong (1992) describes this learning principle of resonant connection as a piano metaphor.
Natural laws involve four dimensions while the spiritual realm has three dimensions; body, mind
and spirit. Herman (1999) presents three fundamental stages of recovery: establishing safety,
reconstructing the story and restoring connection between survivors and their community.
David Furlong (1992) explains there is an aspect of consciousness which we can call the
soul and that it is becoming clear that this aspect of our being has the potential to directly affect
the epigenetic patterns that make us who and what we are. What is also apparent is these patterns
are not fixed but can be changed with remarkable speed when modified. Our physical body
although the product of ancestral and environmental patterning is also under our control at a
psycho-spiritual and mental level. We have the ability to change and modify the expression of
our genetic inheritance (Furlong,1992).
Effects of intergenerational trauma are inherited, but the hope is that we can heal these
patterns for ourselves through alternative modes of healing in ceremony, thus healing ourselves
and future generations. Ceremony activates our ability to remember. Creating a safe, sacred
space for ceremony allows our energy to align with everything within and around us. By
developing the realization that we are not alone in this journey, we are able to let go of
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manifestations of past trauma such as self loathing, blame and anger, and reclaim our power and
place in the world.
Power of language in healing activation. Lucy and her son Joseph’s narrative provides
readers with a detailed account of the cycle of intergenerational trauma and of healing. Lucy’s
first language is Dene, therefore her context of knowledge and understanding lives within all
concepts of Dene knowledge systems. The alternative modes of healing methods are experiential
therefore, can break through existing language barriers and provide meaningful change. Reiki
sessions helped to release negative energy and restore balance for her. Because of her deep layers
of trauma, and her discretion with her son in the group setting, she chose to disclose her story
one on one. This is where flexibility in healing approaches, including language speakers,
becomes crucial. Much of her anxiety and grief was rooted in childhood experiences, but her
most pressing need was to find support for her son. Making connections with her great
grandmother awoke desires to learn more about healing medicines and affirmed her sense of
confidence and purpose.
Healing is in our DNA. Joseph’s experience in the sweat lodge ceremony nurtured a
connection with his spirit through visions of the eagle and light of his grandfathers. This
experience activated healing and was a life-changing experience which led to a huge turning
point. Only a few months before this research camp, Jackie was lost in self loathing, blame and
anger; manifestations from past trauma and these were the root cause of addictions and conflict
in her relationships. Jackie describes how her experience helped to clear her mind, find herself
and gain a new life perspective.
Alternative modes and healing relationship with illnesses. Linklater (2014), Duran
(1995), and Wexler (2009) iterate the approach that our illnesses have spirits. All of the
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participants in this research established similar relationships with their illness (anxiety,
depression, grief, addiction, etc.) and the alternative modes (Table 1 and Table 2) generated the
extraction of intrusions, reclaimed teachings and restored a healthy sense of self within
community. The alternative modes are charged by an energy flow within the Natural laws and
follow a pattern of down and in, up and out and directly influenced by the earth’s magnetosphere
(Figure 17) (P. Crescioni, personal communication, January, 2020). It is within this sacred
energy path we learn the value of Creation Migration and Prophecy.
Everyone needs healing. We cannot overlook our elders/knowledge keepers, parents,
grandparents and adult professionals in our communities when planning healing interventions.
Both of the Elder advisors in the pre-pilot camp shared the importance of including elders in the
healing camps. Many of the professionals in rural and remote communities are struggling with
work-related stress response, a key contributor to the loss of care and compassion among health
care workers (Sinclair, et al. 2017). Many times, in response to community crises, I have spent
debriefing mental health, education and emergency response professionals in remote
communities because they feel they have no one else to confide in. Without opportunities to
establish relationships, extract intrusions, reclaim and restore all aspects of health, many
individuals suffer manifestations resulting in chronic health issues.
Bridges of support. After experiencing healing transformation, forging a new path upon
return to friends, family and work in home communities is a real challenge, especially in rural
and remote communities. Setting short term goals, identifying persons and places of support in
reaching specific goals, contributes to the success in attaining them. Earlier programs did not
include this PATH process, and it was only after feedback from previous participants, we added
it to the agenda.
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Approximately eight years ago, a middle- aged woman participated in a healing retreat
which we had facilitated in her home community. Feeling refreshed and renewed from her
transformational experience, and returning home after the retreat, she got to the doorway of her
house where her husband greeted her. He asked her why she looked so different and why she was
so calm and happy. As she entered her home, there was a very heavy realization that she had
changed but everyone around her was in the same dysfunctional situation she left just days
before. Once again, she felt trapped and wondered how she could maintain her renewed energy
within her own home.
The follow up interviews confirm how the goals within the PATH process supported
participant transitions, and helped maintain healthy boundaries in their personal and professional
relationships, maintaining balance and support. This supports our belief that a person’s health is
seen in relation to self and establishing place in their family and community, important aspects of
cultural protocols Linklater (2014).
Throughout the entire research process a reflective journal was entered by the researcher
with the purpose of tracking the steps of the community team development. It attempts to
provide context in efforts to identify strengths and conflicts within the process.
Community team development. Keith describes how his healing experience allowed
him to maintain a sense of calm as he returned to his community, where he could immediately
utilize these teachings with his clients. A strength based; inclusive approach aligns the strengths
of each member with activities they could lead; this provides a working template for the
program. Clear and detailed communication of these strengths and abilities is essential in
beginning stages of understanding everyone’s role in the overall process. Part of our mantra we
share with every group is that every single person participating in the healing process is both a
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teacher and a learner. It is empowering for everyone to not only feel heard, but also to have
validated collective stories that help to alleviate, soothe and soften soul wounds in some way.
These findings are well aligned with other strength-based approaches to mental health such as
Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) and Appreciative Inquiry and the importance of
empowerment (Martin & Calabrese, 2011; Matheson, Ashton, Church, Stanfield, Quinn &
Knifton, 2013; Wallerstein, 2006).
Roles of facilitators. Facilitator roles are narrowed down once the agenda is more
specific. Having clear concise descriptions of what it means to be IN or OUT of the active
facilitator role establishes boundaries and safety protocols for the entire group. We mirror the
roles of ceremonial Sundance leaders. Those facilitators in charge of direct contact with
participants within ceremony and those outside of the ceremonial event have responsibilities to
protect the sacred spaces; doorkeepers, fire keepers ensure the safety of the grounds. These
protocols are similar to crisis response debriefing in which there are always a minimum of two
facilitators who sit strategically in the circle so that all participants are monitored closely; while
outside of the circle, there are professionals who may have to catch stragglers, or participants
who may experience “flight” mode; a common reaction/response to trauma.
We had a facilitator who stayed outside at the sacred fire. Another facilitator had her
table set up in a spa setting inside the main building for Reiki sessions. One of our August 2019
participants was struggling with “doomsday” issues resulting in addictions and on the second day
he expressed his preference to go and sit by the sacred fire with one of our facilitators while the
group continued its session. In this way, he was able to remain comfortable and, in our team
debriefing that evening, and with his approval, we arranged for a Reiki session the next morning.
This experience helped to calm and ground him. Ben’s closing comments attest to this
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meaningful experience, “try the energy treatment, it’s like the best I ever felt in a while, it was
my favourite part.”
Previous facilitator healing experience. One of the criteria set with our community team
was that all team members had to experience the events of healing process beforehand. It is
essential that facilitators understand how it feels to work through each of the activities. Through
the understanding our own healing, we become more effective facilitators and mentors, “I can
only help as far as I have healed myself.” For example, in a previous retreat I encountered
friction with a few of the adults who were hired to cook. They did not have previous experience
in the healing process. Their disciplinary approach with the youth was very stern and negatively
influenced the safety of the group. The most effective teams understand that the foundation of all
healing is providing safety in a sacred way which opens the door to accessing healing
interventions. The power of using facilitating events, such as traditional ceremony and
connection to nature, in healing has been identified as effective for First Nations people because
they invoke empowerment, cleansing, balance, discipline, and belonging (McCormick, 1997).
However, the new perspective our findings offer is the importance of having the right kind of
trust enhancing support and facilitation.
Debriefings. Daily debriefings are key to meeting both the individual and collective
needs of the participants. It takes twenty minutes to provide time for each team member to share
observations/concerns about the days’ events. If there were any concerns about following up
with any participants or the group as a whole, changes were made in the next days’ schedule to
accommodate these specific needs. Within this flexible approach and framework facilitators are
able to evolve the healing process. This also means that egos have to be left at the door: when a
facilitator comes to realize their limitations (that they may not know what to say or do with a
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certain participant), they reach out to co-facilitators for help. This type of tag-teaming really
develops trust, synchronicity and contributes to a thrust forward in the transformational process.
Facilitator self care. Another important note about debriefings is the importance of
recognizing how facilitating healing for others often triggers our own personal experiences. It is
exhausting, demanding, strenuous and draining work and requires our own self care. As
facilitators our professional ethics demand the skill of being transparent and knowing appropriate
levels of facilitator disclosure. Applying these principles to self-disclosure means that intentional
self disclosure, as facilitators, should remain focused on the needs of the group participants. In
some cases, a debrief was in the form of “check and connect’ buddies to ensure in practise each
team member is cared for and included. Sharing our thoughts and feelings during debrief helps
teams to alleviate stress and prevent “compassion fatigue.” We participate in sweat ceremonies
together, gather for feasts and singsongs, and spend time with our children to renew our energy
and bonds of kinship and comradery. Just the other week, we laughed about, after reviewing
photos on Facebook posts over the last five years, how much some of us have gained a lot more
“white haired wisdom.”
Mobilizing communities. We do not want to fall into the “helicopter health” model: we
want to deliver programs with rather than to communities. From our collective experiences, the
most effective steps are: a)presenting program components with community leaders; engaging
representation of all ages and genders, b) identifying issues they feel need to be addressed in
their community and recruit local elders, men and women leaders who would be interested in cofacilitating (and have experienced healing), c) facilitating/mentoring the program together with
community resources, and d) providing follow up supports/training for participants who wish to
become leaders.
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Limitations of this research
It was very time consuming and labor-intensive process over the three years of this
research journey. Gathering, meeting, creating, and many hours of reflecting together as a team
is an extensive process.
Reflections
Reclaiming ways of connecting with ancestors within Natural Laws requires picking up
our medicine bundles in a modern-day context. In and through the intelligence and vast
accumulations of teachings within thousands of years of Indigenous knowledge systems, it is
clear that the length, breadth and width of ancient Indigenous healing methods reach far beyond
the western compartmentalized concepts of health. Therefore, blending Eastern and Western
science concepts with Indigenous healing modalities strengthens our approaches to healing grief
and trauma and reflect what Duran (1999) calls “epistemological hybridity.”
It is our hope through this discussion, we can develop an understanding of some of the
conflicts that our rural and remote communities experience, help clarify access to alternative
healing methods, assist in facilitator team leadership decisions and promise lateral growth at the
grassroots level in our region. The next chapter outlines recommendations and conclusions with
the purpose of providing direction for action plans and policy change in service sectors.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Mental health models were designed in colonial modes with a foundation of dismantling
Indigenous family ties, values and beliefs with the ultimate goal of disconnection to land title.
How can we expect the systems which continue to cause harm to contribute to healing past
traumas? With the goal of building community capacity in promoting health, Freudenberg et al
(1994) suggest ten principles derived from recent health practices: They state that effective
health interventions should be: 1) Tailored to a specific population within a specific setting, 2)
Involve the participants in planning, implementation and evaluation, 3). Integrate efforts aimed
at changing individuals, social and physical environments, communities and policies, 4). Link
participant concerns about health to broader life concerns and a vision of a better society, 5). Use
existing resources within the environment, 6). Build on the strengths found among the
participants and their communities, 7). Advocate for the resources and policy changes needed to
achieve the desired health objectives, 8). Prepare participants to become leaders, 9) Support the
diffusion of information to a wider population, and 10). Institutionalize successful components
and to replicate them in other settings (Freudenberg et al, 1994).
Blending Western and Indigenous Concepts of Health through Group Healing Processes
Intergenerational healing requires a paradigm shift in which the best of all worldviews is
braided into blends of Western, Eastern and Indigenous methods of healing. Reclaiming and
restoring alignment and connection within ancient healing methods builds bridges towards
reconciliation with Self, Family and Community for ALL human beings, because we all have
Indigenous ancestry somewhere in the world. Each one of us is marked with the Natural Laws’
design within the spiral of our fingerprints and the crown of our heads as a reminder to the
portals of healing inward and outwards. Creation stories across continents all have similar roots
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in celestial beings of light whose teachings remind us where we come from and where we are
going.
Picking up our bundles in a modern-day context requires learning, understanding and
living the teachings and the roles of all ages within the Natural Law process. This research
promotes an understanding that, in a community-based group healing process, participants have
the potential to experience this kind of transformational healing which, in the present-day mental
health system delivery can take years. With the current and continuing crises in our communities
and overwhelming need for interventions, we contend that these kinds of hybrid communitybased healing programs be at the forefront in, with, by and for youth, adults and elders for all
communities.
The following recommendations for change align with Indigenous protocols of
reciprocity, and giving back to northern Saskatchewan communities with potential for municipal,
provincial, national and global change. I include both short term and long-term
recommendations. All of these recommendations emerge from this research.
Short Term Recommendations
1. An immediate review of existing community mental health treatment plans. This is especially
crucial for children, adolescents and young adults in rural and remote Indigenous
communities. Choices need to be offered through Indigenous methods and alternative modes
of healing.
2. An immediate review of youth diagnosed/labelled with ADHD or any other mental health
issues, to alleviate the “snowballing diagnoses effect” by offering alternative, natural,
sustainable solutions with more choices for families to participate in alternative modes of
healing through their own community-based healing teams on their own land.
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3.

Training which is tied to increased grassroots human and social capacity needs to involve
immediate structural changes. Funding allocations support lateral growth through regional
training and implementation of group based, peer to peer trauma therapy. These approaches
rooted in a blend of locally adapted Indigenous ways of knowing, western science and other
alternative healing methods.

4. Continuous inter-sectoral initiatives engaging and empowering children, youth, adults and
elders about strengths of cultural identity. Healing soul wounds through land-based
approaches and education of colonial trauma.
5. Cross-sectoral trauma informed principles: Incorporating the Gladue Principle from justice
into all sectors. ‘The Gladue Principles ask judges to apply a method of analysis that
recognizes the adverse background cultural impact factors that many Aboriginals face. A
Gladue analysis of these factors, if present in their personal history, works to mitigate or
reduce the culpability of offenders. Judges are then asked to consider all reasonable
alternatives to jail (https://www.justiceeducation.caus/research/gladue-and-aborginalsentencing).
Could these principles apply to more than sentencing and guide other service sectors
beginning with all mental health referrals? Particularly around suicide ideation; community
treatment plans in rural and remote communities need more understanding of Post Traumatic
Stress Response (PTSR). The shock of colonial trauma reverberates from the past and into
the present and will continue into the future without immediate action. Therefore demanding
implementation of the building blocks in the findings of this research into community mental
health treatment plans.
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6. Environmental intrusions are disconnecting and interrupting our abilities to heal and live in
balance with all living things. “Without them we will not survive as human beings.” With the
rate of clearcutting in northwest Saskatchewan fur blocks we need to act immediately on a
logging moratorium. Regional gathering of northern trappers, hunters, fishermen, wild rice
harvesters, medicine and berry pickers and other traditional land users need to unify and
develop and establish self determination for sustainable management of natural resources in
northern Saskatchewan fur blocks.
7. Discussions on how career education and transitions can be further synchronized with
culturally appropriate and sustainable strategies for economic growth would benefit
environmental targets. More and more youth and families are leaving northern communities
to attend post secondary and trades training in southern urban centres. Without an economic
base to support sustainable jobs, families remain disconnected from their homeland,
traditions and identity. Green energy, food sovereignty are possible areas of growth to
consider.
Long Term Recommendations
1. Seamless educational, social work and justice approaches moving away from segregated
Western models, into inquiry-based learning around interest and land-based learning
approaches which incorporate holistic strategies based on Indigenous knowledge and Natural
Law processes. Engaging mind body and spirit; fostering growth with families and healing
together on traditional territories through ceremonial lodges and leaders are essential.
2. Community team training (youth, adults and elders) and counselor/therapist leadership
training through an Indigenous trauma informed framework models, facilitating alternative
modes of treatment through ceremony.
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3. Regular debriefs/healing retreats/ceremony for front line workers to alleviate burnout.
Closing Reflections
Our institutional structures often create colonial and corporate ideals of governance.
Present-day reality in Northern Saskatchewan is individual and systemic disconnection from
Natural Laws. The focus and backdrop of this research is to detox from the barriers of colonial
trauma, internalized and lateral oppression and ecological grief by reclaiming, restoring and
relearning Indigenous ways of knowing.
This research aims to be a beacon for policy shifts; and because of the urgency, in both a
suicide epidemic and COVID 10 pandemic, build social movements that will help modify and
shape public health policies so that they include both Western science and Indigenous
worldviews. This is possible through the building blocks of fast-tracking the teachings, aligning
with the Natural Laws, understanding historical links to trauma, empowering survivors within a
context of relationships and understanding that healing is in our DNA.
How this research addresses the complexities of suicide.
The power of the circle in spiritual reset.
The findings of this research provide a spirit moving Indigenous process model which
travels down and in, up and out through alternative modes of healing (Tables 1 and 2). The
process begins by walking the participants through extraction activities through grounding
techniques; establishing safety which is essential in building trusting relationships, and teaching
sustainable tools for managing anxiety linked to loss due to cumulative grief and trauma. The
alternative modes of restoration (up and out) help to prepare participants for a successful
transition to their home communities. In previous years of facilitating workshops, participant
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feedback of relapse struggles, drove setting short-term goals through a PATH process as a follow
up component of this research.
The effectiveness of the Cyclical Model (Figure 5) in the community team planning and
implementation over the four years of this research guarantees, provided important reflection and
with an elder advisory council in the planning and pilot research, an enhanced and evolving
growth process.
Tremendous and dynamic resources with meaningful solutions are available right now
within Indigenous communities. Among many Indigenous knowledge keepers are pools of
youth, adults; semi retired local professionals and elders who are passionate experts willing and
able to support this type of healing work.
Community team training.
Community- based group processes facilitate larger scale competent solutions and a
strong bridge between segregated medical approaches and holistic Indigenous healing methods.
Demands for community mobilization in rural and remote communities requires recruiting
teams/group healing/training so that when they return home, they have a circle of peers to
support and maintain collective wellness. In order to become community team trainers, the
requirement is to ‘practice what we preach,” “live what we do;” while continually experience the
healing process; living the mantra “I can only help others as far as I heal myself.” Therefore,
restoring the mantra of perception; “I don’t see things as they are; I see things as I am”.
Honoring individuals in their own Indigenous individuality.
Everybody comes from the same seed. We are all human beings. Even so, some of us
have become disconnected from the Natural Laws, creating a need to reconnect, restore, reclaim,
relearn and renew these ways of remembering how to remember.
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Land base is central to Indigenous teachings.
In order to reconnect with our Indigenousness, it is crucial to be close to clean land, air,
water, sky/stars and learn to understand the Creation stories such as Sky Woman Falling
(Appendix A). Learning what each of our roles are throughout the life stages requires an
understanding of the Rites of Passage and central to these land-based teachings. The land holds
our memories and we need to stay connected to the natural elements in order to maintain holistic
wellness.
Importance of our own yard.
As facilitators in this healing work, it is extremely important that we feel safe and remain
connected in order to remain effective. As a team, we have been invited to other communities to
implement components of these healing programs. Through this research we have discovered, in
our own essence of teamwork that we are safe and comfortable working from our own location.
This is a very important aspect of mobilization where participants are coming from other rural
and remote communities, experiencing the process and returning. The community facilitator
team then does mentorship outside of their home communities.
Flexibility among team members is significant in recognizing and utilizing each other’s
strengths. Initial planning stages involves a strength-based approach and sharing our own
expertise in the components we could offer in the healing program. Inclusivity affords us the
insight we are all potential teachers and learners and allows a respectful collegial process. This
aspect allowed us to tag team throughout the process when working with each other; and the
dynamics within the components of the program delivery. For example, the spiritual intrusions
we are experiencing, within the context of suicide ideation; is tremendous cumulative loss,
intensified with intergenerational grief and trauma, ecological grief from land loss creates a need
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is us to manage these intrusions in healthy ways. This is done through the down and in, up and
out spirit moving model in the Natural Law calendar. The intricate Indigenous design of this
program and its central purpose of the alternative modes is to address these complexities of
suicide in a communal experience with peers. The prescription is aligning with, in and through
the spirit moving pathways similar to the Creation Migration and Prophecy model through
alternative modes offered through ceremony.
All phases of this research were led through ceremony. I strongly believe that this work
has helped me fulfil responsibilities and roles as an adult in healing ancestral wounds of the past
and carrying the teachings and healing into the next seven generations. Therefore, I am fulfilling
one of my own prophecies, “Kawiya wanikiskisik oskayak! Piko tawicihitoyak.”
In closing, I would like to share A vision of Crazy Horse spoken in 1877, approximately
seven generations ago which was translated from the words of a grandmother who was present
while he sat smoking the sacred pipe with Sitting Bull for the very last time:
“Upon suffering beyond suffering; the Red Nation shall rise again and it shall be a
blessing for a sick world. A world filled with broken promises, selfishness and
separations. A world longing for light again. I see a time of seven generations when all
the colors of mankind will gather under the sacred Tree of Life and the whole Earth will
become one circle again. In that day there will be those among the Lakota who will carry
knowledge and understanding of unity among all living things, and the young white ones
will come to those of my people and ask for this wisdom. I salute the light within your
eyes where the whole universe dwells. For when you are at that center within you and I
am that place within me, we shall be as one” (Crazy Horse retrieved February 20, 2020
http://earthwisdomfoundation.net/CrazyHorsesMessage.html).
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All my Relations.
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APPENDIX A: Sky Woman Falling
It is said that the Thunders and the Serpents had always War.
Grandfather Thunder and his 4 sons protected guarding the Upper Sky World Realm from the
Serpents of the Lower World Realm.
The Thunders lived on the outer lining realm of the Sky world that separated them with their
protective layer from the Serpents who were always trying to get into Sky World. The Serpents
had the ability to shape shift and get through sometimes.

Many Wars between the Thunders and Serpents left the Lower World flooded rocking in space.
There the Serpents lived in darkness and deep waters with many serpent creatures, till one day...a
great collision came falling down from the upper world. This is known as Sky Woman Falling.

Long ago in The Upper Sky World of Space was a Village that had a huge Tree of Light and life
standing in the middle of it. The tree had branches that went on and on forever and blanketed all
of Sky Land. The branches had round orbs of light that breathed and glowed from dim to light
like a pulse. This was the source of energy, light and life force of their world.
The roots of this Celestial Tree were so huge that they rose up out of the ground like many little
hill tops one after the next and the Sky Beings made their Lodge dwellings in the roots.
All the food that grew there would grow very fast in a day or 2.
All the animals we know today come from this place... It was in this world that the first death
and birth would take place and the first Mother of Human life would make its way.
In a small Village far from the central town...was a Lodge where a sister and brother lived hidden
from the rest of Sky World in their Village. Ahneh and Uhneh had their beds at the opposite
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sides of their lodge. One day Ahneh came to her brother’s side and asked if she could brush his
hair. And so, they became in this way and shared intimacy.
One day Ahneh became pregnant not knowing what was happening to her. And her brother
Uhneh became very sick and died. Ahneh put her brother up high in the tree branches in an open
box scaffold.
It was soon after that Ahneh gave birth to their baby girl Ahtansic.
Ahtansic grew fast and would visit everyday to her father. They would talk and he would prepare
her for her journey when she was old enough. One day Uhneh gave Ahtansic a string of shell
wampum and put it around her neck.
He told her that when the time was ready, she would have to go to the central Village where the
care taker of the Tree lived. His name was Tareniawageh. Ahtansic was to give him this string of
wampum as her pathway to come stay and be his companion. One day Ahneh saw the necklace
around her daughter’s neck. She asked Ahtansic how did she acquire this necklace. Ahtansic told
her mother from her father who she visits everyday in the Tree.
Ahneh knew this was going to be the last she see's her daughter and she helped prepare her.
Ahtansic was told to follow the branches to the center and she would see a large lodge that would
be where her future companion would be...Tareniawagen, The Sky Holder.
Ahtansic left for her journey walking. but in one thought she could be there in a flash. And so,
she was. Sky Beings had these capabilities of thought to action. And they were huge. Much,
much larger than Human Beings. And their Animals and Birds too were much larger. As the
plant foods and everything...was much larger...and they could run fast and jump high. They were
super beings. When Ahtansic got to Tareniawagen's Lodge, she waited for him and handed him
the Strand of Wampum her father gave her. Tareniawagen knew this was her offering and she
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told him she is to stay with him and be his companion. He then told her she needed to pass
through the endurance tests. She was told to strip and make hot mush that would burn and scowl
and burn her. Then 2 lions licked her skin clean, leaving her raw and bloody. Ahtansic was able
to stand it and told Tareniawagen that she would like to go home to her village to tell her mother
of the good news. Tareniawagen told her to tell everyone to open the tops of their lodges that he
would fill them up with corn. It is the reason our men make corn bread for his wedding party
today!!
Ahtansic began her journey home...and before she took off with just one thought, she noticed a
white bridge over a brook of water. She gazed at it and decided to stroll across it. What she did
not know was that it was Kahastireh, the White Fire Dragon (Meteor man) that had shape shifted
his way into Sky World!! Kahastireh is the arch enemy of Tareniawagen and ruler of the Lower
world. Everything Kahastireh passes by becomes scorched, burnt, blown and broken. This is the
very reason Ahtansic had to pass these tests, to live with Tareniawagen and his Village Sky
People. As Ahtansic began to walk over the bridge, a warm strong breeze blew right through her
that impregnated her with Serpent Twins (double helix DNA code). Although she did not realize
what had happened to her or that the white bridge was a shape shifting Serpent, she kept
walking. And in one thought, she was home in her mother’s arms, telling everyone to open the
tops of their lodges and she took off again. This time, there was no white bridge and she
wondered where it went. Tareniawagen saw her coming from a distance and recognized that she
was with child. He knew this was the trick of Kahastireh!! Tareniawagen filled with anger, he
could not even speak to Ahtansic. He fell sick to his bed and all the Village Sky People came to
help him. He could not speak. Finally, one day he rose and called all the Sky Villagers to come
and uproot the Sky Tree. It took them days and days to cut down the Tree. Tareniawagen began
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throwing all kinds of things down through the huge hole and called Ahtansic to see. She bent
down on her knees and looked down and saw the dark green waters shimmering. Tareniawagen
then pushed her down and Ahtansic tried to hold onto the roots that dangled from the hole (black
hole) but they ripped and Ahtansic became Sky Woman Falling (Big Bang).
Sky Woman was falling fast and furious and her Twin boys were growing fast. One twin had
room and was safe, but the other twin was getting crushed with no space to move. Eventually
they began to fight inside their mother’s womb. All the animals Tareniawagen threw down saw
her coming. Swans came to her rescue and caught her while others went down to get Grandfather
Turtle (Pangea) who emerged from the deep waters. He offered his back for her to land on and
the others went down to the bottom to find mud to place on Turtles back as a soft safe landing
pad. Muskrat went down and brought the mud up, but he was dead when he floated to the top.
So, Beaver took the mud from Muskrats claws and placed it on Turtles back and padded it down
with his Beaver tail. The Swans then placed Ahtansic Sky Woman on Grandfather Turtles back.
Sky Woman began to slip and slide and her feet kept her going shuffling going round and round.
The dirt from the roots of Sky Tree still clenched in her hands sprinkled everywhere she shuffled
her feet gripping and her arms waving about round and round trying to keep her balance and the
Turtles back began to spin (orbit) and grow as she massaged and danced ("Eskanyeh", woman's
shuffle dance "to go around" creation dance). Everywhere the grasses and bushes and tall trees
began to grow and the medicine plants and fruits and vegetables everything from Sky World was
growing. She began to feel the pain from her sons fighting and ready to be born. Sky Woman fell
to the ground cracking Grand father Turtle Island's shell...making the first Earth Quake. The
waters came crashing through separating the shell. The first twin KahTIgeraquast "Good Mind"
came out of his mother’s womb following the light. He grew immediately standing tall and his
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twin brother KahTIgerakseh "Bad Mind" who got crushed during their flight and fight, did not
want to follow his brother out. He was different in a deprived way, so he broke a whole through
his mother’s side torso. Ahtansic Sky Woman died instantly and all of her blood flowed out of
her body, seeping into the cracks of the Shell, mud and waters...where then Corn, Beans and
Squash grew. Her body then became transparent translucent light! The second Twin grew just as
fast and Tall as the sky high. Both the brothers stood there looking down at their mother’s body
of light that was separating. The Good Mind took her head and threw it up to the East and it
became the Sun. The Bad Mind then picked up his mothers Torso and threw it up to the West
and became the Moon. Her womb re-enacts her sacrifice to give life waxing and waning keeping
all female cycles of life and tide waters...that her blood gave life too as well. The Good Twin
then took his mothers arms, legs, hands and feet and threw them across the Sky...making Stars.
The Twins continued to create everything on Turtle Island. The Good mind made roses and the
bad Mind made Thorns. It kept going like this... Medicine and poison.
Eventually they began to make Beings. The Good mind made many Bings that were very much
like Sky World Beings... And the Bad Mind was jealous of his brother and tried to make Beings
like his brother but they came out like monsters and monkey like. The Good Twin felt sorry for
his brother and wanted to help him...so he blew his own breath into his brothers Beings. These
were the first Human Beings. They say we are made with both Good and Bad minds and that we
must learn to make choices.
The Twins began to fight and have a big War that tore up so much of the new world because the
Bad Twin kept creating danger and dangerous beings and serpent like beings that would harm
the Human Beings. The Good Twin gave the Human Beings Tobacco to always offer for help
from the Thunder Beings. But the Good Twin had to stop his brother from destroying everything.
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KahTIkeraquast Good Mind drove his brother down into the underworld with their father and
other serpents to dwell. And the Bad Twin said to his brother...'you may have put me down
under...but I still have said over the Humans...because they are half me. And then the Good Twin
left back to the Upper Sky World Realm. He came back a few times to help us migrate and to kill
off the serpent beings. Today the Serpent beings are the Black Snakes Oil and fossil fuel
industry. But we keep our Tobacco for the Thunders and our offerings and prayers in just one
thought.
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